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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The focus of'this report is pretrial release programs; :specificafly, 
it .exaininesthe practice of pretrial relea~e as it 'has developed in 
the United States over the last 25 years and highlights the advantages 
and disadvantages of specific program structures, operations , and 
policy decisions' related to efficient pretrial case management. The 
report is intended to assistpractitlonersin addr:essingth~current 
challenges in the pretrialfiela. . Moreover~ it is:mec:mttoserveas a 
basic' reference tool for local crimirial justice offidals arid others 
involved in pretrial release program develOpment, particularly those 
interested in establishing a specialized agency to serve pretrial 
decisionmakers. . , 

Bail reform efforts in the 1960s savl the emergence of pretrial release 
programs as a response to problems noted by critics of the corrunercial 
bail system, such as discrimination against indigent defendants, and 
the effective transferral of the release decision to private' bail 
bondsmen. In 1961, tbe first of these programs, the Manhattan Bail 
ProJect, was initiated in New York City as an experiment in selecting 
defendants to be released on their own recognizance. The success of. 
the Manhattan Bail Project provided a major stimulus for bail reform 
across the country. 

Three other events had substantial impact on the growing bail reform 
movement. The National Conferei1ce on Bail and Criminal .Justicein 
1964 provided a forum for practitioners cmd policy-makers to debate 
the increased use of non-financial release and to advocate reform of 
the nation I s bail laws. In 19615, Federal legislative efforts culmi~ 
nated In the Federal Bail Reform f\ct, . which created a presumption in 
favor of release on personal recognizance, introduced the concept of 
condi tional release, authorized 10 percent deposit bail with the 
court, returnable upon appearance, and emphasi zed the principle of 
release under the least restrictive method necessary to ensure court 
appearance. Although the law applied only to the Federal courts and 
the District of ColUmbia, at least a dozen states undertook bail law 
revisions vii thin five years oEits" passage. The third major event 
occurred in 1968 when the . .American Bar Association {ABA) published the 
first standards on pretrial release. 

As the bail reform movement entered its second . decade , it was 
confronted by intense public concern over reports of a dramatic 
increase in crime. Thus, programs struggled to reconcile the goal of 
redUcing inappropriate pretrial detention with the need to maintain 
public safety. Bail reform measures in the 1970s consisted of efforts 
to improve program practices by expanding the use of non-financial 
release options and establishing national standards to guide local
i ties in day-to-day practices. Throughout the 1970s, pretrial release 
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~tandards were developed by' tte't-tafioncil AdvisoJ:Y COTTllllission on 
Standa.rds and Goals (1973), the National Cohference of COTTllllissioners 
on State Laws (1974),. the National District }~.ttorneys Association 
(197'7), ··the National Association qf pretri.Cllseryic~sAgenciesWAPSA)! 
(1978) ,and the ABA (revised, 1979).,Wlule tl'1ese standardsd~ff~red 

. somewhat, COTTllllon . elements institution.alized many of., the bail reform 
movement's goals.! . 

. , 

Another important development in the 1970s was passage of the Distr~ct 
ofColt.nnbia CourtoReform and Criminal Procedure Act. of 1970,whH::h 
amended the Bail.Reform Act of 1966 . and directed judges in '. the 
District :of Columbia to consider t,he .element ofcormnuni tysafety .as 
wel1· as the defendant' srisk of flight in arriving at ,an appropriate 
bail decision. This was the first law that allowed for IIpreventive 
detention" of defendants thought likely to cormnit' new crimes if 
released into the community. 

The 'legal authority f~r the, pretrialr.elease . program is .in part 
determined by: 1) laws which define the circumstances under WhlCh some 
or all defendants maybe released pending adjudication; 2) laws w,,1ich 
definet.lle constitutional or statutory rights of the accused and which 
maydir.!?ctly or indirectly have an impact on the pret~ial rele~se 
processiand 3) laws which specifically mandate or authonze pretnal 
release programs. 

~rogram practices are determined not only by legal requirements but by 
local system structure. Three court-~ela~ed issues which ~ffect 
pretrial release practices are the orgamzatlOnal placement, POlOt of 
program intervention, and release options available. 

Organizational placement r~f~rs t~ the pos~tion of the pr7t:ial 
urogram with regard to adImmstratlVe authon ty and accountabll1 ty. 
According to a 1980 survey of pretrial release programs, almost half 
are directly accountable to some branch of the courts. 

Equally important is the time the program initially screens or 
interviews defendants, Le. , the "point of intervention." Most 
programs are in accord with national standards which urge that 
interviews be conducted expeditiously in order to make the information 
available at the fi rst court appearance, where the ini tial release 
decision is usually made. 

The range of release options available in a jurisdiction can also 
affect pretrial release program practices. These options are usually 
distinguished in practice between financial and non-financial re17a~e, 
and, amoI1g non-financial release methods, the level of superVlslOn 
provided. 
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. There are five ways, in ~ich . defendants can secure. release without 
appeariI1g before a judicial officer,: three fOllllS of cita.tion release 

" (oorl..;financii3.I), ,.throughdelegatedrelease authb:dty (financial or 
nbn~financial) . and through a' bail schedule .( financial) • Arrestees ' Who 
have not secured'. release 'through one of' these methods appear ata 
heariI1g ,before a judicial officer.. The judicial ·officer can authorize 
a variety of ,oon .... financialand financial release options~! including 
four typeS of noni...financial releas~ options,. and six types of· finan
cial release bptiOhs~ .' The . four· types of non-financial release are 
release on recognizance (or' writtenpranise to appear) ,conditional 
release, supervised release, and third-party custody release. 'The six 
types of financial conditions which the. cburt·. may. 'impOse include 
Unsecured .bail, privately secured bail, property' bail, deposit bail, 
surety bail, and caSh bail. 

Two other system' features Which may playa part in the release of 
defendants (and the practices of .release programs) are the existence 
and extent of the surety bail industry in' a jurisdiction ahd the level 
of a::mnunity social services' available to the court . and other, system 
actors. 

The practice of allowing ccmmercial bondsmen tOIX>stbail for the 
release of defendants· prior to··trial has,created ·accmnercial. business 
enterprise within the criminal courts. The. bail bondsman can 
frequently detennine whether or nat defendants required to post surety 
bail will "be released or detained. However;· the extent of the bail 
bondsman I s impact on release varies' considerably ClIroI1g jurisdictions. 
States such as Illinois and Kentucky have virtually, eliminated the 
need for ccmnercial bail bona. services; while lbcal systems in states 
such as Georgia I Texas, and ca1iforhia still rely to a 'large extent on 
the use of surety bail. 

Increasingly, ccmuunitysocial service agencies are being called on to 
provide services to the court so ~t more defendan~s.can be relea~ed 
with supervision under non-financlal release condltlons. Pretrlal 
release agencies may serve as catalysts in this process through 
development of relationships with the various. agencies and their 
identificatioo of defendants who can "be assisted by . such programs. 
The same treatment programs used by the court as al ternati ves to 
incarceratioo may also "be used prior to adjudication. 

There are two types of non-financial release: release on recognizance 
and conditional release. Release on recognizance (ROR) is defined as 
"release on one I spranise to appear without any requirement of money 
bond." 

A pretrial release program must identify th~ ca~egor~es of defendants 
it will screen, then identify the populatlCll1 lt wlll recarmend for 
release . Definition of the target fOpulation can have a tremendous 
impact on its operation. Defining a target population is accomplished 
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thr<:>ugh the use of screening for.eligibility. Exclusion froIn program 
considergtionfot RORmay occur through exclusion from the initial. 
inter,view, . or exclusion from prog(am recommendations for ROR. 

Screening procedures for det.~nnining defendant eligibility for release 
on recognizance involve three steps: ... obtaining background infor .... 
matiol1; verifying that infotmation;and detenniningthe appropriate 
recommendation. 

After background information on defendants has. been collected and 
verified; program personnel must determine which defendants will be 
recommended for ROR. There are three assessment mechanisms available 
to pretrial release programs: objective schemes, subjective schemes, 
or a combination of both. Objective schemes use some type of "point 
scale" to determine a defendant's eligibility for ROR. The advantages 
of an objective scheme are that it may provide some level of statis
tical predictability, it .allows recommendations to be applied in a 
consistent manner, and it may result in higher rates of non-financial 
release. Difficulties with such schemes are that they may be too 
restrictive, they may discriminate through the use of invalid 
criteria, they are often "borrowed" from other jurisdictions without 
the necessary local validation, and they may lack needed flexibility. 

Subjective schemes have the following advantages: they capitalize on 
the knowledge and experience of trained investigative staff; they 
allow interviewers to feel greater responsibility for release recom
mendations; and they provide more flexibility in changing release 
criteria to respond to individual defendants. The disadvantages of 
subj ecti ve schemes incl ude: the insti tutionali zation of personal 
bias; the requirement of more experienced staff at the initial 
interview; and the lack of consistency in application of recom
mendations. 

Concerns over the weaknesses of the two recommendation approaches have 
led many programs to combine sUbjective judgment with objective point 
scales to determine release recommendations. 

Following the recommendation determination, most programs prepare 
written reports which detail the release recommendation and the 
supportive background information, with copies provided to the 
prosecutor, defense counsel, and the court. Some programs present 
only ROR recommendations, While others present a variety of 
recorrvnendations, including conditional release, supervised release, 
and money bail amounts. 

'l'hese techniques differ from ROR in their specification that 
defendants fulfill some stated requirements which go beyond those 
associated with ROR. Within these techniques, the distinctions 
pertain to the level of restrictions placed on defendants, the level 
of supervision necessary to monitor compliance, and the locus of 
supervisory authority. 

x 
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Condl tional release· tecbniques provide.the judicial officer o/i th a 
release option in . those cases where he or she does not. feel that the 
defendant is a good risk to return to court, but, ·at the same time, 
does not feel that pretrial detention is warranted.. Through the use 
of conditional release ,programs seek to expand thel1umber of 
defendants who are eligible for non ..... financial release, without 
jeopardizing failure-to-appear or rearrest rates •. 

. . 

Condi tional release wi thout supervision entails coridi tions which can 
be grouped into four categories: 1) "status quo" conditions, where 
defendants. are required to maintain residence, school, and/or 
employment status; 2) restrictive conditions, where defendants must 
restrict their associations or movements, avoid contact with victims, 
or .maintain curfews; 3) contact conditions,\.mere defendants are 
required to report by telephone or in person to the release program at 
various intervals; and 4) problem-oriented condi tions, where defen
dants are required to enroll in various social service programs. 

Supervised release provides the monitoring component for court-ordered 
conditions. Monitoring offers several potential benefits to the 
court: adequately monitored conditions can provide an early warning 
of non-appearance; the provision of information to the court on the 
pretrial performance of supervised defendants can assist the court in 
determining the appropriate sentence for convicted defendants; and the 
defendant's record of pretrial behavior can provide an indication of 
likely behavior if a non-incarcerative sentence is considered. Pre
trial release programs use various forms of supervised release. Some 
programs use both contact supervision (e.g., requiring defendants to 
call or visit the release program on a regular schedule) and mandatory 
treatment programs, while others use one or the other. Frequency of 
required call-ins, visits, or treatment program attendance also varies 
widely. 

Third-party custody release is premised on the condi tion that some 
agency or individual in addition to the defendant assume responsi
bility for assuring the defendant's appearance in court. The third
party custodian may be an individual such as a relative, friend, or 
employer, or a social service agency. Tradi tionally, this form of 
release is a direct arrangement between ~,e court and the designated 
individual or agency, without the involvement of the release program. 
However, in some jurisdictions release progralfl functions include 
recommending specific third-party custodians, providing third-party 
custodians with court date information, establishing criteria for 
third-party release, and acting to coordinate the work of third-party 
custodians. 

The pool of defendants eligible for consideration for conditional 
release depends on the jurisdiction's definition of "high risk" 
defendants. In general, conditional release techniques are used for 
felony defendants because many alleged felons are ineligible to 
receive a recommendation for ROR and are likely to have money bail 
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set, and because felony defendants are less likely to secure release 
from custody since they tend to have higher bail amounts. 

The population of defendants eligible for conditional release in part 
depends on the point of intervention selected by the program and the 
procedures for obtaining referrals. Screening before the ini tial 
court appearance may enable defendants to secure release more quickly 
and save both the system and the defendant money. However, determi
nation of appropriate conditions of release may be difficult if 
outside agencies are used, due to time constraints. Also, it may not 
be feasible to obtain agreements from such agencies in such a short 
period of time. Some programs have responded to this concern by 
presenting a general recommendation for conditional release at the 
initial court appearance] with specific conditions to be determined 
later after a subsequent interview. Programs must be careful to guard 
against "widening the net." This can occur when judges assign 
condi tions to defendants who may haVE) otherwise obtained release 
without them. 

In determining specific conditions of release, programs should strive 
to meet two criteria. First, conditions should be individualized to 
the particular circumstances of each defendant and must be reasonably 
related to minimizing risk of flight and rearrest. Second, the least 
restrictive set of conditions should be imposed. This pertains not 
only to the number but also the type of conditions. 

In presenting recommendations to the court for conditional release, it 
is important to ensure that the conditions of release are as specific 
as possible. Vague conditions such as "cooperating with the program" 
should be avoided. 

There are a number of follow-up activities that release programs may 
undertake after the accused has been arraigned. Though some of these 
services are not directly related to the pretrial release dec.ision, 
they are often provided to other criminal justice agencies. 

Among post-release services, many release programs interview 
defendants irmnediately following release in order to review court 
proceedings, court dates, attorney information, program requirements, 
and to answer any questions. Release programs may also act to notify 
defendants, by phone or mail, of some or all court dates. Recent 
research results on the impact of program notification show that the 
practice may reduce FI'A rates by as much as half in certain charge 
categories. 

Virtually all release programs have established case-tracking systems 
to derive information for monitoring and evaluation of pretrial 
release program functions and providing information to judges. Asso
cial.:ed wi th systematic data gathering on overall program operations is 
the preparation of reports on individual releasee performance, which 
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may be used by courts in determining appropriate sentences fOr those 
who are convicted. Programs may prepare individual reports on persons 
released through the release agency, or only fOr particular defendant 
groups. 

Response to violations of release conditions is an imJX>rtant part of 
pretrial program acti vi ty. However, reporting on every violation may 
quickly swamp the agency in paperwork. Professional standards suggest 
serne discreticnin reporting noncanpliance, but it is important to 
develop standard procedures -fOr dealing with all violations and to 
involve the judiciary in that process. Three types of sanctions for 
non-ccropliance exist: remedial (requiring some program participation), 
restrictive (1:L'11iting travel or associations) I and punitive (fines, 
jail time, or other penalties). In the event of failure-to-appear I 
especially in - felony cases, a large percentage of release agencies 
take action to retu...-n the defet"idfu"it to oourt. Phone oontact and -field 
visits are often used to locate defendants, a.nd sane agencies have 
failure-to-appearunits Which deal solely with this sub-population. 

Supplemental services may include services to the accused or to other 
system agencies such as information sharing. Program administrators 
may also be willing to provide "extra" services to speed case 
processing or make referrals to other programs as part of overall 
program goals. . However, specific non-release supplemental services 
should be considered in light of the issue of confidentiality of 
defendant information, and the possibility of jeopardizing more 
essential services. 

Pretrial programs often provide social sel"'.rice referrals to defendants 
who need help in obtaining employment., alcohol or drug abuse 
treatment, or· other services. '!he maintenance of· referral agency 
listiI19's has becane a.11 l..TTIportant part of t."'e wurk of many agencies~ 

Indigency screening to detennine eligibility for free. assignment. of 
counsel is also perfonned by many release agencies. However, certain 
professional standards op'pose release. agency involvement in such 
screeniI19', since inquiries pertaining to the arrount of ineane,' a fact 
nbtregarded as relevant to the release issue, may lead to reduced 
credibili ty among defendants and wi th other system agencies, 
jeo)?CU"dizing essential services. '. 

Some pretrial programs have both pretrial release and pretrial 
diversion . screening. 'Ib the extent that the particular diversion 
progrcun has strict eligibility requirements, the release p~~ram' can 
make early assessment as to Whethel;' a?efen~a.'1t meets muumum r 7-
quirements. Separation of the two funct10ns 1S recommended, even 1f 
the two programs, are placed in the same agency. 

Since it is valuable' fOr the probation depal:i:ment working to provide 
presentence inve~tigations ,to. speed ·~u~· investig?-tibns, pre~ial. 
servrides programs often are involved 1n .SupplY1ng appropr1ate 
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background data, an important supplemental service in, many 
jurisdictions. 

Wi th the problem of jail crowding reaching crlS1S proportions, 
pretrial agencies are increasingly be:ing recognized as crucial to jail 
population monitoring Ch'1d as a bridge to cooperation between the 
courts and jail administrators. Pretrial programs are in an eXGellent 
posi tion to contribute key facts to the analysis of jail populations 
and to help devise population reduction plans. In addi tion to pro
viding data, many programs are .directly involved in special population 
management groups and task forces. . 

Finally, many jurisdictions have turned to "central intake" systems in 
an . effort to improve case management and overall coordination among 
criminal justice agencies. With such a system, duplication in infor
mation-gathering can be minimized through a comprehensive interview as 
soon as possible after arrest. Involvement in central intake services 
can serve the goals of the release program, but issues of confiden
tiality and credibility can again arise if such screening is performed 
by the .release program. 

In addition to the mechanics of program operations and procedures, 
administrators must deal with a number of important management. issues, 
including staffing, training, fiscal responsib:ili ties, public rela
tions, management information system development, qnd impact 
eval uations • ". 

'!he planning of staff levels, functions, . and ,allocation is a complex 
process in which program administrators mustconsider'budgetary 
constraints, workload, ranqe of services offered. caseloadfluctu
ations, court scheduling, ahd a variety of other characterisi::i.cs. 

Staffing deci.sions are needed in three , areas : administrative, 
investigati ve, and post-release. Administrati ve ,staff functions 
include supervision of all staff, blldget preparation, research, 
preparing all reports on t.l1e program, and ensuril1g .that the goals of 
the program are clear to .. all staff through appropriate training. 
Investigative staff functions include interviewing' all .. defendants 
eligible for pretrial release screening, verifying the lnfermatiqn 
obtained ,and presentingrecorrmendations to. the court. Post~release 
staff functions include monitoring conditional releasecpses,' noti-. 
f'yingdefendantsof .court dates, cc;isetracking, and. apprehension/-
arrest·if appropriate. '. . 

Staff training and evaluation is an integral Wrtof a release 
f(rogram 's activities. A training program should work to keep staff 
ll1formed of new developments in . the r;elease, field "as well as in the 
individualpr99ram,andtorai,se toe level of skills available to the 
program., Sucl.1pt;'ograms usual.ly include interviewing, tecpniq\les, 
defendant .supervision procedures,report: layoJlts,and basic management 
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training. Staff evaluations are formalized mechanisms (written and/or 
oral) to assess a staff member's ability to qualify for a higher grade 
and appropriate salary increase. 

A pretrial program administrator's fiscal responsibili ties involve 
preparing annual budget proposals, detailing justifications for 
proposed increases as they may become necessary; and responding to 
audits, either from county, state, or federal agencies. Monthly 
review ofexpendi tures is. necessary to ensure that current budget 
allowances are not exceeded. 

Public relations is another important area for pretrial release 
programs. Programs should prepare materials which describe program 
goals and operations and how they benefit the public. 'lhese materials 
should be available to three audiences: 1) local criminal justice 
agencies; 2) community organizations; and 3) legislators, particularly 
county officials. 

A management information system (MIS), allows a program administrator 
to identify difficulties within the organization by examining statis
tics and periodic reports. careful planning for the implementation of 
an MIS is important to its success. Without first defining precise 
information requirements, systems may compile excessive data at high 
cost while leaving essential questions unanswered. The planning 
process should include: defining questions to be examined; describing 
data to be collected,' and in what format; creating data forms; 
creating effective reports; involving, the staff in planning; and 
deciding'between manual and automated systems. 

Topics to be examined may involve release or failure-tb-appear rates, 
management que.stions such as recommendation rates of' individual 
interviewers, background questions such as defendant characteristics , 
"housekeeping" information needed in contacts with the defendant, and 
disposi tion . information such as form of release or sentencing 
information. ' 

At minimum" a program should collect data,. on defendant 
characteristics, program actions, and process outcomes, so that 
questions concerning the program's effect on the, criminal justice 
system can be anSwered. Data gatherill3 forms must be designed to 
accornrrtodate this information and allow for quick compilation. 

A carefully. devised MIS is critical to the develoJ?-tlent of the program 
nimpaGt.evalua~ion.n Impact evaluations differ from management 
information systems in that they are designed to test certain research 
questions concerning program e~fects on the local criminal justice 
system. " This tool can validate new. innovations, diagnose problems, 
allow the program to make> more informed decisions, and test program 
impact on defendants~ . The level of complexity or sophistication 
involved in reseClrch. evaluation depends on the program' sneeds,. the 
research questions that demand answers, . and the adequacy of the 
bUdget. 
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Several topics have been identified by program administrators as 
important issues for the 1980s. For several years, advocates have 
called for early identification and services outside the jail setting 
for mentally disabled persons, public inebriates, and [J.!IT. and drug 
abuse defendants. The numbers of such defendants detained pretrial 
appears to be growing, acconUng to available statistics. Courts, 
often without alternatives for uspecial needs" cases, are beginning to 
recognize the potential of pretrial services progra~s to identify such 
cases and develop pretrial options. 

Many jurisdictions have been forced by mounting jail cro~uing problems 
and more tightly defined first appearance guidelines to find more 
efficient ways of dealing with arrestees. One technique of short
cutting direct judicial involvement in release decision-making, 
ci tation release, has spread throughout the country in recent years. 
Many administrators now suggest that delegation of release authority 
to pretrial services programs should be implemented as a natural 
expansion of the citation release experiment. Though a number of 
release programs have operated with such authority in handling 
misdemeanant charges for several years, a few now have some degree of 
felony release authority. 

Another mechanism implemented to expedi te the handling of criminal 
cases is the central intake system (CIS). The basic function of the 
CIS is to gather information on defendants and their cases, verify 
that information and disseminate it to appropriate operating agencies, 
thus reducing the duplication of efforts in information gathering and 
the lack of coordination in case processing that is so common in local 
systems. Tne issue of confidentiality impedes many systems in moving 
to central intake mechanisms, but where pretrial release agencies have 
assumed chief responsibility, the problem has been dealt with through 
limiting each agency's access to the information bank, or allowing 
individual agencies to maintain information unique to their own needs 
with basic data supplied by the CIS. 

Concern over pretrial rearrest rates has grown steadily over the last 
15 years, leading many states to pass measures making the consider...,. 
ation of danger explicit in their release laws. Opponents of this 
movement have argued that criminal behavior cannot be accurately 
forecasted and that denial of bail based on such predictions would 
contradict basic legal precepts. 

A~ though recent research indicates no improvement in the effort to 
differentiate between those who will or will not commit bail crimes, 
safety concerns do affect the bail decision. Many pretrial 
practi tioners, supported by NAPSA, are moving to separate safety 
considerations from those of court appearance and to propose 
non-financial release conditions to defendants thought to pose a 
threat to safety. 
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The development of bail guidelines for local court systems is an 
attempt to structure judicial discretion to make it more accountable 
and fair. Developed in Philadelphia by Goldkamp and Gottfredson, a 
matrix system provides a range of bail choices to guide judges in 
their release decisions. Research on the Philadelphia system 
documents increased equity in bail decisions with no significant 
change in failures-to-appear, pretrial rearrest rates, or release 
rates. All municipal court judges in Philadelphia are now using the 
bail guidelines system. 

The recent spotlight on the needs of crime victims has resulted in 
stepped-up efforts by local criminal justice agencies to improve 
victim assistance programs or to initiate programs where there are 
none. Many pretrial services agencies have been involved in informing 
the court of the situation of the victim and providing specific 
recommendations for "stay away" orders. Although increased pretrial 
program activity is problematic, many programs may be urged to become 
more directly involved in victim assistance procedures. 

Accredi tation standards are intended to ensure regularity and 
consistency and to represent ideal but attainable goals. Advocates of 
accreditation of pretrial release programs believe that some level of 
standardization could work to promote the safe release of a maximum 
number of defendants and make pretrial programs more effective in 
reducing jail population levels. 

The question of how pretrial services programs can help solve the 
problem of jail crowding looms large on the horizon. It is clear that 
other criminal justice agencies, especially the courts, are looking to 
pretrial services agencies for the necessary expertise to reduce 
incarceration levels while ensuring community safety and the integrity 
of the court process. 
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Chapter 1 

REFORM EFFORI'S AND CURRENT ISSUES 

1.0 Introduction 

Historically the criminal justice system has relied on money bail as 
the major meChanism for assuring a defendant1s appearance at court. 
Defendants with the financial means to p::>st· oondhave secured pretrial 
release, while indigent defendants have remained in jail. A turning 
p::>int in the criminal justice system I s treatment of indigent defen
dants occurred in the early 1960s with the establishment of the 
Manhattan Bail Project, the first program to test the validity of 
non-financial means of pretrial release. The findings of this 
project, "Vhich indicated that a majority of defendants with ties in 
the ccmnunity could be safely released on their own recognizance, 
generated national interest in bail refonn. Since that time, many 
jurisdictions have adopted similar approaches and have implemented 
other release mechanisms such as ci ta tion release, conditional 
release, supervised release, and dep::>sit bail. All of these mecha
nisms were developed to increase the options available to juris
dictions in effecting release while assuring carmuni ty safety and the 
integrity of the court process. The use of new options has result~ 
in the release of many defendants who might otherwise have been 
unnecessarily detained during the pretrial period. . 

While the bail refonn movement made significant strides· during . its 
first decade, current bail practices reflect conflicting pressures. 
en the one hand, t.l)e presumpticn of innocence, coupled w,ith current 
jail conditions and escalating costs of maintaining defendants in 
jail, have led many to 9.rgue for a further expansion of the range of 
pretrial release options. On the other 1:tand, there is continuing 
concern about failure-t~appear among defendants an pretrial release, 
and crime cx:mnitted by defendants an pretrial release. llielatterhas 
led many to argue for the imJ:X)si tian of more restrictive . fonus . of 
release, for the explicit consideration of the defendant I s poten,tial 
dangerousness in setting release conditions, and for the use of 
pretrial detention for certain defendants. 

Local criminal justice officers feel these conflicting pre~sures 
strongly. This Issues and Practices report, \'.hich .exam:iJ:les pro,,:. 
grarrmatic non-financial· release strategies, is intended to assist 
pretrial practitioners in addressing the current c11allenges .infue 
pretrial field. It examines the concept of non-financial pretrial 
release as it has developed in the United States over the last. 20 
years, and highlights, where p::>ssible, the advantages. and· d.i.sad":' 
vantages of specific program structures ,operations I and policy de-
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clslons related to implementing release on recognizance and 
conditional release strategies. The report also discusses the 
posi ti ve and negative consequences of each. The audience for this 
report includes tv.o rather disparate groups: jurisdictions with 
existing pretrial release programs and jurisdictions considering 
implementing suCh programs. 1hus it includes information of interest 
to program designers and program operators. In addition, this report 
will be useful to legislators and state executives examining the 
methods of pretrial release currently employed in their state, with an 
eye to improving statewide services. 

The infol:1l1ation in this document is drawn frem a nurriber of sources. 
In MarCh 1983, telephone intervie'WS were conducted with 14 pretrial 
programs. These programs provided detailed information on their 
structure, operations, and acti vi ties. Canplementing this program
matic information was a review of the literature on pretrial programs. 
After consultatien with experts in the pretrial field, seven addi
tional programs were Chosen for rrore intensive study. Visits were 
made to eaCh during the first quarter of 1983. These seven programs 
were the Pretrial Release Services Division, Baltirrore, MD: 0Nn 
Recognizance Project, Berkeley, CA.; Pretrial Court Services, Cobb 
County, GA; Pretrial Services Unit, King County, WA; Municip"il Court 
Pretrial Services, Marien County, IN; 0Nn Recognizance Project, San 
Mateo County, CA i and the Pretrial Services Agency, Washington, OC. 
The experiences of theSe seven sites are highlighted throughout the 
report, and are supplemented by information gained through the 
telephone survey and literature review of other pretrial programs. 

1.1 Problems in the Admirdstration of Bail 

The presmnptien that an accused defendant should in rrost cases be 
released frem custody pending trial has been a longstanding precept of 
the American criminal justioe system. Pretrial release permits the 
accused to take an active part in planning his defense, permits him to 
maintain his employment and family ties in the event he is acquitted 
or given a non-custodial sentence, and ~es his family the hardship 
and indignity of welfare and enforced separation. At the same time, 
however, the ccmnuni ty needs assurance that the accused will appear in 
court and refrain fran criminal activity. 

Historically, the principal me,~hanism used in this country to 
determine Whether a defendant shf")uld be released pending trial has 
been the rroney bail system. The American bail system evolved frem 
English ccmncn law, Where private individuals personally guaranteed 
they would produce defendants for trial. If the accused failed to 
appear, these private sureties offered themselves as substitutes for 
the defendant, or forfeited property. By the thirteenth oentury, 
sureties provided a smn of rroney in the event of non-appearanoe. Y 
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American citizens in most jurisdictions have enjoyed an absolute 
statutory or consti tutional right to have bail set in non-capital 
cases since colonial times. In capital cases, where the defendant's 
risk of flight may be great, the right to bail is, in many states, 
discretionary. The Eighth Amendment of the United States Constitution 
grants a right to all citizens against "excessive bail," although it 
is silent on any explicit grant of an absolute right to bail. The 
Judiciary Act of 1789, however, did grant a right to bail in all 
non-capi tal cases before trial in the Federal courts. y 

This right to bail in non-capital cases provided by the Judiciary Act 
of 1789 (and by the consti tutions of 34 states), 3/ coupled with the 
vastness of the American frontier, meant that a new means had to be 
developed to supplement the prj, vate surety. 4/ By the end of the 
nineteenth century, the practice of commercial bail bonding largely 
replaced the private surety, so that a defendant typically had to post 
a premium with a bondsman in order to gain pretrial freedom. 5/ In 
return for a non-refundable money premium, the bondsman guaranteed the 
defendant's appearance at court. If the defendant failed to appear, 
the bondsman would lose the full amount of the bond. As a measure of 
protection from forfeiture losses, bondsmen would often require 
defendants to post collateral. Under this system, defendants who 
could post the bondsmen's fees and meet other conditions set by the 
bondsmen secured pretrial release, while those without these resources 
remained in jail, often for months. 

The commercial bail system has remained a prominent form of pretrial 
release throughout the twentiet.~ century. However, beg inning in the 
early 1920s and continuing to the present day, the inequities of the 
commercial system have received greater attention. Criticisms 
directed at the system include the following: 

• The practice of framing a defendant's prospect for pretrial 
freedom in financial terms clearly lends itself to discrimi
nation against indigent defendants. 

• n1e nature of the money bail system requires the practically 
impossible task of translating risk of flight and/or danger 
into dollars and cents. 

• The premise that financial payments are useful in assuring 
court appearance is questionable, since fees posted wi th a 
bondsman to secure release are not returned when a defendant 
appears in court. 

• Money bail has often been used for purposes other than 
assuring the defendant's appearance at court. Early studies 
of the administration of bail by Beeley, Morse and Beattie, 
and Foote suggested that judges often set unaffordable bail 
based on the seriousness of the charges in order to punish 
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arre~tees. 21 Furthermore, as stated by former Supreme Court 
Justlce Arthur Goldberg, liThe judge who predicts that a given 
defendant may commit a serious crime may set the bail at an 
amount he knows the defendant cannot afford." 7/ 

• With the rise of commercial bail bondsmen, the court's 
influence in determining whether a defendant \'lould be 
released prior to trial was substantially reduced. Today the 
release decision is effectively transferred to the bail 
bondsman when the court sets a bail amount. 

@ The bail bondsman's supervision of the defendant is often 
minimal, and the function of locating fugitives is primarily 
performed by law enforcement officials. 8/ In addition, the 
presumed safeguard for the state-the collection of forf:ei ted 
~onds up.on the defendant's failure-to-appear-is frequently 
meffectl ve due to law enforcement policies. 9/ 

e A great deal of evidence suggests that corrupt and abusive 
practices have flourished in the commercial bail bond 
industry. Bribery, kickbacks, payoffs, and racketeering have 
been well documented. 10/ Also, the efforts of bondsmen to 
apprehend bail jumpers~ve often led to situations of abuse 
and predation. 11/ 

• The pretrial detention of defendants who cannot accomplish 
release due solely to the decision of a bondsman is contrary 
to the law principle that individuals should not be punished 
until guilt has been established. 12/ Other than the fact of 
~ncar.ce.ration, puni t.i v~ effects include loss of employment I 
lnabll1 ty to partlclpate in defense efforts and the . , 
lncreased chance of incarceration if found guilty. 13/ 

1.2 The Bail Reform Movement -- A Response to the Problems in the 
Administration of Bail 

1.2.1 The First Decade of Bail Reform 

Th7 1960s saw the emergence of a significant bail reform effort in the 
Unlted States. Through the development of alternatives to traditional 
mor:ey bail, refo~mers sought to reduce the number of defendants de
ta:ned before tnal sol~ly as a result of their inability to post 
ball, and to make pretnal release practices more equitable. The 
reform movement was based on two premises: first that a defendant's 
commun~ty ties~ including ~uch factors as length ~f residence in the 
commumty, famlly membershlp, employment status, and prior criminal 
recor~ c?ufd be used to a?sess the risk of flight; and second, that 
the lr:dlvldual characterlstics of a defendant could be used to 
determlne the least restrictive conditions to assure court appearance. 
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In 1961, the Manhattan Bail Pl'oj ect was created in New York City by 
the Vera Foundation as an experiment in the selection of defendants to 
be released on t~eir own recognizance, that is, on a simple promise to 
return to court. The project sought to test the notion that the 
strength of a defendant's ties to the community was positively related 
to the likelihood of appearance in court. After three years of study, 
the Manhattan Bail Project demonstrated that the overwhelming majority 
of defendants released on their own recognizance following the recom
mendation of the Vera staff, and subsequently reminded of their 
obligation to appear, did appear in court. 14/ 

The success of the Manhattan Bail Project provided a major stimulus 
for bail reform across the nation. In the years immediately 
following, reform efforts burgeoned as activists seized on three 
principal strategies: the establishment of release programs modeled 
on the Vera project; the passage of legislation to require pretrial 
release when the defendants met certain criteria; and the development 
of national standards. In 1964, the Department: of Justice cosponsored 
wi th the Vera Institute a National Conferenc(~ on Bail and Criminal 
Justice attended by more than 400 criminal justice practitioners, 
policy makers, and academicians. This conference provided further 
impetus for the implementation of the above thn~e strategies. 15/ 

Federal legislative efforts at bail reform, led by Senator Sam J. 
Ervin, Jr., chair of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Consti
tutional Rights, culminated in 1966 when the Federal Bail Reform Act 
was passed. No major changes had been made in Federal bail policy 
since the Judiciary Act of 1789. The Bail Reform Act created a 
presumption in favor of releasing defendants on their personal 
recognizance and introduced the concept of conditional release as a 
means to expand the number of defendants eligible for non-financial 
release. It also authorized cash deposit of 10 percent of the amount 
of the bond with the court, returnable upon appearance, and emphasized 
the principle of release under the least restrictive method necessary 
to assure court appearance. 16/ Although the law was applied only to 
the Federal courts and the District of Columbia, 22 states had adopted 
the Bail Reform Act model by 1978. 17/ 

In 1968, the first standards on pretrial release were published by the 
American Bar Association as part of its 10-year project to formulate a 
complete set of standards for the a&ninistration of criminal justice. 
The standards set forth recommended policies and procedures to be used 
at the Federal, state, and local levels, many of which followed the 
provisions of the Bail Reform Act. However, unlike the Bail Reform 
Act, the standards called for the abolition of surety bond, wi th 
replacement vmere necessary by a returnable 10 percent cash deposi t, 
and endorsed the setting of non-financial conditions calculated to 
prevent commission of pretrial crime as well as to deter flight. 18/ 
The reforms implemented in the 19()Os resulted in the release ofmany 
defendants who would otherwise have been detained, without adversely 
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affecting appearance rates, according to research findings. Thomas I 
study of 19 jurisdictions indicated that between 1962 and 1971 the 
proportion of felony defendants released from custody prior to trial 
rose from 48 to ()7 percent, due almost entirely to non-financial 
releases. The overall release rate for misdemeanants also increased, 
from 60 to 72 percent. Again, non-financial releases accounted for 
most of the change. By 1971, non-financial releases increased more 
than fourfold in the felony category, and tripled for misdemeanors. 
Also, the use of non-financial releases equaled or exceeded bail 
releases in 11 of 19 cities studied. 19/ 

While. the esta?lishment of pretrial release programs played a major 
role 1n expand1ng the rates of pretrial release, Thomas notes that by 
1970 some cities without pretrial release programs had non-financial 
release rates equal to or greater than cities with projects. Factors 
~i~h. could have contributed to these increases included greater 
Jud:-c1al. awareness of alternatives to the money bail system, and 
leg1slat1ve enactment of bills requiring judicial consideration of 
non-financial release and/or setting forth a presumption of release 
according to least restrictive conditions. 

By 1970, many of the pretrial programs were encountering a number of 
problems which limited their effectiveness. 20/ Thomas Dill and 
others identify several areas of difficulty faced by these'progr;ms: 

• Funding. Many programs had serious problems obtaining 
funding for a strong program. Some of the early programs 
were initially funded by private foundations; while some of 
them experienced a smooth transition from private to public 
funding, others were not so fortunate. 

• Bureaucratization. In many jurisdictions, release programs 
initially started by independent agencies became adjuncts of 
the courts or probation. As a consequence, a number of 
changes often occurred in the organi zation and role of the 
projects. The institutionalization of these projects within 
the courts or probation often led to more conservative 
reJ.ease policies. 

• Subjective release criteria. Many of the programs favored a 
subjective approach for determining a defendant's eligibility 
for release rather than an obj ecti ve approach. While both 
~eth~ds con;Side:ed the same factors, programs using sub
Ject1 ve cn tena often recommended considerably fewer 
defendants, with no appreciable benefit in the failure
to-appear rate. 

• Eli~ibili ty for release on recognizance. Many of the early 
proJects developed a set of exclusionary criteria, often 
based on charges placed, which prevented a number of defen-
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dants from even being considered for non-financial recom
mendations. While it was hoped that the number of exclusions 
could be reduced as the performance of the defendants 
released on their own recognizance became recognized, this 
did not always occur. An associated problem was the frequent 
adoption of the point scale developed by the Vera Foundation 
for the Manhattan Bail Project. Research to determine the 
appropriateness of direct application of the Vera design to a 
different setting was often neglected. 

• Delays in interviewing defendants and verifying information. 
Many projects experienced interviewing delays and employed 
cumbersome verification procedures. These factors, together 
with the time spent on writing lengthy reports, resulted in 
the defendant spending unnecessary additional time in jail 
before being considered for release. 

By the end of its fi rst decade, there was a growing consensus that 
while the bail reform movement had achieved a measure of success, 
there was room for further improvement in pretrial release pra~tices. 
Despi te the increase in release rates, the detention of defendants 
remained a serious problem in many jurisdictions, often exacerbated by 
the restrictive procedures of pretrial release programs. As stated by 
Wald: 

In retrospect, bail reform efforts in the sixties 
have probably had their greatest impact in re
leasing good defendants who might otherwise have 
had to pay a bondsman or go to jail. They did not, 
however, do much to sol ve the problems of the 
defendant who needs supportive help in the com
muni ty to succeed on release. Nor have they 
reduced the staggering costs society and the 
indi vidual still pay for detaining persons not yet 
convicted of any crime. Finally, the ·abhorrent 
condi tions under which presumably innocent men 
are·detained, have, on the whole, gotten worse, not 
better, due to overcrowding, physical deterioration 
of facilities, and a steadfast refusal to allocate 
adequate funds to this part of our criminal justice 
system. 21/ 

1. 2.2 The Second Decade of Bail Re.form 
--~~--------------.----------

As the bail reform movement entered the 1970s it was confronted by 
intense public concern over reports of a dramatic increase in reported 
crime. Criminal justice officials began to search for ways to address 
this phenomenon, and those involved with bail reform efforts struggled 
to reconcile their goal of reducing tmnecessary and inappropriate 
pretrial detention with demands that those arrested for crimes be 
treated punitively. 
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A national survey of pretrial release program directors, prosecutors, 
law enforcement officials, judges, and others working in the crime 
control' area underlined a new level of tension in defining the efforts 
of pretrial release agencies. Although program directors and other 
officials could agree ~hat release programs should emphasize a?suring 
court appearances, reducing inequality in treatment between (lch and 
poor, and saving public monies, there was much less consen~us on ~e 
question of detaining those thought to be dangero~ and on 1n~reas1ng 
levels of supervision of those rel~ased before tnal. '!he .c~ll~f goal 
of bail reformers during the prevlOus decade, that of max1m1z~ng the 
ntnnber of defendants released before trial, was no longer unammously 
recognized. 22/ 

Those in the field responded by moving' to I) revise program prac~ices 
to expand the range of non-financial releases, 2) develop natlonal 
standards to further institutionalize the aims of the bail reform 
movement, Clnd 3) make consideration of community safety in release 
decision-making and pr{~ram practices explicit. 

program Practices 

To expand the rate of pretrial release, programs focused on modifying 
their procedures for reIease on recognizance and expanding the range 
of other release alternatives. In certain jurisdictions, steps were 
taken to reduce the delays in interviewing defendants and thereby 
decrease unnecessary short-term detention. programs often instituted 
bail review procedures to provide the opportunity for reconsideration 
of a defendant's detention status. In several jurisdictions, pretrial 
release programs began to use conditional release. with supervision for 
defendants ineligiblp. for release on recognizance recommendations. 
Under this form of release, defendants were granted non-financial 
release on the condition that they fulf.ill specific requi~ements aimed 
at increasing their . likelihood of "court appearance while maintaining 
corrmuni ty safety. Typically, these defendants were released on the 
condition that they maintain frequent contact with the pretrial 
program or participate in services, provided e1 ther directly by the 
pretrial program or by outside referral agencies ~ . 

In other jurisdictions, deposi t bail became more prevC;ilent. Rather 
than pay a non-refundable fee to a bail bondsman, defendants were 
allowed by the court to post a percentage of the bail set, typically 
10 percent, returnable upon dispositJon of the case. Also, in many 
jurisdictions police began to issue citations in lieu of arrest for 
certain misdem~anor charges. 

. . 
With the expansien of. non-financ~al release alternatives; many 
programs incre.ased their rang~.o·f·· .:IC'!,t;ivitiesand became knewnas 
pretrial services agencie$. . 'Ihe~e . agen9fes . previded a. varietyo:E 
pre~releas~arid pest-.release services .. to •. def,endante and the .criminal 
justice system. In addition to the traditional activities of 
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interviewing arrested persons, verifying the infermation, and 
presenting recorrnnendations te the court, these programs began to (1) 
monitor released defendants to maintain contact and help assure 
compliance with release conditions; (2) assist releasees in securing 
various social services; (3) provide information te the courts on the 
pretrial cenduct of releasees; and ( 4) in some cases, locate and 
apprehend defendants mo failed to appear. 

Despite these efforts ,many efthe problems noted at the end ·of the 
first decade of bail reform continued into the 1970s and remain today. 
For example, certaincategeries of defendants remain ineligible for 
pretrial release interviews and recoHmendations in many jurisdictions. 
A 1980 survey by the Pretrial Services Resource Center indicated that 
virtually half (49.6 percent) of the release programs surveyed 
automatically excluded some defendants, on the basis ef charge alone, 
from being interviewed for release on recognizance. Further, over 75 
percent of the projects surveyed automatically denied release on 
recognizance recommendations to certain categories of interviewed 
defendants. 23/ 

The survey also reported that nearly half of the progra~ recorrnnended 
that money bail be set in certain circumstances and/or re'corrnnended 
specific bail amounts. 24/ 

National Standards 

On the national level, various efforts were undertaken to further the 
aims of the bail reform movement.' In 197.'3,. the National Association 
of Pretrial Services Agencies (NAPSA) was established for pretrial 
release and diversion programs. In 197~, Congress passed legislation 
which established pretrial release agencies in 10 Federal judicial 
districts.. Throughout the 1970s, various sets of standards on 
pretrial .release were developed. In 1973, the National. Advisory 
Comnission on Criminal Justice S.tandards . and . Goals reported . its 
standards; in 1974, the National. Conference of Cemmissioners on State 
Laws formulated the Uniform Rules of Criminal Procedure; in 1977, the 
National District Attorneys Assoc~ation developed National.presecution 
Standards; in 1978 ,NAPSA iSSued Performance Standar;ds and Goa~!:j,for 
Pretrial Release; and in 1979, the Amer;ican Bar Association (ABA) 
issued Revised Standards fer Pretrial Release. ···While these ,standards 
differ in certain respects, cOIj1l\onthreac:1s include the presumption 
favoring non-financial· release on the least restricti veconqi tians, 
abelition ef surety bond, dl,le process requirememts if defendants are 
to be detr.lined, and establishment of independent .pretrial. agencies 
and/or; .court-based offices. in each jurisdictlon to Previde information 
to the court fer pretrial rel,ease decision-makingand to monitor 
def~ndants'cempliance withrelea§e Gonditions. 
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CemmunitySafety 

Increased cencern ever the preblem'ef criine cemmitted by defendants en 
release led to' a debate en the preper rele of cemmuni ty safety in 
release decisienmaking during the 1970s. l~ile seme subscribed to' the 
view that the enly legitimate functien efbail is to' assure appearance 
at ceurt, ethers maintained that pretectien ef the community frem 
dangereus defendants was also a legitimate and censtitutienally 
permissible censideratien in the release decisien-making precess. 
Prepenents of beth philesephies rely .in part en two ,landmark cases 
centaining centradictory dicta. Irenically, both reached the u.s. 
Supreme Court in the fall term of 1951. Altheugh neither applied 
directly testate court bail issues, both are recognized as the first 
significant cases en bail to' be dealt with by the High Ceurt. 

Advecates ef the II appearance enly" view cite the case ef Stack v. 
Beyle 342 u.s. 1(1951). In Stack dicta theceurt set ferth the 
principle that defendants in non-capital cases were presumed to' have 
a right to' bail cenditiened en the defendant's willingness to' be tried 
and punished if feund gUilty. preponents ef the "dangereusness:! view 
cite Carlsen v. Landen 243 U.S. ,524(1952),. This case invelved 
detentien ef aliens fer depertatien, a civ,il matter, but dicta in the 
case dealt generally with bail issues. Centrary to the discussien in 
Stack, the Supreme Ceurt feund nO' censtitutienal right to' bail er 
presumption favoring release; only t..hat money bail; where penni tted; 
sheuld net be excessive. AlsO' in the Carlsen dicta, the cencept of 
lIapprehenslen ef hurt" was introduced asa ratienale fer denying bail, 
fereshadewing the use ef cemmuni tysafety as a primary cenc~rn in bail 
setting. 25/ 

The concern ever cemmuni ty safety was first explicitly addressed in 
Washingten, DC, in the late 1960s when 'the Bail Referm Act came under 
attack by law' enfercement efficials and trial judges whO' cemplained 
that it required the release ef dangereUs defendants. In 1968 and 
1969, a corrnnittee ef the District ef Celumbia Judici,al Ceuncil chaired 
by Judge Geerge L. Hart, Jr.~ reconmendedthat pome ferm ef preventive 
detentien be adopted.' 'Ihisrecenmendatien waS supported by the 
Department of Justice, which in 1969 preJ?Osed a 'Preventive Detentien 
Law fer all Federal ceurts. 'Iheissue ef "preventive detention was a 
centroversial ene, prempting a seriese! hearings in 1970 by the 
Senate Subc:eimlitteeon Censtitutienal Rights ef the Senate Committee 
en the Judiciary, chaired by Senater Sam Ervin, Jr., a staunch 
eppenent ef preventive detentien. ' 

Realizing that Senator Ervin',s Subcemnittee ceuld bleck a preposalfer 
preventive detentien at the Federal level, the Depattment narrpwedits 
preposalte be applicable to' the D~strictef Celumbia alene. After 
menths ef extensive hearings, the Districtef Celumbia Ceurt Referm 
and Criminal Precedure Act ef 1970 was signed' intO' law. 26/ It 
amended the Bail Referm Act ef 196Ei, affecting release decisions made 
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fer defendants arrested and charged with a vielatien ef the D.C. Cede. 
The D.C. Crime Act of 1970, like the Bail Referm Act, set ferth a 
presumptien, in faver ef nen.;..financial release. Hewever, the Act alsO' 
directed judges to' censider dangereusness, as well as risk ef flight, 
in setting release cenditions and allewed fer pretrial detentien under 
certain restricted cenditiens. 27/ 

Still, cencern ever pretrial crime heightened ameng members ef the 
criminal justice cemmunity and the public. These cencerns resulted in 
a variety ef changes and preposals fer change in the release decisien
making precess~ A number ef jurisdictiens began to' recognize cemmu
ni ty safety as a legitimate facter to' be censidered' in the release 
decisien-making precess. As ef 1980, 18 states had previsions in 
their state statuteswnich permitted censideratien ef the potential 
fer danger in determining pretrial release. These jurisdictiens were: 
Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Celorade, Delaware, Kentucky, Michigan, New 
Hampshire, New MexicO', N()rth Carelina, OhiO', Oregen, Pennsylvania, 
Seuth carelina, Verment , Virginia, Washingten, and the District ef 
Celumb:ia. 28/ (Since 1980, 14 other states have added such previ
siens.) 29T AlsO', prefessional asseciatiens urged pretrial pregrams 
to' explicitly censider the cemmunity safety issue and fashien recem
mendatien schemes to' include this issue aleng with censideratiens ef 
flight. '!'he recent standards premulgated by NAPSA in 1978, and the 
ABA in 1979, new autheri zethe use ef nen-financial cendi tiens ef 
r~leaf?e to Protect the cemmuni ty as well as to' assure the defendant's 
appear ance at ceurt. 

Beth sets ef standards allew fer the use ef pretrial detentienfer 
certain defendants under certain circumstances. While the ABA and 
NAPSA standards are similar in their autherizatien of pretrial 
detentien fer defendants ,whese risk ef flight cannet be effset by 
available cenditiens ef release, and fer defendants whO' pose a threat 
to' theintegri,ty ef the judicial precess,they differ significantly in 
the circumstances under which pretrial detention is permitted in order 
to' pretect the cemmunity. The NAPSA standards, fellewing the language 
centained in the n.c. statute, censider the nature ef the present 
charge and the, likeliheod ef future dangereusness. "(ncentrast ,the 
l\BA;;tandards ,are keyed to' specific conduct ef the accused while on 
pretrial nHeClf?e. The, judge must find either that the defendant has 
cemmi tted 'a new crime while en release erthat the defendant has 
viOlated a cenditien ()f release designed t6 pretect the ,community, and 
that no additienal cendition.ef release would previdesuch pretectien. 
Beth'standards specify rigoreus, due precess requirements befere 
ptetrialdetention can be permitted. 30/ 

,1.3 Current . Issues 

In discussions 6ri criticaiissues in the pretidal field teday, ',pregram 
administraters raiseseveraltop,ics withpatticular Gonsistency., They 
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incl ude 1) t.l-}e atti tude of the communi ty towacd the pretrial release 
agency in the "get tough on crime" 1980s; 2) the apparently worsening 
problem of jail croY.tiing and its effects on bail practices; 3) the 
rapid development of information system technology; and 4) the problem 
of maintaining standards of confidentiality in the handling of defen
dant information. 

1.3.1 Community Safety and Public Sentiment 

My emmeration of current concerns must include the atti tude of the 
surrounding criminal justice system and the lar-ger community toward 
the role of the release program. Perhaps the most common public 
perception of the release agency is as the advocate for release of all 
defendants, but little research has been carried out on public 
atti tudes toward bail. What is available is consistent with the "get 
tough on crime" approach. For example, the 1981 Field Institute 
survey in California showed 65 percent of the respondents agreed 
strongly with the statement, " ••• So many crimes are committed by 
persons awaiting trial who have been freed on bail that the entire 
bail system should be examined and changed." 31/ 

This concern is reflected in the legislative movement toward mandating 
danger-based criteria. While it is shared by pretrial administrators, 
it has placed them in a difficult position. Responding to the con
flict between fairness for the accused and safety of the public has 
become the central dilerrma for all involved in release decision
making. As one agency ~Urector has pointed out: 

It should strike one as peculiar that any agency 
that strives to present alternatives from which a 
judge may select to accomplish that which the law 
requi res, vi z. , release on the least restricti ve 
conditions possible, should be cast in such a 
pejorative light. 3~ 

1.3.2 Jail Crowding 

Crowding of a jailor jail system is a disturbingly frequent malady in 
the Uni ted States today. In fact, j ail populations may now exceed 
locally established capacity (or that established by the Federal 
judiciary) in more jurisdictions than was the case when Beeleybegan 
to advocate bail reform in response to jail croY.tiing .in themid"':1920s. 
No state has escaped the wave of jail crowding suits that has swept 
the nation over the past 15 years. ' 

Although jail crowding can be traced to a number of causes, including 
increased jail sentencing, sentence length, and II back-ups " of .sen
tenced prisoners bound for state prison systems, space for pretrial 
detentionap~ars ever more ~carce •. , Recent statistics on the nation's 
jails'indicate that over 80 percent ' of all jail inmates are housed in 
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less than the recommended mln1mum of 60 square feet of cell space. 33/ 
Of the approximately 212,000 persons in jail in the u.s. on any day, 
60 percent are awaiting trial, 34/ and those hel~ in the most crowded 
conditions are often persons who have not been tr1ed. 35/ 

Individuals unable to make bail constitute a large proportion of most 
pretrial detainee populations. 36/ Although data are being generated 
by release units in most large jurisdictions on defe~dan~s who w~rrant 
consideration for pretrial release, few courts rece1ve 1nformat1on or 
analysis on those who remain in detention. But release admini.stra~o~s 
are beginning to play a major role in efforts t<;> deal Wlth ]a1l 
croY.tiing, and the development of local research des1gns to study the 
remaining detainee population appears pro~ising. If release rates ?an 
be increased without increasing fail ure-to-appear and pretnal 
rearrest rates, as recent national research has suggested, 37/ then 
release programs will have a responsibility to make certain that such 
data are made known to judicial officers. 

1.3.3 Information Explosion 

The sudden boom of technology in criminal justice information systems 
has brought many in the pretrial services field face-to-face wi th a 
new, unanticipated problem--the setting of limits in.the.gathering and 
manipulation of data. As the grasp of release agenc1es 1S ~xpanded.by 
the increasing sophistication of data systems and new mformatlOn 
pertaining to the criminal def?ndant. or the crim~ i ~self becomes 
available administrators are d1scovenng new appl1catlOns and new , . . 
ways to be of service to the court and other operat1ng agencles. 

The blessings of computer technology are many, including enhanced 
capability for local r~search designs, demonstration ~f. the 
feasibility of changes in recommendation schemes and cond1t1onal 
release practices, speedy veri fication of information on potential 
citation releasees, and so on. 

The involvement of release agencies in modifying caseflow procedures 
to achieve a more efficient decision-makin~ system caru10t be faulted, 
except \~ere the goal of efficiency in case handling begins to affect 
an agency's concentration on devising appropriate release conditions 
for individual defendants and new release options. Jay Carver, 
President of the National Association of Pretrial Services Agencies, 
has recognized the potential for release agencies to bec~me i~f<;>r
matTon managers and brokers "possibly at the expense of theu abll1 ty 
to work as catalysts, for change" in local systems. 

Defining the release agency's proper role in compiling information for 
use by other sy?tem actors has thus become a key concern. l'<1any 
agencies maintain direct and frequent contact with police, tracking 
and utilizing alL available information from the case against the 
defe~dant. 'Others avoid contact wi th arresting agencies arid do not 
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include information such as police reports and statements of facts in 
developing recommendations. 

Although the effect of the availability and use of such information on 
release practices is speculative, release officials are approaching 
the explosion of information with considerable caution. Clearly 
greater efficiency can be achieved through use of automated dat~ 
systems and the establishment of a clearinghouse/coordination funotion 
wi thin a pretrial services agency. Manipulation of data on movement 
of cases through adjudication can lead to benefits for all oparating 
agencies. But professionals in the pretrial field recognize that care 
must be taken to assure that the gathering of· more detailed 
information doe~ not produce unwanted results that may violate 
individual civil rights. 

1.3.4 Confidentiality of Information 

problems concerning the appropriate uses of information gathered by 
pretrial agencies have faced the pretrial field since the inception of 
the original Manhattan Bail Project. '!hat program initiated the 
practice of assemblinq information about a defenrl;m1:' ~ ('!nmlmmi t-\! H.,.~ . - .. ---------~- - -_ .. _ .. -.--.1 ----
and background characteristics with the expectation that the defendant 
would provide most of the required information. This situation posed 
an immediate problem for pretrial personnel concerning the potential 
difficulties of speaking to defendants without legal counsel. While 
programs required community ties information in order to secure 
release on recognizance, they did not want to encourage confessions or 
pass on prejudicial information to other criminal justice actors. 38/ 

Obtaining and verifying accurate criminal histories was a second area 
of concern. Often, the only available information on prior record 
appeared on inaccurate police rap sheets. Agencies attempting to 
verify dispositions faced specific laws limiting access to juvenile 
records, history of narcotics use, court records, and psychiatric and 
other medical records. In addition, the recent developnent of 
sophisticated computer information systems has posed special problems 
of access and dissemination. . 

In attempting to find solutions to these problems, programs· are 
., t-h d;4=4= \,',.;a J:' "' ex~mlmn;:J _ .. e .......... erent n.ll'l,-,S 0.1. lnfoLluatl()fl to which they have 

~c~e~s. ,'!he ~i rst tyPe of. information is that generated ... by the 
imt:al interview dunng WInch agency personnel and unrepresented, 
detained defendants interact in gnatrriosphere lNhich is Qiten one of 
I:xtreme tension and pressure. Arguments for preserving' total 
confidentiality of the initial interview are baSed . on the need. to 
preserve fundamental fairness by avoiding direct conflict between the 
right to releaSe and the right against self-incr.iminatiqn~ 

Intelrviewe{sin many release agencies make it clear that the agency 
has no interest in, nbr should the defendant offer, details of the 
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arrest or charge. Moreover, the Miranda warning is often given to 
indicate that the agency cannot provide total confidentiality should 
the defendant give such information. programs may provide information 
given by the defendant in the event that subsequent testimony or 
information given to other agencies contradicts that held by the 
release agency. Confidential information may also be made available 
to qualified persons for research purposes, with the identity of 
individual defendants withheld. 

A second type of information is that compiled during the pretrial 
period itself, i.e., the record of the interaction between the 
defendant and the agency concerning the defendant's location, 
employment, compliance with release condition.s, or future court dates. 
This represents a different issue from that raised by ini tial 
interview data, in that the very effectiveness of release programs 
depends to a certain degree on sanctions imposed for violations of 
conditions of release. 

A third type of information is that provided by outside sources such 
as drug and alcohol program personnel, counselors, psychiatrists, 
psychologists, and other individuals with access to highly personal 
and confidential information. Most pretrial program personnel feel 
such material should be totally confidential except in those cases 
where the consent of' the accused is obtained after consultation wi th 
cO.llJ1sel. '!his information is usually elicited in the context of 
assistance to the accused. 

While the above issues are currently uppermost in the minds of those 
involved in pretrial release practices, other issues, some first 
identified 15 years ago, still demand attention. '!hey include 
identifying local characteristics that might be associated with 
failure-to-appear, and translating that information into better 
release recommendations and decisions; identifying characteristics 
that are associated with pretrial crime; establishing and maintaining 
the credibility of the program I s work \"i th other criminal justice 
system actors; developing and maintaining an information system that 
provides management wi th the data to support or challenge proposed 
changes; and the problem of establishing and maintaining funding 
levels sufficient to support needed services. 
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qualified for pretrial detention hearings under the statute. Hearings 
were held for 422 defendants, 3.2 percent of the total. 

28/ Goldkamp, OPe cit., p. 74. 

29/ Eli zabeth Gaynes, "Typology of State Laws Which Permi t the 
Consideration of Danger in the Pretrial Release Decision ll (Washington, 
DC: Pretrial Services Resource Center, May 1982), p. 1. 

30/ American Bar Association, American Bar Association Standards for 
Criminal Justice, Second Edition, Vol. II, Chapter 10 II Pretrial 
R 1 "( . , 

e ease Boston: ~lttle, Brown & Company, 1978), Standard 10-5.9, pp. 
10.95-10.97. Herelnafter cited as ABA Standards. National Associ
ation of Pretrial Services Agencies, Performance Standards and Goals 
for Pretrial Release and Diversion: Release (Washington, DC: Law 
Enfo~cement Assistance Administration, 1978), Standard VII, pp. 35. 
Heremafter cited as NAPSA Release Standards. Also I in response to 
7o~cer~ over communit~ safety, the D.C. Pretrial Services Agency mod
lfled lts recorrmendatlon procedures in July 1980 so that indivi
dualized recommendations for non-financial release conditions are made 
for defendants which separately address community safety and appear
ance concerns. Under the new recommendation scheme, the Agency hopes 
to reduce even further the unnecessary detention of persons who are 
not dangerous and the imposition of financial release conditions. The 
National Institute of Justice awarded a grant to the Agency in 1980 to 
study the implementation and results of those new recommendation 
procedures. The Lazar Insti tute is conducting this research for the 
A~en7Y~ and ~he ~ind~ngs of this s<;>on-to-be-released study should have 
slgnlflcant lmpllcatlons for pretrla1 release practices. 
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31/ Field Institute, Attitudes of Californians Toward Prisons and 
Jails, Punishment and Some Other Aspects of the Criminal Justice 
System, August 1981. 

32/ Bruce D. Beaudin, IIBail Reform, 1980: A Brief For Change ,II 
Pretrial Services Annual Journal, Vol. IV (Washington, DC: Pretrial 
Services Resource Center, July 1981), p. 95. 

33/ Joan Mullen, American Prisons and Jails, Volume I: Summary 
Flndings and Policy Implications of National Survey (Washington, DC: 
National Institute of Justice), October 1980, p. 75. 

34/ Jail Inmates 1982, U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, Pub. No. 
NCJ-8716l. 

35/ Miller v. Carson, 401 F.Supp 835,839 (M.D. Fla. 1975). 

36/ Data collected by the U.S. Bureau of the Census in 1978 indicated 
that 57 percent of inmates in pretrial status with bail set stated 
they could not afford bail. 

37/ Thomas, OPe cit., 1976, pp. 101-102; Mary Toberg, National 
EValuation Program Phase II Report--Pretrial Release: A National 
Evaluation of Practices and Outcomes (Washington, DC: National 
Institute of Justice, October 1981), p. 59. Hereinafter cited as NEp 
Phase II. 

38/ This situation represents an apparent conflict between the Eighth 
Amendment's proscription of excessive bail and the Sixth Amendment's 
protection against self-incrimination. Courts have hinted and even 
ruled that there really is no conflict since a right to bail (in 
non-capital cases) presumes that an accused need say nothing to secure 
this right. Yet most trial courts demand information to justify the 
release conditions set, and this information has its source in the 
accused. 
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Chapter 2 

FACI'ORS AFFECTING PREI'RIAL SERVICES 

2.0 Introduction 

Those Who wish to start a release program or change an existing one 
must first understand the existing surroundings and how those 
surroundings affect the developnent of pretrial services. An analysis 
of law enforcement agencies, local jails, court systems, legislative 
'bodies, and those in p:lsi tions of leadership in each area would be an 
elementary step in understanding local systems, as would a review of 
legal mandates (murt rule, case law, or legislation) relating to 
pretrial release. Beyorrl this, several specific areas must be 
explored to gain a full picture of the environmental factors that can 
affect the pretrial release agency am determine the most appropriate 
developmental nodel. The following sections discuss those factors. 

2.1 Legal Authority for Pretrial Release and Pretrial Release 
Programs 

The operation of a pLetrial release agency is in part determined by 
three lines of legal authority: 

• Laws Which define the circumstances under which defendants nay be 
released or detained pending adjudication. These laws include: 

• state and Federal constitutional provisions which deal with 
bail am, in sane states, limit the right to bail; 

@ state statutes Which nay define: 

• the pll.rp:)se of bail (appearance only, or appearance am 
cammunity safety) 

• the factors that courts must consider in determining 
appropriate release conditions 

• the conditions (financial and non-financial) under Which a 
defendant may be released; 

• state or local court rules; y and 

• Federal or state cases Which interpret t.h~ statutory laws, 
elaborat.e upon the right to bail and the circumstances under 
Which bail may be denied, and address methods for determining 
When bail is excessive. 2/ 
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In scme states, release laws have remained, virtually unchanged for 
generations am emphasize. meth9dsancl. regula,tions concerning the 
setting of bail, li6ensing 'of bondsmen, . establishment of bond 
schedules, am clerical details of 'posting bail. These laws can be 
contrasted with the 1976 release law' of Kentucky, which emphasizes 
non-financial release alternatives and eliminates surety bail 
altogether. '21 

StatutoJ:Y schemes such as, those in, KeI1t'uCky.are based On .the federal 
Bail Reform ~ of. 1966, ;Which sets forth a.pres\,llT\Ption in favor (jf 
release CIl1 recognizance ( ROR) arp lists criteria On wh1.2h the release 
decision will be .based. !I . These criteria include: . 

• the nature of the offense charged; , 

• the weight of the evi¢lence. against the a~cused; 

• the accused I s family ties; 

• employment; 

• financial resources; 

• character; 

• mental health; 

• length of resiqence in, the cq:rmunity; 

• recoro of convictions; and 

• record of appearance at coUrt proceedings, or of flight to 
avoid prosequtirn. 5/ 

These criteria (or similar ones drawn fran state statute~) are often 
the basis for the release program IS recannendatirn schane. Questions 
asked of defendants are generally designed to dete,rmine the extent to 
Which they satisfy the criteria, the likelihcxx'l thcltth~y will satisfy 
the release purpose (app!=arance and/or safety) ,and .the appropriate 
metho:i of release. '.. ' . , .. ' . 

Statutes \\hich set forth possible conditions of re.lease other than OOR 
and m:mey ba.il (travel restrictions, curfews,' placingtheqefendcmt in 
the custody ofa designated .personor organization agreeing to super
vise him or her 6/) may lem . support to' programeffortB .to initiate 
supervised release/thi:rd-partY: :cuS1:odysE!!Vic€?s to the coUrt. Con
versely, a statute Which places he9-VYanp11asis an fipa:ncial release 
conditions, or fails to state a preference for IPR or :non-financial 
release, 7/ may .iropa:ir the developnentof such options. . 

. • . Laws which define other constitutional and statutory rights of 
the accused and which rna directlorindh'eetlaffectthe'pretrial 
release process. eselaws (denv rom ~:c6nstltutlOnaproV:lslons, 
criminal procedure codes, court rules, > and ca::;e: law) govern a variety 
of procedures such as arrest, arraignment, speedy trial,' appointrtlent . 
of counsel, and detennination of probable' cause. :. ". . 

For example, in Gerstein v. Pugh,8/theUnited States Supreme Court 
rulecl that the Fourth : Amehdment aSSureS the defendant a promptheadng 
byaneutral magistrate· for a "judicial determination of probable 
cause as a.prerequisite to extended -restraint of l,iberty fo110wing 
arrest." . As' a result of that principle and, other. state code pro\T
isionsenacted to asSUre the right .ofthe accUsed to a prompt determi
nation of probable cause, a defendant arrested Without a warrant will 
be given 'an opportunity to have 'conditions of teleasesetat this 
first court appearande. 'Iherefore ,the procedure andtirriing .ofthe 
first appearance-an event established ·in ,connection with a f und a..: ' 
mental right guaranteed by. the Fourth Amendment ,rather' than the 
Eighth· Arriendment's bail clauSe.-affects pretrial release practices 
and, generally, program practices as well •. In at least onejuris
diction, the pretrial agency revie.ws probable cause allegations ~ . 9/ 
Often, the timing of the interviews or other program policies are < 

detennined on the basis of arrest and arraignment procedures. (See 
Section 2~ 2~2~) 

,,', Law.~ Which mandate or authorize pretrial release programs. Most 
programS operate under' the authority of state or Federal statute anal 
or court 'rule; 101 These. laws may 'specifically mandate theestablish:
mentof .cui. agency within stated guidelines •. The Federal Speedy Trial 
Act, Title, II ,originally 'established demonstration projects in 10 
Fedet"aldis1:ticts; recent legislation mandates pretrial .p:rograms in 
every Federal district. HI A Kentucky state law established a state,.. 
wide system of pretria17elease programs in 1976. 121 The Philadel
phia Pretrial Services Division was established by court rule in 1971. 

Programs may also be mandated by locaL government. For example , the 
Des. MoineS pretrial services "program was establisheqin 1971, by a 
resolution of the Polk County Board of Supervisors. 

Court decisions can also affect pretrial programs. ,Io..1975,aFederal 
court in ~ Houston, . Texas, ordered that operational cohtrolof' the. 
Harris County Pretrial Services Agency be transferrec3 from the County 
Conmissioners Court to the State District Judges' trying criminal cases. 
in Hqrris County, and ordered. the county to .provide.thenecessary 
staff 'IS() that the 'Agencycanoperateon'a24h~ur basis; seven days 
per.week. II .. ' The court also ordered the . county not to' restr.ictthe 
operation of the. agency to' indigent .. persons. '.13/ 

c' ". .'. ' • 

In. sornejurisdictions the laWs .do not establ,i:sh,'progtams,'bvt . may 
enable" counties or' districts; to establish programS at their dis:'" . 
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cration, often wi thin, certain guidel lnes. . 1[or example, the Oregon 
statute specificallyexterids to the presidirg circuit court judge of 
each judicial district;. the authority to emp:>~r a release assistance 
officer to perfoJ;TII" release program functions, and eVen to delegate 
authority to make the release decision. 14/ 

In states where laws do not include specific mention of pretrial 
release program$, permissive authority for counties or other units of 
government to establish pretrial ~gencies may exist. Courts 
themselves may request an agency .to '. conduct interviews and provide 
information and services to judges to assist them in release 
decision-making. In states Where la~ mandate th~t the courts 
consider certain release criteria or permit conditions of release 
\\hich require supervision, the county or the 90urt may request or 
contract wi th an agency to provide needed information and/or perform 
supervision services. In such cases, these functions may be performed 
by an existing agency or department (probation or corrections), by a 
public agency or private non-profit agency specifically designed for 
that purpose, or through a variety of other workable structures. (A 
more detailed discussion of the organizational placement of pretrial 
programs is set forth in the followirg section.) 

The extent of the authority conferred on pretrial programs varies 
considerably. In some jurisdictions, this authority is limited to 
providing information to the courts concerning the defendant. 
However, recent data suggest that almost 90 percent of all programs 
make specific release recommendations to the court rather than 
presentirg only information without recoITlTlendations, arxj nearly one 
quarter of all programs have the authority to release some defendants 
on their own without judicial approval, prior to the initial court 
appearance. 15/ 

2.2 Criminal Justice System Structure 

Program practices will be determined not only by legal requirements 
for the release decision, but by the existing criminal court struc
ture. This structure is made up of all criminal justice system 
components \\hich participate in processing a case/defendant from 
arrest to sentencirg. Prior to trial, this will normally be limited 
to the agencies involved in the defen.dant' s Clrrest, booking, deten
tion, prosecution, defense, and arraigrunent (or first court appear
ance), as well as pretrial release screening. 

The role of the pretrial release program in processirg cases through 
the court system is, determined by a number of factors. Two key 
factors-which may be determined by, or have an effect on, other 
structural issues--are (1) the organi zational placement of the 
pretrial program wi thin the court/crimina;!. justice system structure, 
and (2) the point of. intervention, i.e., .1:4e point at \\hich the 
program screens defendants for possible pretrial release. 
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2.2.1 Organizational Placement 

Organizational placement refers to the agency or department Yklich 
administers the pretrial release program, or to which the program is 
accountable. Release programs currently operate under a wide variety 
of arrangements. 16/ 

Both the NAPSA and N3A pretrial release standards recommend that 
agencies be independent of, and avoid bias toward, the prosecution or 
t..he defense, 17/ but no clear recommendation is made concerning the 
best fonn of organizational placement. Nonetheless, NAPSA standards 
have warned that program placement wi thin a comp:>nent of the system 
which has a vested interest might compromise the program's neutral 
posture. Programs also need to consider how the nature of the 
supervisory authority might affect their credibility and access to 
needed information, their long-range funding prospects and security 
within the system, and the flexibility of their operations. 

According to a 1980 survey of 119 pretrial release programs, almost 
half are directly accountable to some branch of the courts. Probation 
departments sponsor the second largest concentration of' programs, 
while other public agencies and private non-profit agencies administer 
a smaller percentage. 18/ 

Some of the advantages and disadvantages of each form of 
organizational placement are discussed below: 

• Court-based pro~rarns. ene advantage of court sponsorship 
may be the increased llkelihood of cooperation from judges in 
approving release recommendations made by program staff. Expedited 
access to court records and other official information, potential 
designation of pretrial program personnel with release authority, and 
program security may also be enhanced by this form of organi zation. 

On the other hand, placement of pretrial services wi thin the courts 
might lead to subordination of the agency's goals and financial needs. 
Court sponsorship may result in program emIitasis on a neutral infor
mation-gatherirg function rather than innovation and expansion of 
release alternatives. Recommendation policies might also become 
patterned to achieve a high rate of agreement between program and 
judge, rather than an appropriate rate of release. 

• Probation-based programs. Programs administered by 
probation' departments may have tFle benefit of a staff and/or 
administrator with expertise in providirg similar services, including 
interviewing and supervising defendants. Such programs may also be 
able to profit from the established relationship the probation 
department often enjoys with the court, the prosecutor, and other 
system components. 



• 

However, probation-administered programs may suffer from bureaucratic 
constraints and overly restrictive release policies. A recent 
comparison of the performance of 10 experimental federal pretrial 
services agencies foUnd that five independently structured programs 
appeared to have higher initial release rates, higher rates of 
non-financial release, lower pretrial detention rates, less use of 
su~rvised . release, and lower pretrial rearrest rates. The pro
batIon-run programs, on' the other hand, appeared to have somewhat 
lO\'.ler failure-to-appear rates. 19/ 

Thomas' review of pretrial agencies in 1970 also found that 
proba.tion-run programs had lower release rates than independent 
agenCIes. 20/ When the New York City Office of Probation assumed 
responsibility for operating Vera's Manhattan Bail Project in 1964, 
staff attempted to provide the court information on all defendants 
interviewed, not just those \\ho met the requi rements for RaR. But the 
outcome was erratic; judges began to place less credence in the 
agency's reports, and release rates fell. According to one observer: 

"The information fran probation comes to the 
court in only about one-half of the cases, 
am it comes without verification, without 
oral advocacy, and wi thout the promise of 
follow-up procedures, all of \'lhich were 
critical parts of the original project. The 
result is that the judges often do not have 
reports, and often do not read them \\hen 
they do have them. II 21/ 

The philosophical stance of probation may be incompatible with that of 
a pretrial release program. Several observers have suggested that 
probation officers, trained to deal with convicted offenders, treat 
pretrial defendants as if the:; were guilty and render release 
recommendations in a punitive, or at least conservative, manner. 22/ 
Thomas also hypothesized that poor performance found among probation
run programs in the early 1970s was due to their tendency to provide 
only that which the courts desired, with ROR recommendations for only 
the best risks, and high numbers of exclusions based on arrest charges 
or prior record. 23/ 

• Other public agencies. Some programs exist under the 
administration of corrections departments, sheriff's departments 
district attorneys, or county boards. '!he advantage of placement 
within organizations such as sheriff's or corrections departments 
includes the likelihood of easy access to defendants in connection 
with processing at the booking or detention facility, along with the 
incentive of these agencies to decrease jail populations. 

On the other hand, such control may orient the programs toward 
incarceration and supervisory functions, along with restrictive 
release policies. In addition, problems of confidentiality may arise 
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when uniformed law officers carry out release screening, and these 
problems are magnified in prosecutor-run agencies. 24/ 

e Private non-profit programs. Some jurisdictions have 
entrusted pretrial programs to private non-profit organizations, 
either on a voluntary or contractual 'basis. Such an arrangement may 
encourage independent release advocacy, but may suffer frcm lack of 
cooperation from law enforcement and less credibility with the court. 
In addition, private group:; may focus on discrete types of pretrial 
service, such as RaR or third-party custody. 

A recent study of pretrial release services in New York State stressed 
the importance of operational independence, recommending that pretrial 
programs be adm.inistered by an independent policy board or oversight 
agency to mitigate the imJ:Xlrtance of organizational placement. The 
report states: 

••• The issue of departmental placement for admin
istrative purposes (Office of Court Administration 
(OCA] or Probation) becomes somewhat less important 
if the principle of an independent oversight agency 
is accepted. In this case, singularity of purpose 
and focus of fundin:J could technically be achieved 
under ei ther department. However, because of the 
more protected and independent status of DCA, and 
its established relevance to overseeing judicial 
organization and policies, it seems the most appro
priate unit to assist in the organization and fos
tering of the oversight agency. Bein:J directly 
associated with the courts would tend to focus more 
judicial attention and awareness on the importance 
of and approaches to pretr ial release. Gaining 
greater involvement by the judiciary in pretrial 
release J:Xllicy and services should be a major part 
in any strategy to improve release performance. 25/ 

2.2.2 Point of Intervention 

Equally important in the relationship between the release program and 
the greater criminal justice structure is the point at which the 
program screens and interviews defendants. The significance of this 
timing varies considerably among jurisdictions, and depends greatly on 
how the criminal justice system is organized. For a program to de
termine how it can be most effective, analysis of individual vari
ations in the functioning of oti1er system comJ:Xlnents is critical. 

One consideration in determinin:J the point of intervention is the 
timing of prosecutorial intervention. Where prosecutorial screening 
results in a large number of decisions not to prosecute, program 
resources might better be invested in cases remaining after this 
screening. While early intervention may result in earlier release for 
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defendants \Abose charges Will be dropped, it may also result in 
unnecessary interviews. However, where prosecutorial screeninJ is 
delayed mtil the first appearance or later, many programs Will want 
to interview prior to this point in order to ensure that the court has 
adequate information for its initial release qecision. 26/ 

To determine when intervention' should occur, programs need to 
carefully analyze the existing criminal justice structure to determine 
a range of events, inc1udinJ the timinJ of prosecutorial intervention, 
the timing of dismissals, the point of defender participation, the 
existence of a bond schedule, whether the first appearance court is 
the first line of release decision-making, the timing of the first 
appearance, and the release' rates at each point of intervention. A 
choice can then be made to enable the pretrial release screening 
mechanisms to mesh with the overall court and criminal justice 
structures. (See Chapter 3, Section 3.1.3, for further discussion of 
point of intervention.) 

2.3 Bailbond Industry 

The practice of bailbonding for profit is a third major factor \Abich 
affects the provision of pretrial services. Surety bonding, or 
bonding for profit, in the United States evolved from a system of 
personal sureties, in which the defendant was released to the custody 
of a relative or friend, to a system of commercial sureties, in \Abich 
a promise was made to pay money to the court if the accused failed to 
appear. As one early study noted, "This development ushered in the 
professional bondsman who saw an opportunity for financial gain. In 
return for the payment of a fee, the bondsman would post a bond on 
behalf of the accused. " 27/ By the beginning of the twentieth 
century, commercial bondsmen-played an important role in the pretrial 
release process, collecting non-refundable premiLnns in exchange for 
promising to either assure the defendant's appearance in court or 
forfeit the full bail amount. This role was upheld by the U.S. 
Supreme Court in 1912, in an opinion \Abich stated that "the interest 
to produce the body in court is impersonal am wholly pecuniary." 28/ 

A symbiotic relationship between bondsmen and the courts exists in 
many jurisdictions, in which bondsmen may wr.i te bonds for defendants 
v.ho would otherWise be detained, maintain control over defendants 
prior to trial, arrl assist in locating those who fail to appear-but 
only where court policies assure the profi tabUi ty of bailbond 
operations. 29/ 

In discussing the functions provided to the criminal justice system by 
bondsmen, Dill notes that bondsmen "facilitate pretrial release of 
large numbers of arrested persons. Of course, the defendant must pay 
for a defendant's release, the only question in which the bondsman has 
any real interest is v.hether the defendant Will pay the fee for \Abat 
is in effect a loan of money. This means that monetary considerations 
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override other concerns, such as the offense with \Abich the defendant 
is charged, the likelihood of guilt, the probability of re-arrest, or 
even the risk of fl ight." 30/ 

At the time of this writing, five states -- Nebraska, Wisconsin, 
Kentucky, Oregon, and Illinois - have effectively eliminated the 
business of bail bonding for profit. In all of the other states, bail 
bondsmen continue to operate and effectively decide, for a large 
nu.l!lber of defendants, who Will be released pretrial. Organizations 
such as the American Bar Association, the National Association of 
District Attorneys, the National Advisory Commission on Criminal 
Justice Standards and Goals, the National Conference of Commissioners 
on Uniform State Laws, and the National Association of Pretrial 
Services Agencies have advocated the elimination of bail bonding for 
profit, but there remain today over 5,000 professional bail bondsmen 
in the United States. 31/ 

2.4 Community Resources 

With the expansion of non-financial release alternatives in the 1970s, 
pretrial release agencies began to refer more releasees to community 
social services for comseling or treatment for drug abuse, alco
holism, mental and physical illnesses, and other problems detected in 
release screening. This practice creates a fourth major factor 
relevant to pretrial programs. Prior to the 1970s, social service 
providers had functioned in the court system primarily through 
probation agencies. It became clear, however, that the same services 
ordered by a court as a condition of probation in lieu of incarcer
ation could be applied prior to adjudication with the same effect: 
persons \Abo would otherWise have been held in jail could be condi
tionally released to the community. Release agencies began to 
recommend specific condi tions of release related to the identified 
problems; at the same time, the agenci es began identifying those 
commmi ty programs that could be called on to provide the needed 
services. 

Today, budget cutbacks have led to reductions in available community 
services in most jurisdictions. Yet even in communities rich with 
assistance programs, barriers to the placement of pretrial releasees 
may be nLnnerous. Many such programs wish to deal only with convicted 
individuals because of the sanctioning p:>wer available. Others find 
the defendant's necessary attendance at court appearances disruptive 
to treatment plans. In-service programs to promote understanding 
between pretrial service workers, police, and social service agency 
workers can coun'ter such resistance. 

Though pretrial release operations share hundreds of clients wi th 
social services uni ts, there may be a tendency to deal wi th problems 
in isolation. Meeting the needs of those who require specialized 
services usually requires aggressive efforts on the part of release 
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~rograms. Re~ease pro~ram,s have approached this problem through 
lncreased publlc educatlOn, task forces to address special needs 
i~teragency information sharing, and participation in the process of 
Clty and county social services planning. 

2.5 Existing Release Options 

There are a variety of ways in Which an arrested defendant may secure 
pretrial release. The most important distinctions in practice are 
between financial and non-financial release and, among non-financial 
m~thods, the level of superv~sion provided. Further important 
dlfferences relate to the partlcular stage of the criminal justice 
system and the type of releaSing authority. 

The range of release options is defined below. In any given 
jurisdiction, not all of these options will be available; in some 
juriSdictions, several of the options will be combined. Also, 
jurisdictions may use different terminology in referring to the techniques described. 

2.5.1 Non-Judicial Release 

There are several ways in Which defendants can secure release without 
appearing before a judge, bail corrmissioner, or other magistrate of 
the court. There are three forms of citation release available at 
this stage, all of which permit the arrestee to be released wi thout 
money bail on a written promise to appear in court, direct release 
authority by pretrial program, and one form of financial release, the Eail schedule. 

2.5.1.1 Field Citation Release 

Under this form of release, an arresting officer releases the arrestee 
on a written promise to appear in court, at or near the actual time 
cu:d 

location of the arrest. This procedure is commonly used for 
mlsdemeanor charges and is similar to issuing a traffic ticket. The 
criteria used by the arresting officer are those established by the 
local police department in conformity with the provisions of state 
statutes. At a minimum, these criteria require that the arrestee be 
properly identified and have no outstanding warrants. A field 
citation release is the least formal non-financial technique available 
to assure court appearance of an arrestee. 32/ 

2.5.1.2 Stationhouse Citation Release 

Under this form of release, the determination of an arrestee's 
eligibility and suitability for release and the actual release of the 
arrestee are deferred until after he or she has been removed from the 
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scene of an arrest and brought to the department's stationhouse or 
headquarters. Stationhouse releape allows the police officer or 
pretrial services officer to verify the information provided by the 
arrestee prior to the issuance of a citation and permits the release 
of an arrestee without booking. Stationhouse release may save the 
police officer some traveling time in that it eliminates transporting 
the arrestee to jail where final booking takes place. 

2.5.1.3 Jail Citation Release 

Under this form of release, the determination of an arrestee's eligi
bility and suitability for citation release and the actual release of 
the arrestee is deferred until after he or she has been delivered by 
the arresting department to a jailor other pretrial detention 
facili ty for screening, booking, and/or admission. This form of 
release is used extensively in California. In some counties in 
California, the booking sergeant or watch commander in the jail is 
assisted in the selection of persons for citation release by pretrial 
program staff. 

2.5.1.4 Direct Release Authority by Pretrial Program 

Tb streamline release processes and reduce length of stay, courts may 
authorize pretrial programs to release defendants without direct 
judicial involvement. Where court rule delegates such authority, ti1e 
practice is generally limited to misdemeanor charges, but felony 
release authority has been granted in some jurisdictions. (See also 
Chapter 6, Section 6.2.) 

2.5.1.5 Bail Schedule 

Under this form of release, an arrestee can post bail at the station
house or jail according to amounts specified in a bail schedule. The 
schedule is a list of all bailable charges and a corresponding dollar 
amount for each. Schedules may vary widely from jurisdiction to 
jurisdiction. An arrestee may effect release by posting the full 
amount of bail required or by engaging a bondsman who will post the 
bail amount for a fee (usually 10 percent of the total bail). 

2.5.2 ,Judicial Release 

Arrestees who have not been released either by the police or jailer 
and who have not posted bail appear at the heari ng before a judge, 
magistrate, or bail commissioner wi thin a set period of time. In 
jurisdictions with pretrial release programs, program staff often 
interview arrestees detained at the jail prior to the first hearing, 
verify the background information, and present recorrmendations to the 
court at arraignment. J\t the arraignment hearing, the judicial 
officer can authorize a variety of non-financial and financial release 
options. There are two types of non-financial release options: 
release on recognizance and conditional release. 
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• Release on recognizance. Under this form of release, the 
defendant is released on a promise to appear, without any requirement 
of money bond. This form of release is unconditional, that is, 
without imposition of special conditions, supervision, or specially 
provided services. The defendant must simply appear in court for all 
scheduled hearings. 

• Condi tional Release. Under this form of release, the 
defendant is released on a promise to fulfill some stated requirements 
which go beyond those associated with release on recognizance. Four 
types of conditions are placed on defendants, all of which share the 
corronon aims of increasing the defendant's likelihood of returning to 
court, and/or maintf:lining community safety: (1) status quo condi
tions, such as requiring tt'1at the defendant maintain residence or 
employment status; (2) restrictive conditions, such as requiring that 
the defendant remain in the jurisdiction, stay away from the complain
ant, or maintain a curfew; (3) contact conditions, such as requiring 
that the defendant report by telephone or in person to the release 
program or a third party at various intervals; and (4) problem
~riented conditions, such as requiring that the defendant participate 
111 drug or alcohol treatment programs. While some defendants are 
released on conditions without supervIsIon, the effectiveness of 
condi tional release is enhanced when the conditions are supervised. 
When the defendant's release conditions are supervised, ei ther by a 
rel~ase agency or a third-party individual or agency, the supervising 
ent: ty agrees to monitor the defendant's acti vi ties regularly and 
notIfy the court of any violation of the conditions set. 

In addition to these non-financial release options, there are six 
types of financial release conditions which the court may impose: 
unsecured bail, pr i vatel y secured bail, property bail, deposi t bail, 
surety bail, and cash bail. 

Ii) Unsecured bail. 'I'hi s type of bail permits the release of 
the defendant wi ~ no immediate requirement of payment. However, if 
the defendant falls to appear, he or she is liable for the full 
amount. 

. G. privat?ly. s~cured bail. With this type of bail, a private 
orgamzatlOn or IndIVIdual posts the bail amount, which is returned 
when. the defe?dant ~l?pears in court. In effect, the organi zation 
provIdes servIces aKIn to those of a professional bondsman but 
wi thout cost to the defendant. ' 

9 Property bail. With this type of bail the defendant may 
post evidence of real property in lieu of money. 

G Deposit bail. With this type of bail, the defendant 
deposits a percentage of the bail amount, typically 10 percent, with 
the court. When the defendant appears in court, the deposit is 
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returned, sometimes minus an administrative fee. If the defendant 
fails to appear, he or she is liable for the full amount of the bail. 

• Surety bail. With this type of, bail the defendant pays a 
percentage of the bond, usually 10 percent, to a bondsman who posts 
the full bail. The fee paid to the bondsman is not returned to the 
defendant if he or she appears in court. The bondsman is liable for 
the full amount of the bond should the defendant fail to appear. 
Bondsmen often require posting of collateral to cover the full bail 
amount. 

• Cash bail. With this type of bail, the defendant pays the 
entire amount of bail set by the judge in order to secure release. 
The bail is returned to the defendant when he or she appears in court. 
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FOCYI'NQTES 

1/ In Michigan, the entirt? pretrial re:J.eaf?e law is set forth in GCR 
790, a rule of the, state's Supreme ~ourt. Local court rules may 
expand upon asPects 'of state law, such as the Philadelphia court rule 
which establishes the option o~ 10 percent ~~posit bail~ 

2/ In Stack v. Boyle, 72 S. Ct. 1 (1951), the Supreme Court issued 
its landmark ban opinion establishing the right to bail in 
non-capital cases "to prevent infliction of punishment prior to 
conviction" and defining "excessive bail" as bail set at a higher 
figure than the amount reasonaqly calculated to fl,11fi1l the purpose of 
assuring that the accused will stand trial. 

3/ Kentucky also made bail bonding for profit a crime. 

4/ 18 USC 3146. 

31 18 usc 2146(b). 

6/ For example, D.C. Code 23-1321 (a) (1) and (2). 

7/ See, for example, Texas Code of Criminal Procedure, Art. 17.01 et 
seq. 

8/ 420 U.S. 103 (1975). 

9/ Santa Clara County, California's, pretrial release program 
reviews probable cause affidavits in warrantless arrests. 

10/ Program Practices/Release, p. 11. 

11/ The Pretrial Services Act of 1982. 

12/ See note 3. 

13/ See Alberti ~ ale v. Sheriff ~ Harris Countx, 406 F. SUpPa 649 
CH.D. TX, (1974). 

14/ Oregon Statute 135.235. 

15/ Program Practices/Release, p. 33. 

16/ Program Practices/Release, p. 12, indicates that more than 30 
percent of all programs are directly operated under local or state 
courts, wi th another approx imatel y 15 percent (all in New Jersey) 
administered by local probation departments under the overall 
authority of a county assignment judge. In addition, the 10 demon
stration Federal pretrial agencies are a1l ultimately responsible to 
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departments. 

17/ ABA Standards, 10-4.4, 10.61; NAPSA Release Standards, IX, p. 53. 

18/ Program Practices/Release, pp. 12-13. 

19/ Administrative Office of the U.S. Courts, Fourth Report on the 
IffiElementation of Title II of the Speedy Trial Act of 1974 
(Washington, DC: June 29, 1979). 

20/ Thomas, OPe cit., 1976, p. 130. 
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SOciological Study" (Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, 
Berkeley, 1972). 
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resources in some instances. As pryo~ note~, OPe ,?it., p. 28~ ~S?me 
orograms Y.hich conduct all defendant IntervIews pnor to the 1m tlal 
~ourt appearance may be missing further opportuni ties (e.g., through 
subsequent bond reviews) to help effect more releases." 

27/ Roscoe Pourrl and Felix Frankfurter, eds." Criminal Justice in 
Cleveland (Cleveland, Ohio: The Cleveland FoundatIon, 1922), pp. 290-
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30/ Forrest Dill, OPe cit., p. 643. Litt~e,addi~ion~l research 
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being c~Pleted by Toborg Associates, Washington, DC, funded by the 
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Chapt~r 3 

',I?ROOAAM, PROCEDURES AND SERVICES 

3.b Introduction 

This chapter discusses operational procedures for' b-1O, types of 
non-financial release: release on recognizance and conditional 
release ~ For each technique, information is presented on ,.defini tion 
and basic objectives; target groups; screening procedures; and 
recommendation, options. 'Ihe advantages and disadvantages of various 
procedures are also discussed. 

3.1 Release on Recognizance 

3.1.1 Definition and Basic Objectives 

Release on recognizance (ROR) is defined as "release on one's promise 
to appear without any requirement of money bond." II. 'Iheoretically, 
this form of release is "unconditional"; that is, wi thout imposi tiOn 
of any special condition, supervision, or services. However, in' 
practice ,those, released on personal recognizance are" according to 
both the 1}merican Bar Association (ABA) and the National Association 
of Pretrial Services Agencies (NAPSA) Standards, required td ,adhere ito " 
two basic coriditions: to appear as required, by ,the cour~',: and to 
refrain from criminal activity. 2/ 

'!he ABA Standards 'also provide that the defendant "refrain' from' 
threatening or otherwise interfering with potential witnesses.". 
According to theN3A:, 

Release on own recognizance is not inconsistent 
with ,the "impositi,on of ,other ,rton"-monetarycoo,
ditions reasonably necessary to secure the presence 
of 'the accused and to protect the safety of the 
communi ty .y . 

However ,fo,( the purpos~s of this chapter, release with the aQdition 
of any . dondition, such as defendants being required' to'phone .... ~ . 
prej:rhllagency\~ekly to inform. the prqgram ." of their· whereabouts, 
will be considered II condi tiqna1 release" and discussed in Section.3.2. 
Releal3e .' on recognizance ~ is 'based" on the assumption .' that. defendants . 
with ·cettainbackground characteiistics'and ties to the lo.caL 
comTIuhitycan.be r~leasedsolely on·thepromis~to appear ,·with 
minimal,ptobabilityof failing to. return tQcourt. '!his.hypothesis, 
which was originally ,tested wi thsuccess :by the Manhattan Bail 
project, has been, conii med py> experience ':iIlnumerou5 j ur i sd ictions • 
T/:1egoalofsucll programS -istoproviqe,~eliable' info'tmation for 
re.1easedecisions ~'thereby increasingtne.liumber:of d~fenQant:s 
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released pretrial under non-financial conditions. The Pretrial 
Services Resource Center's, telephone and on-site surveys of 21 release 
programs in early 1983 found that, in addition,to these goals, program 
administrators strive to: - -, . ' 

• identify the most appropriate means to release defendants on 
the least restrictive conditions deemed necessary to assure 
court appearance; 

• minimize failure~to-appear rates and maintain community 
safety; 

, 

• reduce the costs incurred by the corrununi ty in, providing 
pretrial detention; 

• reduce jail overcrowding; and 

• eliminate discriminatory practice~ in bail setting. 4/ 

3.1.2 Target Group 

E~ch pretrial program must identi;fy the, categories of defendants it 
wlll screen, then identify ,the population it will recorrunendfor 
release, or act to release on its own allthori ty. _ '!hese decisions will 
vary according to -legislative mandates, jail crowding problems, the 
availability of social service programs, local system constraints and 
the individual philosophies of program administrators. ' . 

How.a program defines ~ts target population canl1ave tremendous impact 
on ltS operation. " The, underlying issue is whether the program will 
focus its attention on the "best risks" or will take chances on 
"poorer risks" as wel1. A program may restrict its ROReligibility, 
for 7x~le, todefend~ts highly likely to appear in court and employ 
conch tlonal or SUpervlsed release reconmendations for those who seem 
less likely to appear. The following section discusses the 
eligibility criteria employed by different pretrial release programs 
for release on recogni zance and their effect on defendant release and 
detention. ' 

Pretrial release p~ogJ;'ams employ formal criteria, informal criteria, 
or both, to exclude?ertain types of defendants from consideration for 
release on recognlzance.Exclusion can occur at two points: 
exclusion ,from initial interviewing, and" fo'r those interviewed 
exclusion from project recorrunendation. for ROR. The , three' cri teri~ 
empl?yed ~ost frequently to determine; defendanteligibili ty ,ior ROR 
conslderatlon are the ,nature of . the. current charge, the,extent 'of 
previous invol vementwi th ,the: crimi,nal justice;' system, and the 
existence of . ,a local adgress • The ABA, NAPSA", and the NationaL 
District Attorneys AsSociation , (NDAA) , pretri'al' release standards 
suggest that programs should not deny eligibili ty t.odef~mdants ,_ based 
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solely on the offens~ charged. ~ pertaining to capital cases, the 
NDAA Standards efuphasi ze the defendant '5 elig ibil i ty for release 
except ~here the court can be sho~' "evident 'proof and great 
presumptlOn" that the defendant has conml tted the offense charged • .§! 

'!'hose standards also suggest that a combination of factors such as 
communi ty ties and pr.evious record be used to assess each defendant 
individually. The ABA Standards state specifically that: 

(c) ••• Inquiry of the ~efendant should carefully exclude 
qUestion~ concerning the details of the current 
charge. 

(d) '!he inquiry should be exploratoJ;y and should include 
such factors a$: 

(i) defendant's employment status and history and 
the assets available to defendant to meet any 
monetary condition upon release; 

(ii) the nature and extent of defendant's family 
relationships; 

(iii) defendant's past and present residence; 

(iv) defendant's character and reputation; 

(v) names of persons who agree to assist defendant 
in attending court at the proper time; 

(vi) defendant's prior criminal record, if any, and 
if previously released another charges, 
whether s/he appeared as required; 

(vii) any facts indicating the possibility of 
violations of law if defendant is released 
without restrictions; and 

(viii) any factS') tending to indicate that defendant 
has stron.,; ties to the corrununi ty and is not 
likely to flee the juriSdiction. y 

However, many programs appear to exclude defendants from consideration 
for ROR based on charge alone. According to results from a phone 
survey of 119 release programs conducted by the Pretrial Services 
Resource Center in 1980, almost half (49.6 percent) of the surveyed 
programs do exclude some det:endants from ever being interviewed, 
solely on the basis of their current charge. Thirty percent of the 
programs have no automatic exclusions; 20.2 percent employ some 
exclusions, but none based on charge alone. Y (Also, see Tables 3.1 
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and 3.2.) In the Pretrial Services Resource Center's 1983 2l-agency 
practices review, only fqur agencies were found to operate with no 
automatic exclusions _ t:rom . the interview process. Ten of thE7 21 
programs based at least some exclusions solely on current charges. 
Pr:ogram administrators cite statutory interpretations, local court 
rules and/or judicial practices, and staff limitations as reasons for 
practicing this form of exclus~on. 

3.1.3 Point of Intervention/Coverage 9/-

The 1978 NAPSA Standards state that pretrial release $hould be 
accomplished as quickly as possible following arrest 10/ and that 
pretrial agency personnel should be . continuously available for 
interviewing defendants. 11/ Some programs have discovered, however, 
that there are difficult trade-offs in deciding when to intervene and 
with \~at population. There are several options available. 

Programs can decide if they will interview all, defendants: 

• as part of the booking procedure (as practiced, for example, 
:in Salt Lake County, UT, and San Mateo County, CA); 

• immediately after booking (for example, in the Baltimore, MD, 
and Monroe County, NY, programs); 

• before the initial appear,ance _but not necessarily immediately 
after booking, \~ich allows defendants able to post bail to 
do so (a practice followed in Cobb Cou~ty, GA, and Hennepin 
County, MN); or 

• after the initial hearing (current procedure in the Lehigh 
Valley, PA, pretrial serv.ices program). -

3.1.3.1 Screening Before the Initial Court Appearance 

In making the initial intervention decision, programs recognize that 
the longer defendants are detained, the greater the likelihood that 
they wi.ll post bond rather than wait for a program interview and the 
possibili ty of non-financial release. Toe National Center for State 
Courts' survey of pretrial release programs - (1975) -reported that the 
majori ty of programs surveyed attempted -to interview and recommend 
defendants to the releasing authority at or before the first court 
appearance. 12/ 
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Table 3.1 

PR03RAMS waICH AUTOMATICALLY EXCLUDE PRETRIAL DEFENDANTS 
FROM BEING INTERVIEWED, BASED ON CHARGE ALONE 

No. of % of 
Types of Exclusions programs Programs 

None =- everYOne is intervie~~ 36 30.2 
Some exclusions, but none based 

on charge alone 24 20.2 
All misdemeanors 10 8.4 
All misdemeanors plus other 

specific charges 1 .8 
All felonies 2 1.7 
All felonies plus other 

specific charges 2 1.7 
Miscellaneous specific charges 44 37.0 

TOTAL 119 100.0 

Source: Pryor, Program Practices/Release, p. 78. 



Table 3.2 

OTHER REABONS WHY PROORAMS AUTOMATICALLY EXCLUDE 
PRETRIAL DEFENDANTS FROM BEING INTERVIEWED 

Types of Exclusions 
~7 

Warrant/detainer from another 
jurisdiction 

Outstanding warrant/same jurisdiction 
No local address 
On probation, parole, or pretrial 

release 
Prior record of FrA 
Prior record of rearrest(s) on release 
Suspected mental/emotional problems 
Prior arrest or conviction 

record 
Miscellaneous 
Program interviews only upon 

request, after initial release 
decision, etc. 

No. of 
Programs 

38 
16 

I) 

11 
6 
3 
2 

6 
6 

7 

% of 
Programs 

31.9 
13.4 
5.0 

9.2 
5.0 
2.5 
1.7 

5.0 
5.0 

5.9 

a/ Program may exclude defendants for more than one reason. 
Source: Pryor, Program practices/Release, p. 79. 
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Programs using this approach can usually recommend more defendants for 
release than programs which delay intervention until after the initial 
court appearance. Program intervention after the first appearance, 
for example, can cause delays of several days and sometimes more than 
a week until the defendant can secure release. 

Twenty-four-hour-a-day, seven-day-a-week coverage with release 
authori ty or access to a releasing authority at night and on weekends 
will provide the most expeditious pretrial release after arrest. 
However, where such coverage is not feasible for economic or other 
considerations, screening before the initial court appearance can 
still assure the earliest possible release within a jurisdiction. 

3.1.3.2 Screening After the Initial Court Appearance 

Programs which screen for release on recognizance after the initial 
court appearance focus their resources on those defendants unable to 
make bailor otherwise gain release prior to or at the initial 
hearing. 13/ These programs maintain that by restricting the pool of 
interviewees to those unable to make bail, they are able to provide 
more attention to those who need their services most -- those unable 
to satisfy financial conditions of release. A program that interviews 
virtually all defendants, in contrast, may be interviewing many 
persons able to effect their own ROR through the court without an 
interview, or who are able to satisfy a financial bond. To avoid 
this, many programs delay the interview until after the first court 
appearance. 

One disadvantage of this practice is that the ability to effect early 
release is limited and may cause some defendants to post money bond 
who might not find money bail necessary if reached earlier. The pre
versus post-initial appearance issue should not be overdrawn, however. 
As noted by Pryor (1982), approximately two-thirds of all programs 
combine the two approaches to advantage. 14/ 

3.1.3.3 Scheduling and Coverage 

While assessing advantages and disadvantages of vadous intervention 
options, programs consider the booking and detention facilit~es for 
peak and slack jail intake periods, as these affect schedul1ng and 
coverage patterns. A number of options are available. In Baltimore 
Ci ty the program provides around-the-clock interviewer coverage of 
each police district or precinct. In Des Moines, program staff 
periodically check with all three jails to obtain the latest 
information on arrests. Also, part-time interviewers augment the 
staff during high-volume periods. In Washington, DC, pretr~al 
interviews for citation release are done by telephone between pollce 
stationhouses and the program office. 
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Rural jurisdictions have more difficulty maintaining. staff coverage. 
With the Kentucky Pretrial Services Agency stateWIde syste.m, one 
officer may be responsible for covering several counties ~nd IS thus 
not able to interview arrestees quickly. However, cooperatIon betwe7n 
the jailer, pretrial services officer, and judge has resulted In 

program interviev.;s of over 90 percent of arrestees, almost. always 
within 12 hours of arrest. Also, district judges in some countIes are 
available for release decisions 24 hours a day. This encourages 
pretrial staff to increase the number of night interviews and make 
greater efforts to contact a~l arres~ees quickly. The j~il~r. is al~o 
encouraged to call the pretnal offIcer as soon as an IndIvIdual IS 
booked into jail. 

In contrast, logistical problems may cause ?elays in proce7s~ng. 
System procedures may preclude interviews unt].l a complete cnInln?l 
records check is in hand, a process that may take several hours, as IS 
the case in Marion County, IN. 

3.1.4 Screening Procedures 

Screening procedures for determining defendant eligibility for release 
on recognizance involve two steps: obtaining back~round informatio~, 
and verifying background information. Programs dIffer, however, In 

their approach to each of these steps. This sect~on discusses these 
differences as well as some of the advantages and dIsadvantages of the 
procedures. 

3.1.4.1 Obtaining Background Information 

Programs may obtain information on a defendant's background from 
several sources. The most universal method involves interviewing the 
arrestee about emoloyment or educational status, residence, family 
contacts, previous'criminal justice involvement, and financial s~a~us. 
Programs also obtain information from poli?e and other crIm~nal 
justice agency records (e.g., those of probatIon or parole agencIes) 
to supplement the interview. In addi tion, family members are 
frequently contacted, sometimes at the jail or court, to provide 
additional facts concerning the defendant. 

In many instances the gathering and verification of background 
information may not be necessary, especially in cases involving minor 
charges. The NDAA Pretrial Release Standard 10.4 states that: 

In all cases in which the defendant is in custody 
and the maximum penalty exc~eds one year, an in
quiry into the facts relevant to pretrial release 
should be conducted prior to or contemporaneous 
with the defendant's first appearance. However, no 
such inquiry need be conducted if the prosecution 
advises that it does not oppose release on order to 
appear or on own recognizance. 15/ 
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NAPSA Standards agree that no inquiry is necessary if the prosecution 
so advises. 16/ The ABA Standards presume that such inquiry is 
unnecessary f~misdemeanant offenders and place a burden of notice of 
opposi tion to ROR on the prosecutor or other law enforcement 
officials. 17/ 

3.1.4.2 Verifying Background Information 

ROR programs attempt to verify as much of the defendant's information 
as possible to ensure that accurate information is available both for 
the initial release decision and to expedite contact with defendants 
who fail to appear. 

The importance of verification in program procedures is evident in the 
findings of the 1979 survey conducted by the Pretrial Services 
Resource Center. That survey indicated that, 35 programs (29.4 
percent) automatically exclude defendants from ROR recommendation for 
whom they are unable to verify information. 18/ 

Programs also verify information concerning the defendant's past 
criminal record, as such information is sometimes found to be 
unrel iable. The prosecutor may report, for example, that the 
defendant has six previous felony arrests and therefore is a poor risk 
for release on recognizance. However, by verifying the past criminal 
history, the pretrial agency may discover that the charges were 
dropped for four of the arrests and the other two charges were changed 
to misdemeanors, only one of which ended in a conviction for malicious 
mischief. Program staff may also find out about outstanding warrants 
and prior fai1ures-to-appear that would have otherwise been unknown to 
the court. 

The 1977 National Evaluation Program Phase I Summary Report: Pretrial 
Release Programs reported that over 90 pet'"cent of pretrial programs 
try to contact someone to check the accuracy of the defendant-supplied 
information. Although 40 percent of the programs used methods to 
supplement phone verification (e.g., relatives in court, field 
investigation, search of police records), over half of the programs 
relied exclusively on phone contact for verification purposes. 19/ 
The Lazar Institute (1981) reported similar findings on verification 
practices and difficulties: all eight sites verified as much 
defendant-supplied information as possible through phone calls to 
references and checks of official criminal records. 20/ 

Many programs experience time constraints in preparing for initial 
court appearance, and complete verification may not be accomplished 
for all interviewed defendants, causing some release decisions to be 
based on unverified information. 

The extent to Vwhich judges make release decisions \"li thoLlt background 
information or with unverifiE:.xl information is unknown. However, as 
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noted above, the NOAA,. NAPSA, and ABA standards suggest that an 
inquiry to obt'lin and verify background information should not be 
necessary for all defendants. 

Support for less extensive verification requirements comes from those 
who believ~ that ~he process can o~ten result in unnecessary delays 
and resultIng confInement for otherwIse "good risks" when programs are 
unable to reach references. While comparisons have been made between 
failure-to-appear rates of defendants with and without verified 
information, 21/ the lack of control groups has presented 
methodological problems in drawing conclusions about the usefulness of 
verification. 

3.1.~ Determining Whom to Recommend for Release on Recognizance 

After the background information on defendants has been collected and 
verified, program personnel must determine which defendants will be 
rec~mmended for ROR. Program practices reveal three assessment 
optlOns: objective systems, sUbjective systems, or a combination. 
Both objective and sUbjective approaches may use the same information 
(Le., community ties and prior record), but the process of arriving 
at a recommendation is different. 22/ 

Objective systems usually use a "point scale" to measure a defendant's 
elig~bility. for ROR. Wi~~ this procedure, a defendant is given plus 
or mInus poInts based on Information obtained from an interview. Most 
programs awar~ positive points for residence, family ties, and employ
ment or substItutes (e.g., homemaker or student). Some programs also 
allow positive points if the defendant has a telephone in the home 
has special responsibilities (e.g., children), shows certain health 0; 
age characteristics, or has someone accompany him or her at arraign
me~t. Programs often deduct points for prior convictions, prior 
fa:lures-to-appear, drug use, prior violation of probation or parole 
pnor ~scape, current awai ting of trial on another charge, current 
probatIon or parole, or AWOL record. 23/ If the defendant obtains a 
certain number of points, a recommendation will be made to the judge 
that the. defendant be released on recognizance. 24/ Subjective 
~ystem~, In contrast, use a qualitative judgment arrived at through an 
IntervIew, rather than a score on a quantitative scale to determine 
who is eligible. ' 

3.1.5.1 Objective Systems: Assessing Strengths and Weaknesses 

The use of objective criteria to determine eligibility for ROR has a 
number of advantages for pretrial programs. ~10se who recommend that 
objective criteria be employed as a screening device provide a number 
of reasons for this recommendation. These include the following: 
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, The objective system can provide some level of predictability 
in failure-to-appear (FTA) or rearrest. Though not perfect, 
it can provide statistical probabilities as to FTA or 
rearrest likelihood. Lazarsfeld's review of one agency's 
point scale demonstrated an inverse relationship between 
points obtained and FTA rates (see Table 3.3). 

• A point scale can be more equitable, since formal guidelines 
are provided by which defendants will be chosen for 
recommendation. Recommendations are applied consistently and 
witi1 the greatest possible predictability. 

• The use of obj ecti ve cri teria may result in increased 
non-financial release. 25/ Where the individual obtains a 
high point total, release on recognizance can be recommended 
without further program contact. 

• Studies show that point scales can distinguish between 
higher- and lower-risk defendants. 26/ 

Objective systems have raised the following criticisms: 

• Point ratings reflect only a probability that a percentage of 
a group would fail to appear, rather than an absolute 
statement about the future behavior of each defendant. 

• 'Ihe scale may discriminate against low-income defendants, 
minorities, and women, among others, due to its emphasis on 
employment and communi ty ties, marital status, financial 
assets, and place of residence. 27/ 

• The point scale may be too restrictive in not recommending 
certain low-risk defendants to be released on their own 
recogni zance , resulting in the detent ion of defendants who 
would not necessarily fail to return to court (i .9., false 
posi ti ves). 28/ 

• Firm adherence to the point scale may be too rigid a stance, 
since recommendations are based on specific totals without 
allowing room for discretion in particularly sensitive cases. 
29/ 

• Some recent research has found that the!:'€! is li ttle 
correlation between the entire point scale (or individual 
i terns wi thin it) and violation rates. Some studies have 
shown some communi ty ties indicators to be relatively 
unimportant predictors of the violation rates (i.e., 
rearrest, failure-to-'lppear, or violation of bail 
conditions). 30/ 

programs may also err in implementing ready-made recommendation 
schemes, such as applying a point scale taken from another 
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Table 3.3 

NUMBER O~ POINTS ON SIX ITEMS BY PERCENT 
FAILING TO APPEAR ONE OR MORE TIMES 

Number Qf Points Percent of Number in 
on Scale FTAs Categor:l 

0 34.5 113 

1 32.9 310 

2 2f5.8 6~3 

3 1509 879 

4 13.7 1,l1n 

5 12.0 1,067 

6 7.7 n07 

4,715 

Source: pa~l Lazars:pe1d, An Evaluation of the 
Pretrial Se;vlces Agency of the Vera Institute of 
Justice: Flnal Report, New York, 1974. ", ' 
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jurisdiction Where crime rates, geography, size of population, 
population demographics, mobili ty, and other factors are quite 
dissimilar. Pre-testing, as well' as ongoing local evaluation I has 
proven 'important in validating recannendaticn schemes. Still, many 
programs have failed to do so. 31/ 

3.1.5.2 SUbjective Systems: Assessing Strengths and Weaknesses 

Those Who recommend that sUbjective systems be used to screen defen
dants for ROR point to the following strengths of such a system: 

• SUbjective criteria allow the program to nore quickly ider"'1-
tify the good. risks by capitalizing on the 8.'Cperience and 
knowledge of the investigative staff. 

8 Subjective systems allow interviewers to assume greater 
responsibility ~r individual recommendations. 

• Subjective systems provide more flexibility in changing 
recammendation criteria to respond to individual defendants. 

In contrast, critics of sUbjective systems suggest that: 

• Subjective systems often lack accuracy and may lead to the 
institutionalization of personal bias into selection 
decisions. 

• '!he p::>ssibili ty of bias could lead to equal protection 
litigaticn. 

• Interpretation of clinical devices requires skilled staff at 
high pay levels. Research suggests that clinical judgments 
cannot predict any better than formal systems. 32/ 

• Infonnal devices lack consistency in application and may 
result in nore conservative recorrinendation decisions. 33/ 

3.1.5.3 "Canbination" Systems 

Concerns over the weaknesses of the two recarmendation approaches have 
led many programs to allow staff to caribine- subjective judgment with 
objective p::>int scale evaluations in arriving at release recammen
dations. The Allen County, IN, Bail Services Division uses such an 
approach in its assessment scheme. Other' programs, such as T-1aricopa 
County, AZ, Lehigh yalley, PA, and Balt.:i..more, MD, currently use point 
scales as, guides ~r staff and allow ~r sane subjectivity. Also, 
"discretionary points" are frequently awarded by programs with 
"objective" screening devices. 

i , 
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This use of discretionary criteria with objective systems is important 
to bear in mind when examining results of the 1979 survey conducted by 
the Pretrial Services Resource Center, Which found that 21 percent of 
pretrial proJrams employ objective types of assessment, 39 percent 
report using only subjective criteria in defendant assessments, and 40 
percent report using objective criteria with subjective, or discre
tionary, elements (see Table 3.4). These findings are very similar to 
those reported in the NEP phase I Summary Report (1977), which found 
37 percent of pretrial programs using subjective evaluations, 37 
percent using a combination of objective and sUbjective criteria, and 
27 percent using objective schemes (i .e., points only) (see Table 
3.5) • 

In addition, programs vary in the weights they assign specific 
criteria in their screening mechanisms (thus placing greater or lesser 
emphasis on particular defendant characteristics in different 
jurisdictions), the range of positive points in the scale, and in the 
totals necessary for ROR. A 1981 analysis of point systems in four 
jurisdictions (Baltimore, MD, Washington, DC, Jefferson County, KY, 
and Santa Clara County, CA) found, for example, that Washington, DC, 
gave greater weight to community ties factors than did either 
Jefferson County or Santa Clara County. Prior failure-to-appear was 
given a great deal of negative weight in Jefferson County, ,.mile no 
points were subtracted for that item in Santa Clara County. Similar 
discrepancies were noted for drug use. Baltimore City and Washington, 
DC, subtracted up to two points (on four- and six-point scales, 
respectively) while Jefferson and Santa Clara Counties subtracted 
nothing (see Table 3.6). 34/ 

Thus it appears that programs consider different factors as greater or 
lesser predictors of future defendant behavior and have developed 
point scales Which reflect these assessments. However, few point 
scales have been evaluated to determine their validity in local 
application. Criteria may be discriminatory and the relative 
importance of various items may vary betwe~n communities and overtime. 
Thus, for most programs it remains unclear whe~1er the weights given 
to individual items or the scales themselves are predictive of 
defendants who appear for trial. . Several· observers have noted the 
low level of activity in the validation of point scales and have 
stressed the need for increased local research and periodic assessment 
(1:: prediction instrunents. 35/ . . . 

3.1.~ presenting Recommendations for nOR 

Following the interview and verification process, the program makes a 
recommendation to the court. Wri tten reports Which detail the release 
recommendations and the supportive background information are 
preferred (according to both the ABA and NAPSAStandards), with copies 
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Table 3.4 

PROGRAMS USI~~ OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE METHODS 
OF ASSESSING DEFENDANTS 

No. of % of 
Types of Assessment Prograrrr:: Programs 

Objective (point scale) only 25 21.4 
Subjective only 45 38.5 
Objective combined with subjective 47 40.2 

TOTAL 117 100.1 ~ 

~ Rounding error 

Source: Pryor, program Practices/Release, p. 80. 

Table 3.5 

PROGR~~ SCREENING PROCEDURE FOR REPORTS 
PREPARED FOR FIRST COURT APPEARANCE 

Procedure 

Objective (points only) 
Subjective evaluation 
Combination objective and subjective 

TOTAL 

~ Rounding error 

Distribution 
No. % 

16 27 
22 37 
22 37 

~o lOl~ 

Source: National Center for State Courts, National 
Evaluation Program phase I, Summary Report, pretrial 
Release Program, April 1977. 
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TABLE 3.6 

ANALYSIS OF POINT SYSTEMS 

ITEM POINT RANGE 

BALTIMORE WASHINGTOH. JEFFERSON srunA CLARA 
CITY. 

ftaD.C• :, COUNTY, 
('AI ~~~~~h llARVLArm rd Itinne: , KHI lULl'. 

Positive Points: 
-Res ideJlce~- ot05 o t03 1 to 5 o to 3 

Fami 1y Ties o to 3' Oto 4 o to 4 Ot03 

Employment or Substitutes o to 4 o to 4 o toS Oto 3 

Subtota " ColT111i.inity Ties o to 12 o to 11 1 to, 14 Oto 9 

Ottoc;" Positive PQint~ (see d~;~~!) o to.28 , o tQ 2 o t08 Oto 3 -_._._- .. _- . ~--: 

Subtotal. Positive Pofnts o to 14 o to n a 1 to 22 Oto 12 

~!U!!!_ Poi n~: ' 
Prior (onvlctions -4 to 0 -4 to 0 .,5 to-O -1 to 0 

Other,Negative Points (see details, ':6 to 0 -8,100, -33 to 0 0 
,below) 

·:10 to 0' Subtotal. Negative ,Points -12 toO -38 to 0 .:1 to 0 
" 

TOTAL PO HIT RANGE -10 to 14 -12 to 11 -37 to 22 -1 to 12 

Pofnts Needp.d for OR Recommendatfor 6 4 8 5 -- -, 

i 
I 

-, 

AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL POINTS NEEDED' FOR OR 
I 

i 
I RECOMMENDATION . 

BALTUIORE' WASHINGTOIf. JEfFERSON SANTA CU\AA 
Cl!~~ (, D.t.;\ courlTY, COUNTY. 

"'AnVI ' ettatfons KENTUCKY CAUFORfUA 

o to 83% o to 75l 13% to 63: o to 60~ 

o to 50% o to 100'.1: 0 to SO;: !l to 60~ I 
,: I o t067Z o to 100"' 0 to 63% o to 60:; 

o to 200'; o to 2751: 131 tg ·176':: 
i o to t80~ I 
, 

o to :m: o to 50t 0 to 100::: o to 6Q~ I 

o to 2331 o to 325% 13: to 276~ o to 240'; 

-67%',to 0 -1('10% to 0 -63% to 0 -20% to 0 

~100~ to 0 -?OOl to 0 ~413~ to 0 0 

-167% to 0 ·3001 to 0 -476% t9 0 -20% to 0 

.;.167% to +233 . -300'; to +3251: -463% to +276 -20~ to +240: 
. 

lOO:C 100% 100% 100~ 
.- --

(CONTINUED) 

I 
[ 

~ 
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ITE~I 

I B;\LTlHORE 
CITY, 

f.1J1RYLJI/lO 

~~'!ysls of ·Other Positive Points": 
Itomeowner 0 

Telephone 0 

Health or Age Considerations o to 1 

Prior Conviction Record 0 

Special Responsibilities {e.g., childre~ o to 1 

Soneone Expected at Arraignment 0 

Anal:t~fs of ·Other Negative Points": 
Prior fJilure to Appear -4 to 0 

Drug Use -? to 0 

Prior Violation of Probatfon or Parole -4 to 0 

Pri or Escape -4 to 0 

Currently Awaiting Trial a 

TABLE 3.6 (CONTINUED) 
ANALYSIS OF POINT SYSTEMS 

PO lilT RArlGE 

WASHINGlON, JEFfERSON SANTA CLARA 
D.C. ;\ COUllTY. COUNTY, 

ci tat.i.ons KFNTUCKY I CAl I F"IlRlUA 

a to 1 o to 3 0 

o to 1 o to t 0 

0 0 o to 1 

0 o to 3 o to 2 

0 0 0 

0 o to t 0 

-1 to a -30 to 0 0 

-2 to 0 
I 
I :l 0 

a 0 a 
a 0 0 

-5 to a 0 a 

AS A PERCEIlTAGE Of TOTAL POWlS flEEOEO FOP. OR 

RE COr1?"WOA T I ON 
. 

nALTntORE WASH/lIGTOI. , JHfERSOU I SA/ITA CLAi\A 

Mr.rl~fX~n D.C. 11 COUlITY , couan, 
Wtatfons r.EIlTUCKY CAlIF"OIH~~ 

0 o to 25% o to 38% 0 

0 o to 25% o to l3~ 0 

o to 17% 0 0 o to 2Dl 
0 0 o to 38,t o to 40~ 

I 
o to 1n 0 0 0 

0 0 o to 13:": 0 

-67:t to 0 -)'5t to 0 -375% to n 0 

-33t to () -!iOt to 0 ~ i 0 , 
·S7?: to 0 0 0 Q-

-67% to 0 0 Q- ___ 0_ 

·0 -125% to 0 0 0 

Currently on Probation or Parole 0 -5 to 0 0 0 0 -125% to 0 0 .L-I 
AWOL Record (Current Military Personnel 

Only) 0 0 -3 to 0 0 0 0 -38'" to 0 a 
a The 2 points In the "other" category are awarded only if they are ne.eded for the defendant to reach the 4 point total required for an OR recoll1r.eOllJtion. 

SOURCE: 

Source: 

Information reported in delivery system analyses of individual Jurisdictions, Working Papers Noo 1 (Baltimore City). J (Jefferson County). 
7 (Santa Claloa County), and 8 (Washington, D.C.), 

Mary Toborg, et al, Pretrial Release; An 
VolQme I, Release Practices and Outcomes 
(Washington, DC: Lazar Institute, March, 

Evaluation of Defendant Outcomes and Program Impact, 
- A Cross-Sectional Analysis of Eight Jurisdictions 
1981), p. 43. 

, 
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provided to prosecutor, defense counsel, and the court. NAPSA 
Standard X states that pretrial services agencies should include: 

.. communication of a wri tten summary of interview information 
and recommendations to judicial officers or agencies 
responsible for making release decisions; and 

• appearance in court by staff representatives to answer 
questions concerning the agency's report and recommendations. 
36/ 

ABA Standard 10-4.4 suggests that: 

CD "'!he inquiring agency should make recommendations to the 
judicial officer concerning the condi tions, if any, which 
should be imposed on the defendant's release. '!he agency 
should formulate detailed guidelines to be utilized in making 
these recommendations, and, whenever possible, the recom
mendations should be supplied by objective factors contained 
in the guidelines. '!he results of the inqui ry and the 
recornnendations should be made known to participants in the 
first appearance as soon as possible." 37/ 

The Pretrial Services Resource Center 1980 survey showed that almost 
90 percent of the 119 pretrial programs it surveyed in 1979 provide 
release recornnendations to the court. 38/ The figures are similar to 
those provided by the 1977 NEP Phase I-Survey, which reported that ryO 
of the 66 programs assessed (91 percent) presented a recommendation to 
the ,court following verification of interview information. 39/ 

Some programs present only ROR recommendations, positive or negative, 
while others present a variety of recommendations, including 
condi tional release. The original Manhattan Bail Project, for 
example, did not provide background information or recommendations for 
all defendants it had screened, but rather provided a recommendation 
based on verified community ties, a recommendation based on unverified 
corrmunity ties, or no recommendation. 40/ Also, some agencies such as 
the D.C. Pretrial Services Agency recommend that a pretrial detention 
hearing be held in certain instances. 41/ 

In the case of a positive recommendation, the program is stating that 
the defendant before the judicial officer has met certain cd teria 
which indicate that he or she will appear for court on required dates. 
Where a negative reconmendation or no recoll1llendation is made, the 
program is indicating that such established criteria have not been met 
or that certain factors have been brought to light in the interview, 
verification, or criminal records check which preclude a positive 
recorrmendation. The placement of this "dividing line" (bebT€!€!n a 
posi ti ve and negative recorrmendation) varies substantially across the 
country. As previously discussed, some programs will not make a 
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posi ti ve recorrunendation on the basis of certain charges, lack of 
verification, or other local constraints. In some instances, these 
differences in recommendation schemes are based on research done 
within the particular jurisdictions. Often, however, perceived 
poli tical realities wi thin the jurisdiction may be more determinant, 
leading to a more "conservative" or "liberal" recorrunendation scheme 
than research Inight indicate is appropriate. 

It is within this context that the question of defendant dangerousness 
arises. ROR programs are continually faced with the problem of 
defining their role in the release or detention of "dangerous" 
individuals who, while likely to appear in court, are also considered 
likely to commit additional crimes if released on recognizance. 

Some programs will, in certain cases, recommend release with 
condi tions to provide the court an al ternati ve to pretrial detention 
for "high risk" defendants and/or may recommend detention. 
Washington, DC, does both. But recent research findings show that any 
use of pretrial detention will substantially increase the nwnber of 
"false positives" (those unnecessarily detained) while having little 
effect on pretrial crime. Harsher sanctions for release conditions 
violations, increased supervision of "high risk" defendants, and 
expedited court processing of such defendants have been suggested as 
alternatives to pretrial detention. 42/ 

3.1.7 Release Authority 

In most jurisdictions, release authority is restricted to judicial 
officers (e.g., judges, magistrates, bail commissioners). These 
officials normally make their decisions following receipt of defendant 
background information from the pretrial release program and their own 
questioning of the defendant at the initial hearing. However, if only 
judges can grant release, non-availability after daytime business 
hours will slow the process of pretrial release for many defendants. 
In some jurisdictions the judiciary has taken steps to assure the 
prompt release of eligible defendants on nights and/or weekends by 
permitting release programs to effect releases on their own. 

Such II release authori ty" may be used as a form of stat ionhouse 
ci tation release by the pretrial services officer, r.\s an impartial 
decision-maker. In San Mateo County, CAr the release program uses 
court-ordered release authority to make citation releases at the time 
defendants enter the county jail. OVer 90 percent of misdemeanor 
arrestees brought to the j ail are handled in this way, on a 
pre-booking basis. 

Other jurisdictions have delegated such authority to the release 
agency or other criminal justice actors (e.g .• , police, sheriffs, 
deputies, bail corrmissioners, and other nonjudicial officers) for 
certain categories of cases. 
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One common arrangement is to split the releasing power, by permitting 
nonjudicial officials to release defendants charged wi th minor 
offenses (usually misdemeanors and less serious felonies) and 
requiring judicial approval for release of defendants charged with 
more serious crimes. 

Other forms of non-judicial release authority include police field 
citation, stationhouse citation release, and sheriff's own 
recognizance release. 43/ In Washington, DC, police may issue field 
citations, or may transport the arrestee to the local precinct and, if 
appropriate, contact release program personnel who interview defen
dants by telephone, verify information, and develop a release recom
mendation for defendants potentially eligible for police release. In 
San Mateo County, CA, proj ect staff have the authori ty to release 
defendants who qualify for personal recognizance during the booking/
classification process. Since the release agency conducts jail 
classification, its release authority is seen as a form of 
classification. 

The King County, WA, Pretrial Services Uni t has been granted 
relati vely broad release authority in felony cases under its Felony 
Administrative Recognizance Release (FARR) program. Jail crowding in 
the county stimulated the judiciary to grant the release program power 
to release on most felony charges with the exception of the more 
serious statutory category. (See Appendix A for a full description of 
the FARR program.) 

In summary, jurisdictions may be able t.o decrease the amount of 
pretrial detainee confinement time by increasing the power of release 
delegated to nonjudicial officers who come in contact with the 
defendant before the initial court appearance. This policy is 
supported by the NAPSA Standards, which urge release at the earliest 
time and by the least restrictive procedure possible. The same 
standards suggest permitting the use of stationhouse citation release 
in felony cases as well. 44/ 

3.2 Conditional Release 

3.2.1 Definitions and Basic Objectives 

~n addition to the widespread use of ROR, many pretrial programs have 
lmplemented a variety of non-financial conditional release techniques. 
As pointed out previously, pretrial programs use different terminology 
in referring to these techniques. However, three forms of conditional 
release will be examined in this section: conditional release without 
supervision, supervised release, and third-party custody release. As 
a group, these techniques differ from ROR in their specification that 
defendants fulfill some stated requirements which go beyond those 
a~so~iate? with ROR •. However, within these techniques, the important 
dlstlnctlons pertaln to the level of restrictions placed on 
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defendants, the level of supervlslon provided to defendants for 
monitoring their compliance with the conditions, and the locus of 
supervisory authority. 

Condi tional release was originally developed for use where the 
presumption favoring release on recogni zance was counter-balanced by 
factors associated with the defendant's background or the charge 
filed. The Federal Bail Reform Act of 1966 authorized its use when 
ROR could not reasonably assure the appearance of the defendant and 
called for the setting of additional conditions consistent wi th the 
principle of applying the least restrictive sanctions necessary. The 
current ABA and NAPSA Standards, as well as 211 state statutes, 
reiterate this authorization. Both sets of standards go beyond the 
Federal Bail Reform Act in supporting the use of non-monetary 
conditions of release for the purpose of community protection. 45/ 

Condi tional release techniques aim to provide the judicial officer 
with an alternative release form in those cases where he or she does 
not feel that the defendant is a good risk to return to court, but at 
the same time does not feel that a period of pretrial detention is 
warranted. A key assumption underlying conditional release is that in 
exchange for the benefi t of release, defendants will comply with 
court-ordered condi tions of release designed to assure their 
appearance and maintain corrmuni ty safety. 46/ Through b'1e use of 
conditional release techniques, programs see~to expand the number of 
defendants who are el igible for non-financial release without 
jeopardizing failure-to-appear or rearrest rates. In addition to the 
presumption favoring pretrial release, impetus for the expanded use of 
condi tional release techniques comes from current j ail overcrowding 
conditions and the cost of maintaining defendants in jail. 47/ 

3.2.1.1 Conditional Release Without Supervision 

This form of release is distinguished from supervised release and 
third party custody release in that it does not entail active 
supervision on the part of the agency. '!he types of conditions placed 
on defendants can be grouped into four categories, all of \mich share 
the common aim of increusing the defendant's likelihood of returning 
for court while assuring community safety: 

e "Status quo" conditions. Defendants are released on the 
condition that they maintain their residence, school, or 
employment status. 

• Restrictive conditions. Defendants are released' on the 
condi don that they restrict their association or movements 
by remaining in the jurisdiction, avoiding contact with the 
victim or complainant, or maintaining a curfew. 
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• Contact conditions. Defendants are released on the condition 
that they report by telephone or in person to the release 
program at various intervals. Contact conditions may be 
applied to assure that the defendant is aware of the court 
date and to provide a mechanism for adjusting court dates if 
necessary, in addition to the corranon aim of increasing the 
likelihood of court appearance. This type of condition is 
premised on research which shows that an effective way to 
decrease the failure-to-appear rate in a jurisdiction is to 
increase the amount of defendant/system contact. 48/ 

• Problem-oriented conditions. Defendants are released on 
condi tions that relate to specific defendant problems that 
could affect court appearance. In many jurisdictions, the 
pretrial release agency will establish contact wi th various 
social service agancies which provide drug and alcohol 
treatment, employment, and mental health services, and. 
recorranend release on the condition that the defendant enroll 
in one of the identified programs. In effect, problem
oriented conditions seek to "create" corranunity ties for 
defendants. Provision of services may also affect criminal 
behavior, since the conditions address personal difficulties 
that might have led to criminal involvement. 

l~ile many programs recommend conditional release without supervision, 
some have questioned whether the mere existence of conditions reduces 
the defendant's propensi ty for flight. It is now argued that the 
value of conditional release is enhanced when. the conditions are 
moni tored. If defendants see that condi tions imposed upon them are 
not monitored, they are likely to presume that they can safely violate 
them without adverse consequences. If this occurs, the deterrent 
value of conditional release is diminished. As stated by the ABA: 

No matter how detailed and imaginative the con
ditions of release ••• may be, they are likely to be 
ineffecti ve if the resources to enforce them are 
not provided. Unfortunately, however, many juris
dictions provide no meaningful supervision ••• The 
condi tions are openly flouted and are ineffective 
in preventing either flight or recidivism. 49/ 

3.2.1.2 Supervised Release 

Under supervised release, the pretrial services agency actively moo
i tors defendant compliance with court-ordered conditions. For this 
form of release, it is assumed that adequate supervision will increase 
the..; 1 ikelihood of compliance and diminish the defemdant' $ opportunity 
to tIee. As suggested by the ABA in its discussion of the purposes of 
non-monetary conditions,' adequately moni tored conditions may 'provide 
an early warning system of flight: ' If the conditions are tailored to 
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the problems of individual defendants, those likely to fail to appear 
in court may well violate one or more conditions before doing so. 
Since release is based on an agreement with the court and/or the 
release agency to comply with these conditions, failures-to-appear may 
be prevented through reassessment triggered by the defendant's lack of 
compliance. 

In addition to assuring the defendant's appearance at court through 
provision of support and contacts in the corranunity during the pretrial 
release period, supervised conditional release programs may also 
reduce criminal behavior among releasees and add to the court's base 
of information on defendant behavior in fashioning sentences for those 
convicted. Preliminary findings from one research effort conducted in 
three urban court systems indicate that supervised releases had 
significantly lower rates of failure-to-appear compared to other forms 
of release, and that pretrial rearrest rates were equivalent to other 
release methods. It was also determined that the provision of social 
services together with supervision had no impact on FTA or rearrest 
rates. 50/ The same research found supervised release to be of limited 
value in increasing pretrial release rates or controlling jail 
populations because of limited use, particularly with felony admission 
populations. However, some release agencies, such as the Salt Lake 
County program, claim success in using this form of release as a 
principal mechanism in jail popUlation control efforts. 

Although the ~ajority of state statutes limit the use of conditions to 
those that are directly related to assuring the defendant's appearance 
in court, contacts and supportive services urK~ertaken to curtail the 
defendant's opportunity to flee may have the effect of minimizing the 
defendant's involvement in pretrial crime. As stated by the ABA, 
IIAdequately supervised conditions of release may deter criminal 
activity by reducing the temptation to corrmit crimes and increasing 
the chance of being apprehended." 51/ And as noted in the discussion 
of problem-orient.ed conditions above, enrollment in social services 
programs can affect criminal behavior by dealing with problems b.'1at 
might have contributed to initial criminal involvement. 

The provision of information to the court on the pretrial performance 
of defendants released under supervision may assist the court in 
determining the appropriate sentence for convicted defendants. The 
defendant's record of adhering to conditions during the pretrial 
release period may provide an indication of likely behavior if a 
non~incarcerative sentence is considered. 

pretrial. programs which provide supervised }:'elease differ in a number 
of. ways, including (1) the. type of supervised release activities; (2) 
arrangements for providing these activities; and (3) the frequency of 
contact and level of,supervision provided to monitor defendant's com
pli.ance witbtbe conditions. 'lhese variations, \>Jhicnarediscussed 
below, reflect differences in program philosophy, in existing pro-
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I' I cedures £Or ROR, in cost considerations, and in availability of ser
vices. 

Type of supervised release activities. Same programs provide 
both contact supervision and services, while others are limited to one 
or the other. Further, in same programs only contact conditions are 
ordera:l by either the court or the release program, While services are 
voluntary. In other programs, both contact and service conditions are 
ordered. For example, in Delaware f defendants released under 
supervision rray be ordered to p3.rticipate in services provided by 
outside agencies and have little direct contact with the pretrial 
agency. 

In Des Moines, defendants released under SUpervlslon are required to 
maintain direct contact with the pretrial program and participate in 
supportive services. The program provides direct services and 
referrals to public and private agencies. However, in Salt Lake City 
supervised release defendants are only required to rraintain contact 
with the program. While the program provides sane direct services and 
outside referrals, these services are volt.m.tary, with the e-xception of 
a small number ordera:l by the court. 

Arrangements for providing services. Supervised release 
programs vary in regard to how services are provided, either providing 
them directly or through referrals. 'While programs Which provide 
direct services can assure that defendants' needs are met, several 
problems may arise from this approach, including the need for 
specializa:l expertise which may duplicate that available in other 
ccmnt.m.i ty agencies, the variety of services Which might be needed 
(sane of which may only receive limited use at anyone time), and high 
staffing costs. For these reasons, programs typically use outside 
referral agencies, either sin:Jularly or in canbination with limited 
direct services offered by the program. One exception is the 
Wisconsin Correctional Service Court Intervention Program in 
Mil'lM3.ukee, which provides in-house drug and alcohol abuse treatment. 

Many release programs have experienced resistance to the idea of 
providing social services to those accused of crimes or have found 
ccmnunity resources otherwise limited. For example, the Lazar study 
notes that a jailer in Santa Cruz estirrated that 30 percent of the 
defendants detaina:l could have been released fran jail-if treatment 
programs had been available. 52/ 

In response to these concerns, S011t= programs use purchase of service 
mechanisms to secure assistance for defendants releasa:l under super
vision. For example, in Milwaukee the Court Intervention Program 
( ClP) has funds available to contract with· outside agencies Which 
provide contact . and services to deferidan:t;.s under supervision. While 
purdhase of service arrangements o:eten·requires substantial program 
resources for soliciting bids, nego-tiating contracts, and rronitoring 
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compliance with the contracts, the~e mech~isms can im~rove a pretri~l 
program's ability to ass~e effectlve servlce. ,Accordlng to the ABA s 
Cost Analysis of Correctl0nal Standards: Pretrlal Programs, the pur
chase of service mechanism offers these advantages: 

It promotes accountability in service delivery. 
providers are not performing adequately, the 
release program can terminate funding. 

If service 
supervised 

It creates an effective demand for needed conditional release 
services and induces supply. 

It can be significantly less expensive than direct servi.ce 
provision by the criminal justice system. 

• Where an adequate supply of services has been called forth, 
purchase contracts can be directed toward the most efficient 
and effective providers, thereby increasing the return on 
criminal justice expenditures. 53/ 

However the disadvantage of a purchase £Or service arrangement, in 
contra~ to the use of external agencies at no direct cost, is that it 
transfers otherwise e..'I{ternal costs to the criminal justice system, 
thereby increasing public expenditures for pretrial release. 

Frequency of contact and level of supervision. ~dequa~e 
supervision of conditions is essential for two reasons'~ flrst, lt 
enables the program to report any serious failure to comply ~th 
release conditions, and second, it enables the program to provlde 
valuable information £Or pre-sentence reports. Bo-th the NAPSA and ABA 
Standards recorrmend that pretrial service agencies develop procedures 
£Or monitoring defendants' compliance with conditions of release. 

Most programs cannot afford to provide intensive supervision for, all 
defendants released under condition (s) . The resource constramts 
experienca:l by most programs t.m.derline the importance of limiting the 
nunber of defendants Who receive conditional release to those who 
cannot be releasa:l t.m.der less restrictive forms" and limiting the 
nurrber and type of conditions placed on particular defendants. 

There is considerable variatic::n among prograrr.lS regarding frequency of 
contact and level of supervision. over supervised release defen~~ts. 
Among numerous options, defendants may, be requ~r.ed to. h~ve a mlnunum 
number of in-person contacts with outslde serv~ce agencles ea~h~k 
with no requirement to contact the release program, may be, rec:rl1red, to 
p:lrticipate ina service agency program as well as mamtam d'711y 
telephone contact with release program counselors, or n;ay ,be .. requ~red 
to reIX>rtin person to the l."E:llease program several t~mes .eclch week 
with no treatment services participation requiremene 
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Alt.'ough the frequency of contact required may be identical in two 
jurisdictions, the pretrial release programs involved may provide 
differing levels of supervision depending on several factors, 
including the number of defendants released under supervision at any 
one time, the number of staff available to monitor compliance, and the 
degree of coordination between release programs and service referral 
agencies. 

Typically, pretrial programs that maintain direct contact with defen
dants released under supervision maintain low staff/defendant 
caseloads to ~nsure adequate supervisions InKing County (Seattle), 
WA, the Pretti~l Services Unit maintains a caseload ratio of 20 to 25 
defendants per supervisor. However, in some programs, larger caseload 
ratios such as 60 to 1 are common. In these' instances, it is ob
viously more difficult to monitor the defendants' compliance on a 
routine basis. The San Mateo County I CA,OWn Recognizance Project 
requires periodic telephone contact from supervised releasees, but 
supervised release staff also conduct field visits in selected cases 
to verify information and provide informal counseling. 

3.2.1.3 Third-party Custody Release 

Under third-party custody, a defendant is released on the condition 
that someone in addi.tion to the defendant assume responsibility for 
the defendant's appearance in court. '!be third-party custodian may be 
an individual, such as a relative, friend, employer, or attorney, or a 
social service agency Yklich may provide or \\~rrange for specialized 
services in addition to the supervisory services routinely required. 
When the third-party custodian is a social service agency, this 
arrangement is more akin to supervised release. 

Traditionally, this form of release is a direct arrangement between 
the court and the designated individual or agency, without the 
involvement of the pretrial services agency. However, in many 
jurisdictions the pretrial program plays some role inthird;"'party 
custody arrangements. In addition to making a recommendation for 
third-party custody release, the program's fUnction may include 
recommending a specific third-party custodian, providing third-party 
~ustodians with court date information, establishing criteria for 
third-party release, and supervising third-party custodi.ans. 

The ABA Standards recommend that pretrial servicesageneies assume the 
responsibility for supervising individuals or agencies which serve as 
custodians for released defendants and for advising the court as to 
the eligibility, availability, and capacity of such individuals or 
agencies. 54/ 

The D.C. Pretrial Services Agency adopted these prOV1Slons in 1978 •.. 
The Agency maintains informal relationships with third-party' 
custodians designate6 by the court. This involved providing the 
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custodians with space, fhone, photocopy services, and notification 
informa~i~n: The Agency is ~tatutorily responsible for coordinating 
the aC~lvltles of these agencles and recommends specific third-party 
custodlans, some of Whom receive direct funding by the program from a 
$200,000 "line item" in the Agency's annual budget. In addition, -the 
D.C. Superior Court has established certification procedures for 
custodians. The individuals or organizations must meet specific 
standards before they can be certified. 'These standards address such 
issues as the relationship of custodians to the pretrial services 
program; staff-client ratio; requi red minimum' number of contacts wit., 
defendants; arrangements for faCilitating defendants' court 
appearances; and procedures for handling noncompliance with conditions 
and for locati~g defendants who fail to appear in court. 55/ 

3.2.2 Target Group 

The. ad~ption. of condi tiona.l release techniques and, in particular, 
super.vlsed release technlques., . can greatly expand the scope of 
~retnal !?rograms. ~rogram declslons on the target group, point of 
lnterve!1t101;, screemng procedures, referral sources, eligibili ty 
determlnatlon and condition setting, and presentation of recom
mendations .will hc':lve a signUfcant' impact on the internal operation 
management and cost of pretrial programs, and on thenurnber of defen
dants affected by them. Prograrn experience and research findings on 
some of these issues are presented below. 

As indicated earlier, conditional release techniques are intended to 
secure . the releas,e of defendants who are ineligible for ROR due to 
insufficient community ties or previous criminal justice involvement. 
Howe,:,er, i? a given ju.ri:sdiction, the pool of defendants eligible for 
conslderatlOn for.condltlonal release techniques is dependent upon the 
j~ri~diction' s <;lefini tion of .. "h,igh risk" defendants. 'mile juris
dlctlons generally use the same categories of information for 
de~e:minir:g R?R r~lease (i.e., a.combination of community ties, prior 
crlIUlnal Justlce lnvolvement, pnor appearance history, and nature of 
the charge), there is variation regarding t.'e types of defendants who 
are initially excluded from being intervieWed for RORconsideration . 
the circumstances vvhichautomatically exclude those intervieWed fro~ 
being eligible for ROB, and, in jurisdictions which use point scales 
the ~.,eights assigned to specific criteria in the screening mechanisms: 

In ge~eral , however, condi tionalrelease techniques, particularly 
s~pervlsed • release , are used for felony defendants for' two reasons. 
Flrst, mal1Y defendants charged with felonies are ineligible for ROR 
recommenda~ion and consequently have money bail set. Second, since 
felony defendants tend to have higher bails set, they are less likely 
to ?ecure financial release from custody than those charged with less 
senous offenses. Further, when felony defendants do obtain financial 
release it is likely to take longer as a result of the bail amount. 
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Conversely, misdemeanant defendants are less likely to. be released on 
supervised conditions, due to the strong presumptlOn ln favo:- of ROR 
for these defendants. And while conditions may be appropnate for 
some misdemeanants, some jurisdictions exclude such defendants from 
eligibility for supervised release, feeling that judges may t:nd to 
place conditions on misdemeanant defendants who would otherWlse be 
released withQut conditions. 

Two concerns have been noted regarding thedefini tion of the target 
group for conditional release techniques. First, given that. the 
majority of pretrial programs have not undertaken efforts to valldate 
their point scales for determining eligibility for ROR, it is not 
clear whether defendants who fail to meet the eligibility criteria for 
ROR are in fact high risk defendants. Screening procedures for ROR 
.nay be too restrictive in many cases. The National Evaluation Program 
Phase II Summary Report on Pretrial Release found that release 
recomnendation cri teria could be less restrictive. An experimental 
analysis tested the effect of extending HOR eligibili.ty to defendants 
ineligible under normal practices. 

This experiment had the strongest impact on release 
outcomes of any conducted. More defendants were 
n~leased; more were released non-financially; 
n~lease was secured more quickly , and release 
outcomes showed greater equity by ethnici tyand 
EMlployment status. Despite the fact that many more 
defendants were released, the rates of 
failure-to-appear and p~etrial arrest for the 
experimental group were no different .than these for 
the control group •. 56/ 

Also, many pr~grams have discovered that judges often grant release on 
recognizance to defendants who de not meet existing ROR criteria. If 
it is clear that the court is using less stringent release standard~ 
wi thout negatively affecting Fl'A or rearrest rates, recommendation 
criteria should be reviewed for possible revisions. 

Second, conditional release techniques often do not reach the intended 
"high riskll audience. Several studies have decumented that use ef 
these techniques often results in the release of defendants who 
ordinarily would have received release without conditions. For 
example, Wayne Thomas notes that while the introductien of conditional 
release in Washington, DC, in 1970had. the desired effect of 
increasin:.J the rate of non-financial release,' it also resulted in 
reducing the rate of personal recognizancerelea$e. . ,Judges' tended to 
overuse conditions in two ways: first, by imposing them on too many 
defendants, and second, by imposing too many conditions on a single 
defendant.. 57/ . . 
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Conditional release techniques may have several undesired 
consequences. First, they may widen the "net of control," contrary to 
the principle of release under the least restrictive alternative. 
Second, the inappropriate use of conditional release techniques places 
increased costs and burdens on pretrial agencies. When not employed 
prudently, conditional release can generate an inordinate amount of 
paperwork, with Ii ttle, if any, posi ti ve effect on failure-to-appear, 
rearrest or pretrial detention rates. . 

In light of these concerns, programs must define the target group for 
conditional release techniques to ensure that defendants eligible for 
consideration are those who cannot be released on less restrictive 
conditiens. 58/ As a starting point, programs considering the 
implementation of conditional release should fi rst assess their 
current eligibility criteria for HOR to determine whether steps can be 
taken to expand the number of defendants who can be recommended for 
release without conditions. In addition, programs could institute 
bail review procedures for cases not recommended for ROR at the 
initial screening point (i.e., where the program was previously unable 
to verify information which later was verified) or for cases 
recommended for release, but rejected by the judicial officer. 

3.2.3 Point of Intervention and Referral Sources 

The population of defendants eligible for conditional release 
techniques is in part dependent upon the point of intervention 
selected by the program and the procedures for obtaining referrals for 
consideration for these release techniques. 

3.2.3.1 Screening Before the Initial Court Appearance 

Programs .thatscreen for conditional release prior to the first court 
appearance focus on defendants \.mo fail to qualify for a recommenda- . 
tion for HOR. Screening defendants for condi tional release prior to 
the fi rst court appearance may enable defendants to secure non
financial release .more quickly, saving t..'1e system and the defendant 
mone~. 

However, there are disadvantages associated with screening at this 
point. For instance, the determination of appropriate conditions of 
release,bet..'1ey either contact- Or problem-oriented, often requires 
more time on a case:-by-case basis than is the case for ROR, where a 
simple positive or negative recorrmendation occurs. Because of the 
time constraints that exist inmost jurisdictions, it may be difficult 
for the agency to determine the appropriate conditions of release or, 
if o~tsideagencies or third-party custodians are used,to determine 
the appropriate agency an~ obtain agreement from the agency to accept 
the defendcmt for supervision. . 
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Some jurisdictions have responded to this concern by presenting a 
general recorrmendation for conditional release at the initial court 
appearance,. with .specific ?ondi tions to be determined later during a 
follow:-up ~nterv~ew. . Tl11s allows the program to follow initial 
screemng wlth a more In-depth interview to determine which condit-ions 
\vould be most appropriate for the particular defendant While at the 
same time notifying the judge that the particular defendant needs some 
form of supervision. On the other, hand, some release agencies, feel 
that they are able to adequately determine which conditions would be 
most appropria~e. i~ particular cases during their initial screenin.g 
and, at t~e Inltlal presentment, provide a specific, conditional 
recorrmendatlon for defendants determined ineligible for ROR. 

~so, as noted above, screening for conditional release prior to the 
fust co~rt appe~rance may re~ult inwiden~ng the net. If judges see 
tha~ the:::;e technlques are avallable at thls point, b~ey may tend to 
a~slgn them. t? defendants who otherwise would have been released 
WlthoUt condltlons. 

3.2.3.2 Screening After the Initial Court Appearance 

Programs which screen for conditional release after the first court 
a~pearance focus on de.fendants vmo failed to Ini tiallyqualify for ROR 
elther because they dld not receive a recorrmendation favoringROR or 
because they were recorrmended for ROR by the program but were refused 
re~ease. by the judiaial off~,cer.. Typically, programs screening at 
this POll'~t h.ave. a. separate um t v.nlch reviews toe cases ,of defendants 
who remaln In J all, unable to post money bail. ,'!he Des Moines IA 
pr~gram operates in this fashion, utilizing a Release With Ser~ice~ 
unl t, as. does Philadelphia's Pretrial Services Division which 
operates a separate Conditional Release (CR) section~ , ' , , 

Following a set periOd of time, usually 24 to 48 hours' th~ release 
agen~y. will c~n~uct ,a more intensive screening process ~nd recommend 
speclf~c condltlOns of release as appropriate. , '!he ,advantages of 
screemng after the initial court appearance are twofold. First it 
limits the universe of possible conditional releasees to those' who 
cannot s.ecure ~retrial ,release under less restrictive conditions. 
Seco~d! It provldes the program with more, time to determine specific 
condl~lons . of release and obtain agreements from outside referral 
a~encles, If needed. However, certain disadVantages are associated 
wlth screening at this ?Oint. First,. t:hemore intensive scr,eening 
efforts and the schedullng of an addl tlonal court appearance means 
that, d7fendants will spend more time in jail, pending consideration, of 
condltlonal release. The lengthy spreeninganCi judicfalapproval 
process m~y also promp~ lI\any defendants to opt for posting money bail, 
perP7tuatlng a , practlce, many releas~ agencies wollld like to see ' 
~ollshed.,' (Tius process of eliminationpy financial bail may be 
vlewed favorably from the standpoint of those who would prefer to 
concentrate scarce, resQurces on defendants clearly unable to 'secure , 
rell-:?dse by any means other than supervised release.) , 
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3.2.3.3 Source of Referrals 

In addition to the point of intervention, a program's procedures £Or 
obtaining referrals affects the population of defendants eligible for 
conditional release. For example, in some programs referrals £Or 
considerations for supervisoo release are initiatoo by the defense 
attorney or the judicial officer. The drawback of this procedure is 
that there may be qualifioo defendants \\1h) are not referroo for 
program consideration. In contrast to' this procedure, other programs, 
such as those in Maricop3. County, 'l\Z, and Essex County, NJ, auto
matically screen all defendants Who are in jail £Ollowing the initial 
court appearance. 

3.2.3.4 Screening Procedures 

The ,screening procedures for detennining a defendant's eligibility for 
conditional release parallel those usoo for detennining a defendant's 
eligibility for release on recognizance. Backgrmmd information on 
defendants must be obtainoo and verified, and decisions made on 
Whether to reCcmnend defendants, and if so ,under what conditions. 
fbwever, each of these steps requires more intensive effort than is 
required for release on recognizance, p:rrticularly When defendants are 
releasal on the condition that they.Participate in services. 

3.2.3.5 Obtaining and Verifying BaCkground Infonration 

Programs use several sources of information to detennine a defendant's 
eligibility for conditional release tec1miques. First, ·background 
information is obtainoo 'on the, defendant's' ,cannuni tyties and previous 
criminal justice involvement. Additional information will be gathered 
on specific, defendant problems such as drug and alcohol use, mental 
disorder's, and ,en the defendant's treabnenthistory for any of these 
problans. Sec6rrl, programs contact probation and paTole officers 
about defendants currently under their supervision. Third, the 
defendant's 'family may be contacted for information on specific 
defendant ~oblems. And finally, When outside referral agencies are 
usoo, these agencies are contacted to detennine Whether they are 
willing to provide serviqes to the defendant. 

Asinqicatoo earlier, the intensity of these screening prbcooures 
depends upon 'the poirit of intervention and range of conditional 
release aati vi ties. ' For example I programs which screen for release 
prior to the first court appearance may not-have sufficient time to 
contact the parole or r~cbation officer or the defendant's family. 
However, if enly contaqtsupervisiop is" offered, less information is 
needooto "qualify ",a, defendant for this form of release, making 
screeninsrprior to, the initial cqurt.appearance more feasible. 

" ' .', 

,Screening for', problem-oriented conditions usually· involves more .ex
tensiyee:i:forts. Programs ,. often wait until after ,the initial court 
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appearance to screen defendants, When there is more time. to collect 
and verify information and to make appropriate arrangements wi th 
defendants. The Correctional Services CIP Program in Milwaukee 
operates this way. Programs Which screen for conditional release 
after the initial court appearance and in Which all defendants have 
initially gone through the interviewing process for ROR can expedite 
the screening process by using infonnation obtained fran the defendant 
during the initial screening, but this generally.involves conducting 
an additional interview with the defendant. '!his :rrethod is used in 
Maricopa. County, AZ, and in the Close Street Supervision prClg'ram in 
Multnanah County, OR. 

3.2.3.6 Determination of Eligibility and Condition-Setting 

Once the background information is collected, the screening staff must 
determine Which defendants are eligible £Or a recammendation £Or con
di tional release am under What conditions. In contrast to the pre
valent use of c:bjective J;X>int scales £Or determining eligibility £Or 
release on recognizance, programs Which screen for conditional release 
typicallyccmbine objective and subjective. techniques. '!he qUalita
tive judgment of a defendant's eli;ibility depends on various factors, 
such i:lS Whether the defendant appears amenable to various types of 
conditions, ,the type. of information received fran the defendant's 
family and friends and fran probation and parole officers, and the 
availability of referral service:s, if necessary. 

'Ib overcane the );X)tential £Or inconsistent decision-making in the 
screening process, programs typically assign specialized. staff to 
conduct screening £Or conditional release. In King County,WA, five 
Supervised Release. Program (SRP) counselors evaluate detainees unable 
to d:>tain any. ather type of release,· identifying problems such as· 
alcohol· or .drug abuse, and developing a possible· release program ·for 
each detainee. SRP couriselors are also responsible £Or supervision of 
those· released, maintaining caseloads of approx:i.rna.tely 25 defendants 
each. 

In some progr.ams, specialized staff .have a background in social work 
Which may enable then to elicit information en the sendce needs of 
defendants. In Milwaukee the Correctional Service Court Intervention 
Program (CIP) utilizes interviewers with such training to concentrate 
on defendants held in jail over 72 hours with alcohol, drug I or mental 
health treatment needs. 

In determining the. specific conditions of release, programs should 
strive to meet t\JJO criteria.. First, the conditiorls. should be indi~ 
vidualized to. the particular circumstances of each defendant and must. 
be reasonablyrela"t:ed. tp. assuring a . defendant's a~ance in· court 
and protecting the safety of theer.:mnunity. Fashioning.conditions 
related to appearance and danger is. often qifficult, since our 
knowl~ge of factors related to such behavior is farfrcm adequate. . .. 
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In pa.rticular I the fashioning of problem-oriented conditions is at 
best an inexact sciehce. For example, if a defendant has a drug 
addiction problem, conditioning release on pretrial participation in a 
drug treatment program is probably more defensible than conditioning 
the defendant's release on participation in counseling I in light of 
research which shows a correlation between drug addiction and 
failure-to-appear. 59/ While in the latter case the defendant might 
derive sane benefit fran counseling, the empirical basis for this 
condition is .less apparent. 

'lhe process of considering problem-oriented conditions may result in 
the assignment of conditions unrelated to appearance for many 
defendants. This problem has been documented in several programs. 
For example, in Baltimore County, the introducticn of conditional 
release involving referrals to social service agencies led to dramatic 
increases in the proporticn of defendants assigned to intervention 
program services, fran 30 percent in 1972 to 48 percent in 1976. 'lhe 
staff were criticized for being too errotionally involved With their 
clients and too oriented toward social work activiti€)s, and were 
requested to curtail their interventionist recarmendations. 60/ In 
San Mateo County, the supervised release program encountered 
considerable opposition fran defense counsel and judges because of 
doUbts regarding the constitutionality of the conditions placed upon 
the dE~fendants, since it appeared that the conditions reccmnended by 
the program were only indirectly related to assuring the defendants I 
appearance at court. 61/ The provision . of sociall services has also 
been shown to have no· impact on court appearance and pretrial rearrest 
rates among supervised release defendgnts. 62/ 

A second. criterion in determining specific release conditions is that 
the least restrictive set of conditions should 'be imposed. This 
pertains.not only to the nllItber but also the type of conditions. 

As npted, there may be a tendency to impose too many conditions on a 
single defendant. 'lhis not only· places .an extra burden on pretrial 
agency staff, who must monitor the defendant's ccmpliance, but also 
increases the likelihood that defendant rights will. be violated. As 
stated by lrleisberg:. 

The greater the nuniber ()f condi tio~s imposed upon a 
releasee, the ~;Jreater potential fat violation, and 

. therefore the greater risk to the defendant of 
beirxr treated With greater prejudice in future 
proceedings. 63/ . . . 

Also, in same instances tbet.ype of ·condi tions may bE~ .rrore restrictive 
than necessary. Conditionii-:g p. defendant's release on participation 
in an inpatient program for a drug problem When an outpatient program 
would be as appropriate is an example of this probleIn. 
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A final step in the screening process may involve obtaining the defen
dant's agreement to be considered for release. In some programs, this 
agreement is in writing and includes language indicating that the de
fendant voluntarily agrees to be considered for' release with con
ditions, and states that if the court approves release, it is condi
tioned on compliance with designated court-ordered conditions and that 
failure to comply may result in apprehension for a hearing on the 
alleged violations. 64/ 

3.2.4 Presenting Recommendations for Conditional Release 

Following the screening process, programs using conditional release 
techniques present their recoImlendations to a Judicial officer. In 
some programs, conditional release recomnendations are also reviewed 
by the District Attorney and public Defender • Programs vary on the 
formality of these proceedings. For example, the Milwaukee Court 
Intervention program (CIP) schedules separate hearings ~tli th judges to 
review conditional release recomnendation.c;. At these hearings, CIP 
representatives make written and verbal presentations. Representatives 
from outside referral agencies may also be in attendance. In Allen 
County (Ft. Wayne), IN, the procedures are less formaL No special 
hearing is required. The court simply reviews a written report 
prepared by the supervised-release staff. 

In presenting rec:ommendations. to the court for conditional release lit 
is important to Emsu:ce that the conditions of release are as speci fic 
as possible. For example, the frequency of con.tact requirements 
should be delineated. As mentioned above, the fashioning of specific 
conditions of release is more feasible When screening occurs following 
the initial court appearance. Vague concli tions, such as "cooperate 
with the program," should be avoided. Specific conditions ensure that 
the defendant understands the circumstances under which he or she is 
released, and, in the event of noncompliance, provides the program 
wi th a stronger case for recorrmending either to change the release 
conditions or revoke the defendant's release. 

Jurisdictions which conduct release hearings typically obtain the 
defendant's written agreement to the judicially approved conditions of 
release. Agreements such as those uti1izedpy programs in Cobb 
County, GA,and King County, WA, spell out the specific conditions of 
release' and o~her provisions pertaining to' reporting requirements, 
such as notifying the release program of changes in address, and 
conditions under which the defendant may be brought back to court for 
reconsideration of the release status (see Figures 3.1 and 3.2). 
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FIGURE 3.1 

1. THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON FOR KING COUNTY 

) 

l NO. 

STATE OF UASHINGTON. 

Pllint1ff. 

'Is. J CONDITIONS OF SUPERVISED RELEASE FOR DEFENDANT 

____ De_f_en<t_·_an_t_. ___ J PENDING TRIAL 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named defendant shan be released from the 

King County Jail 1$ ordered to appear pers6nally for court hearfngsand for trial. 

This rell1se is on th« following conditions: 

(X) Be Ivaluatedand accepted for the Supervised Release Program. 

(X) Stgn and comply with .,1 conditiQnS of a Supervised Release Contract with the 
Kir.; County Pretri~l Services Unit. 

(X) To the custody of the King County Pretrial Services Unit. 

t) On execution of an unsecured appearance bond in the amount of 
s~ ______________ __ 

() On execution of an appearance bond in the amount of $ 
~nd deposit in court in cash or other IPproYedsecur1'~ty-"Tl~0i~thr"!e~reo~f~Ct~o-r-be~re~t~u~rn~ed' 
to defendant upon performance of the conditions of release} 

() On execution ofa surety bond or post1ngof cash i~1 the amount of 

$~------.. 
~ ) On condition: ___________________ ~ ___ _ 

In addition to the above conditions. defendant is not to leave the State of Washington 
without specific approval by court order. 
DATED thisM.-___ d.ay of _________ ,. l~ ____ . 

J U D G E 

STATEMENT OF DEFENDANT: 

My address and phone number win be ---~~--------.;..----.-:..-
1 HAVE READ THIS ORDER. 1 understand that if I violate condi"8onsof release I 

c.anbe arrestedandpunisheci for contempt of ~ourt •. If I fan .toappear focr court 
hearings, I will bec0lml1tt11\9~n add1tionalcrine of ·bail jumping as defined in 
RCW 9A.76.170.· -

Presented. by: 

Attorney for Defendant 

r--671.HodHied 2-11..s2 

(Signature-of defendant) 
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MAIUE1TA. GEORGIA FIGURE 3.2 

STATE OF GEORGIA 

It ap~ to 'the Court thattbe defendant herein ~lfles for the Pretrial Court Semee. 
Pro~, XU,. therefore consldered amd ordered that tile defeDdant be released from cwatody 
aubJectto the toUowlill ecmdWou: '. . 

1) You ant to iipjiW' hi the SUJI8I1or Court of Cobb Count)' when notified by the Pretrial 
Court ServIeii qaq. The aotJce will be lint to you at: . ' 
________ ._ .. __ .... _II_. __ t. ... _ ... _ •••• __ •••• ____ -.-.-' _________ _ 

---------.-. _u._. I---~ .............. ~ ........ _.-......_._. _.-..... _._-M-o-____ _ 

It youehauge lOW" mantrur adclrea, you nre requIred to botlfy the Pretrial Court Servlees 
A~ at:PUbUc Safe~ BuiJdlq, P. o. BoxG49,Marietta,Ga. 8OQGl, or phone 4~ 
2820. exL 2S3 or 254. Failure to notif1 the PrctrfalCo1ll't Semees Agency' of your .new 
addieal could result m a bench warrant beIng Issued lor your arrest.. 

2) You are to report to Cobb Pretria1 Court Semces as directed .by the conditional re1esse 
of said ageDC1. 

8) You are Dot to chaJIp )'OUI' present pee of residence, move outside the JUrisdiction of 
the Court, or leave the Slate for 11111 pcriorl ot trme wltbQut permission of a PretriDl 
Court Senfeet repraentative. 

4) You 8I'e to mta!Dtata )'OUr' PreleDt empt01DleDt or obtain employment within seven days 
awl report §t to Ib" PretrIal Court ~Hs OtfJee. 

&) you .... to lbe of pur" good 1IehavI'or ad not violate 1..,,1oca!, .tate or Iec!erallawa. 

6) You are to avoid pw. aDd aaoelatlou of 11ft undeslrabte eJual'lCter. 
'I) You an to &\'Old use or IUIftOdcI, ~drugs,and ~,uae of alccboUc drinks. 

8) y~ are to IUppOI'& U)'1eraJ depeadanta to the !Jest ofJOUl" abDItJ. 
9) Other IpedaI eondJUou ordered by the Court .. touo.: 

_ .. __ ._--------_.....:._----.. -_ ........ _-------------

------_ ...... _-----_._, .. _ .. --.. __ .. _. ~-----...... -------
.. 

----------------~----~--------------~--------------...... -----

so ORDERED this -------~...;.,,;,.,.;,.,.dal of ...,.-------.----.19---

JUDGE, StJPImIOR COURT 
72 COBB .COUNTY~ ~OR(UA 
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Chapter 4 

4.0 Introduction 

This chapter discusses activities conducted by release programs 
following the release decision. Services which may ,be provided to the 

,accused or to other criminal justice agencies in addition to those 
directly related te release or detention are also described. 

4.1 post-Release Activities 

''!he success of any pretrial release program is mea-
sured not only by the number of arrestees released, 
but also by th~-kinds of follow--upeffcrts-provided 
by the program after the accused has ~een r~leased. 
y 

pretrial r~lease programs provide a wide range of follow-up services 
to released defendants to better assure, their' subsequent appearance 
for triell. 'Both the number and quality of such services vary widely 
by jurisdiction. This section discusses those activitieS and how they 
differ. 

4.1.1 

A number of programs interview defendants' immediately following 
release and provide them with a review of the court date, notification 
requirements (e.g., report change of "address), penalties for failing 
to appear, and answers to any questions they might have concerning the 
releaseperiod~ Cobb County, GA, for example, has found; that a review 
of' call":in requirements, next court date, -defendant address, and 
available comm~ity services can often avert future difficulties. 

4.1.2 Notification 

NAPSA standard X Commentary states: 

,1'0 comply wi th 'one of the basic" condi tiens of re
lease, appearance in ,court, defendants need to know 
when 'and where they are ,to appear. While , some' 
court, systems maintain comprehensive, notification 

,systems, the, function of defendant notification is 
often ,carried out' or supplemented by, the pretrial 
,services agency. 'Wri ttennotific,ation should 
include the date, time and exact location of the 

" .,.,"" 'f 
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court appearance .as .well as the" telephoneritimber 
.and . name ofa person to ca~l 1,f the(:le~endant has 
questioll,s regarding the time. ~!lq place of 
appearance.2! 

Findings such as these s~gg~s'tthCltnotification does 
difference in assuring: defe.ndantappearange .. +ortdal., . Further 
research is needed, however, to (:loqLlTlent • reliable reSUlts regarding 
the effects of different "!evel[s. and types 'of notification. 

..' • '; I, " _._ 

All programs have .. established\case";tracklng~' systeltls which .. ir;c~ude 
various levels of infonnation . such,. as defendant charges, cnmlnal 
record, ~eleasestatus, ':pourt ahpear(mce,adjud~catiol1,$entencin~.r 
and ultimate case disposition •. ,:/?uch syste~asslst the programln 
answering defendant" questions conc\.~rning release ,and also allow . the 
monitoring and evaluation of thesy~~tem and provide valuable feedback 
to judges on defendant' performance .'\ 

"\ 
The automated,data systems used inN~!l York City and Washington, DC, 
for example, are critical .. to sPeedy preparation of. reports and 
recommendations for court,. hanplingr~port~in. calls,. ~nd monitoring 
and 'qnalysisof defendant pereorn1ance· oh.release.', Malnypr?9~ams;. such 
as those in King CqUrity,. NA,.and'·Maricor>Gl County, AZI utll1ze hlghly 
devEllopedmanual tracking systems. · .. (SeeChapterS, section 5.5, for a 
fulle( discussion of.such.managementinfor:mati()l1systerils~) 

4.1.4 Pre-Sentence Compliance Reports 

Adherihg' to the . philosophy,. that'a defendant '.s pretrial behavior 
proviges.a1l,3rcmeter of·· p:.ltential>.behavior under sentence, many 

"agenc±es~.c.pru\1ide ·c-anpliance·einfonnatioo' directly to the court or to 
the. probation ag~"1cy,· preparing pre-:-sentence investigations. 

, . 

For instance, ,the Cobb County,GA,and Baltirrore, MD,programs prepare 
reports On defendant PElrformance -for pre-sentence ,consideration . This 

" . infonnaticn is····consideredessentialin the-pre~s~ntE~nce investigation 
process ,for'!. deterITIining,tl}eappropriate reccmnendation to present to 

. the. sent:.encing· judge. _ . 

There are several Varieties of < this type. of follow...:upservice . 
Programs may prepare canpliancereports for all defendants recarmeQded 
for <release, for all defendants released through the release agency,. 
Whether originally reccmnendedQT,",.nqj:., orOl11Y :for Particular: de
fendant .groups, such as thoserel~ased. undersu~rvised conditions,. 

4: .1~5Resp:,rld.iii~tto ~COnCtft:i.onalRetease, Viola lions 

Typically, ,serite 'defendgntswilLfail: .tocanplywith, certain releq.se., 
conditions" .,at "sane .,p:;int- dtlrirg the pretrial pericrl. ,'S/ However, 
reportirig on every violation could overb.urden • the pretrial agep.c:ycmd ' 
th~courtWifu ·'.paperWor](.: ., Irr ',developing procedures for '.' r~IX>rtingon 

. noncompliance, ·prograrns., must. "strike.· abala.l1ce . between 'filing 'scores ,of 
reports . of trivial violations an:l failing to take appropriate .action 
When the 'defel1dant,isnoncompliancemight have serious. c:>nsequences. 

NAPSAStandards .sl.lggest .that release agencies, should have some 
discretion in deterrniningw'tlat, circumstances warra.nt reportirig 
nonconpliahce tpthe court.' Factors .. that should be cOQsideredinclude 
the nature or the. ,condition, the reason fQr noncartpliance, and the 
degree of violation.' 6/ For example, ifadefenqant has failed to 
make a. :t:.elephone contaetwith thepretrialprograIl1, . or has missed a 
treatment appointment, the program should attempt to reestablish 
contact and resolve thesi tuation without recourse to the court. 

It iSlmportant for .. progJ:"ams to irivolve the judiciary in developing 
procoouresfor handling instances Of noncompliance. to ensure a clear 
understandir:g of circumstances necessitating reports. to the court. 

. sane programs have established written agreements with the court and 
prosecutor ' setting .. forth· • specific condition violations'Vihichrnust be 
reported. Such items may include" viola:t:.ionsof condi tionst.ostay 
away fran thecd:nplainingwitness~ violatiohs of third-partycusto;ly. 

. provisions, violations ,of requirements that the defendant refrain from 
drug or alcohol use, and/or violation ofconditioqS to J?<"1rticipat.e in 
treatment programs~ , 
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Some programs, such as those in Cobb County,~GA, and Mecklenburg 
County (Charlotte), NC, have deputized staff to arrest serious 
conditions violators, including those failing to appearforcQurt; 
without a court warrant. In Cobb County, apprehension unit staff also 
carry out fieldvisi ts to the listed addresses of releaseeswho may 
have missed several succes.sive required phone contacts \'liththe 
prog~am. 

.'1'he NAPSA Standards recommend tha.t: programs establish standard 
,procedures for handling violations. At~a- minimum; ot.hese procedures 
should include: handling of minor violations wi thoutieparting to the 
court; submission of, a written report by the monitoring agency to the 
court; distribution of a written notice of the allegation to the 
defendant; his attorney ; and the prosecutor ; and authority. for the 
court to order a hearing with written notice of the hearing date and 
the alleged violations dist.r:ibuted to the defendant , his attorney ,. and 
the prosecutor • (A warrant may be issuedfor_th~.defendpnt's ,arres~ 
and, if executed, a hearing should be held within 72 hours of the 
arrest.) y 

-.'!heNAPSA Standards further recommend that sanctions . imposed by the. . 
court· be tailored to 'the seriousness of the violation and. ~ imposed .• 
only after· notice to the defendant and an opportunity to respond have 
been provided. Three -general typesef sanctionS. are available to the 

. court: 

• Remedial sanctions, requiring the defendant to participate 
in drug or alc.ohol abuse treatment, 'to obtain or maintain 
employment, to obtain marital or. psycholog icalcounseling , 

. and to become involved. in other programs designed .. to 
stabilize the defendant's behavior and minimize the 
probability of nonappearance or pretrial.crime; 

• Restrictive sanctions , requiring a curfew, res\:'l'.ict;ing 
movement, travel, and associations, and, if neCE:£;~>ldry f 
revoking release; and 

• Punitive sanctions, involving the imposition of jail 
sentences, fines, conviction for contempt of court., 
consecutive jail sentences, .and other penalties. ~/ 

Also, because revocation of release deprives tbedeI:'endantof his 
liberty, the NAPSAStandards suggest that the court should be required 
to find that the initial release conditions were reasonably. calqulated 
to decrease. risk of flight and relateo to some. specific .indicator of 
that risk, that the violation signifies a substantial increase inrJSk 
of flight or pretrial crime , and that nothing short of revocation 
would reduce that risk. Y 
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4.1.6 Location and Apprehension of Defendants Who. Fail to Appear 

In instances when a derenoant'hasmissed a scheduled court appearance, 
the NAPSA Standards recommend that programs should. immediately attempt 
to locate the .defendant and persuade him. or her to return to court 
voluntarilybefore a w?rrant is executed. 10/ This procedure has the 
advantage of reducing' police and coUrt ~xPendl ture for executing 
warrants, particularly on defendants mounintentionally fail to 
appear as a result of confusion or because of drcumstances beyond 
their control. . , 

A large percentage of release agencies take at least some steps to see 
that the defendant returns to court. Most . attempt to contact by phone 
and many make field visits to locate def,endant.§ and urge return to 
court. 11/ (Table 4.1 shows steps taken by"'iI7 release programs in 
the instance of failure-to-appear, from tlIle1979Pretrial Services 
Resource Center survey .) The D.C •. Pt-et~'ial Services AgEmcy , for 
example, has a Failure to Appear Unit \~fiich attempts to make contact 
with the defendant and encourage him. or her to come to court, so that 
issuance of a warrant can be prevented. Theuni t has had' s~gnificant 
impact on the percentage of warrants executed. .InPhiladelphia, ROR 
investigators are responsible .' for the apprehension of RQR defendants' 
who fail to appearfQr court ,hearings. . 

In the case of willful fai!ure-to-appear, theNAPSA Standards 
recommend that the court should be authorized to, impose. punitive 
sanctions., including jail sentences. But, as .with other-violations, 
the court should be required to make positive findings of fact 
relating' to risk of flight and pretrial crime and the necessity of 
revocation. 12/ . As discussed in the Lazar Institute report, certain 
programs may recommend that ~OR status be revoked, and in some 
jurisdictions failure-to-appear on a felony charge is itself a felony • 

. 13/ 

4.2 Supplemental Services 

A pretrial~program may provide services in addition to those directly 
related to the defendant's pretrial release. These may be services to 
the acciJsed, .such· as social. service referrals, services to other 
criminal justice system components, or dire~t assistance in such 
functions as pre-sentence investigations, jail classification, or 
screening for program admission. 

Suggestions that pretrial programs deliver such services generally 
take into account a number of factors: 

.. Pretrial programs often have the first contact with the 
accused. 
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.Table 4.1 

Specific Steps Take~ ~I 

None.. .' . 
send letter to defendant urging 
Vol untary re1;tirIi ... 

Make phone call t()defendanturging 
return' . . ' '.,. . . 

Make home visit to d~fendant urging 
return 

'program staff may arrest· . ... 
Assist police' in locating defend~nt 
Try t() locate defendants whoJllay have 
le.ft jurisdiction' '.' . .. 

Request bench warrant/file wi th court 
Miscellaneous .' .. 

. ," ." ,~ '" ". . . ' '. .' >.'. . 

,'\~L6 
t6.2 .' 
6.5 

',," 

,al . Programs may' undertake one or' ~ore . of thesej : steps •. 
'ilius the tota1.sexceed the' 117 programs \'tlichrespO):1ded' to 
this question. .. . '. " .:. 

Source: P~yor, program Practices/Release, p. 89 •. 
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' .• 'p~etriai programs generally d6l1~:9t it. wide variety of 
'" information,' including criminal' r,ecoid, performance during 
..... pl:'etrial 'period,and . communi t:Yties· infonnation~.; 

",.1 

,.pr~trial pro:irams often 'verify 'jnfo~ation' received. from 
, defendants, . thus obtaining moreaccurpte datp than criminal 

.' justi9~agericies; '. ...".... ',' ' .. 

• pr~trial / programs' are designed as neutral fact~finding 
'''agencies and 'assume a non-adversarialposition v~s-a-visthe 

accused as· well. as the courts and. other agencies • . 

• Pretrial prog~affismay be abl~ t6 increase release rates and 
, reduc,::e detention time by providing services .wh'ichspeed up 
'case' processing (for' example,' . reducing time .between 
. conviction.' and sentence ,'by fpcili tating pre"-sentence 
investigations) orwhich'expandthedefendant~' S oppOrtunity 

'. to. II succeed II ,While pn release (through referrals .toprograms 
\'lhich create a more supportive·environment). 

Some supplemental functions within a pretrfalProgtamare endorsed by 
. the NAPSA Standards,' Which indicate that services should be I?rovided to 
enhance. the agenoy's' lI utility tOttle jurisdiction and credibility with 
the courts." 14/ .But not all sllpplemental !:1ervices serVe this purpose. 
A '. number of-isst.JEls· must be considered . in determining whether a 
particular non"--release function enhances or. detr;-acts from utility or 
credibility: 

• Confidentiality: .. some informat~on sharing which may occur. 
in providing services to other agencies may threaten the 

. integrity of the pretrial program's policy regarding 
confidentiality, and thereby its credibility. . . . . . , . 

• Release services reduction:addihg additional services may 
drain. resources and jeopardize theessenUal services that 
have a di r~ct impact on the release of defendants.' 151 

• Neutrality:' . providlng services to a .non-nEmtral agency may 
compromise the program's relationshlpwi th the defendant or 
wi th other agencies. . 

'ilie following services may be. provided' by pretrial prl)grams, and need 
to be examined in the oontext of .the issues mentioned i:lbove. 

4.2.1 Social Service Referrals 

The NAPSA Standards note·that: 

Many defendants on pretrial release need . some type 
of sbcialservice such as aid in obtainit1g einploy-
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.... ment, ~lcohol or. ~rug a9use treaquent ,psychiatric .' 
or ·.famlly counselIng, .hoUsing, medicaL aid voca
tionalan? ed'7cational. guidange,daycifjr;,etc. 
The pretnals~rvices agency should .at a minimll1ll 
maintain ~listof referral agencies'. 16/ ' 

In add.ition to. maiptaining a list of referral agencies, pretrial 
programs can maIntaIn a relationship with agencies that can provide 
needed se.rvices and are Willing .to assist defendants~ 

432.2 Indige!ncy Screening 

A. basicri~ht of. a defendant. upon arrest is to have the assistance of 
counsel, . Incl~dlngthe assIgnment of counsel if he or she cannot 
afford to r~taln a lawyer. 17/ Screening the defendant for the court 
or the publlc .de~en~er .to determine whether, acc;::ording to the laws and 
rules of the JunsdIctlon, he or she is eligible for such assignment 
ge?erally o~curs before or at the defendant's first court appearance. 
"nnS screemng max be done bya pretrial program, as in Hennepin 
County, ~, and :n the Kentucky statewide program. Alternatively, 
rel~vant 1OfOrmatlOn gathered .. by the pretrial program may be made 
avallab17 to ~he. indigency screening agency, consistent with policies 
on con~ldentlal~ty.. Wh.ere the public defender does indigency 
screenlng, c.on~l~entlall ty of pretrial program records is not 
gen~rally a. slgnlflc~mt p;oblem since the defendant's lawyer is privy 
to lnformatlOn contalned 10 the pretrial release agency file. 18/ 

~o~ver i the NA~SA Standards oppose pretrial agency involvement in 
lndlgency.scr~enl,ng, as it could lead to "reduced credibility with the 
system. winch 1S too great' a price to pay for the assistance." 19/ 
Accordu19 to the Comnentary on Standard X:' . -

Because the defendant's income and assets are di f
ficult to verify, they m~y become issues of con
tention and may jeopardize the ability of the 
agenc~.to collect and verify other information. In 
many 10stances the fact of employment is relevant 
to the release issue while the amount of income is 
not. Bearing in mind the agency's primary 
goal--collection and verification of information 
f~r release purposes--where the income amount is in 
dl~p~te, the credibility of the agency and its 
ab111ty to resolve conflicting information may be 
called into question. 20/ . 

This view s~ggests that the additional service which could be provided 
by ~ pretnal r~l~ase agency might jeopardize its more essential 
servlces: In addltlon, where the service is viewed by defendants as 
adversanal (o~ by the prosecutor as "pro-defendant"), the perception 
of the agency s neutrality, and thereby its credibility may be 
altered. ' 
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4.2.3 DiversionScreening 

Pretrial diversion programs provide .an al ternati ve t9 prosecution for 
defendants with less serious offenses; participation in most diversion 
programs resul,ts. in the dismissal of charges for those 'Nbo success
fully comply with program requirements. The participant's eligibility 
maybe determined by the:prosecutor, the courts, or the diversion' 
program '. itself. ,To the, extent that . information concerning the 
defendant's background arid o~ferise (relevant to diversion screening) 
is gathered by the release. program, it may be appropriate for a 
release program to ma\l;enon-confidential information available to .the 
agency charged with' the decision to accept a defendant into a 
diversion program. 21/ 

Some pretrial programs have both release and diversion components, and 
ini tial inrormation-gathering may be performed by one or both 
components.1.he individual characteristics of the program may dictate 
the most logical division of labor. To the extent that the. diversion 
program has strict eligibility requirements (e.g., nonviolent misde
meanor defendant wit..~noprevious convictions), the release program 
can make an early assessment as to whether a particular defendant 
me.etsthe minimum entry requirements for the diversion program. 

It should be noted, however, that the NAPSA Standards on diversion re
conmend that "the pretrial diversion option should be presented only 
after an initial determination has been made by the court that the 
defendant will be released pretrial. II 22/ This would suggest that 
discussion or assessment of the defendant' seligibili ty for pretrial 
diversion would be inappropriate at the time of release screening, due 
to the possibility of coercion. In addition, the NAPSA diversion 
standards oppose the enrollment of a defendant in a diversion program 
unless he or she has had the opportunity to consult with counsel. 23/ 
This opportunity only rarely occurs prior to the release screenTrig 
process. Therefore, it would seem that release and diversion 
screening functions might best be separated, even if the release 
program provides information to the diversion program or if the two 
co-exist within the same agency. 24/ 

4.2.4 Classification Information 

Defendants not released prior to booking mto the jail will generally 
be subjected to screening to determine appropriate placement within 
the facility. In some jurisdictions, state law or jail standards 
require inmate classification to separate inmates on the basis of 
legal status or behavioral needs. For example, many jails house 
pretrial detainees separately from sentenced inmates. 

While jail classification is normally the responsibility of the jailer 
(sheriff or local corrections department), 25/ preliminary information 
from the pretrial screening mechanism can --se of assistance, both in 
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the quality of information and the efficiency with which it is 
assembled. Especially in jurisdictions where classification does not 
occur for some time after admission, information obtained by pretrial 
staff with regard to potential mental or physical impairments may be 
critical. 

4.2.5 Pre-Sentence Investigation 

In most jurisdictions judges require pre-sentence reports for some 
defendants upon conviction. These reports are generally prepared by 
the probation department, and may include backgroLmd information 
concerning the offender or crime and may make recommendations 
concerning an appropriate sentence. 

Much of the background information ordinarily included in a 
pre-sentence report may have already been collected and verified by 
the pretrial program. In addition, the extent of a defendant's 
compliance with pretrial release conditions may be useful in 
determining the effectiveness of a non-incarcerati ve sentence. 26/ 
Therefore, it would be valuable for the probation department to 
receive nonconfidential data from the pretrial program, in order to 
avoid repetitive information-gathering, to speed the investigation, 
and perhaps to assist in determining an appropriate sentencing 
recoIlillendation. 

4.2.6 Jail Population Monitoring 

Jail crov.tiing has reached crisis proportions,.and many jurisdictions 
are finding it increasingly important to reduce jan populations. 
Efforts to ma~imize release require an analysis. of \'kio 1sin the jail, 
under what clrcumstances, and for how long.· Such i.malysis often 
reveals that the system components that have the greal:est impact on 
.who is sent to jail are riot responsible for the administration of the 
jail, and corrections officials \'kio run thefacili ty have little 
control over admissions. There is often no bridge between the courts 
and the jails to foster cooperation in the alleviation of crowding. 
However I pretrial agencies can provide SUch a bridge, as part of a 
~ompr:hensive planning program to monitor the jail popUlation and 
ldentlfy target populations for increased release. 27/ 

. .-
This :ole canbe filled in a number of ways •. In some conununities, the 
pretnalJ?rogl."!'lffi may participate in a special coordinating group or an 
OVercrowdlng ·Task Force. For example,. the di rector of the Monroe 
County ,(Rochester), m, program is a member of such a task force. In 
other ,. communi ties ,the release agency ,can provide data needed for 
eff~ctive popUlation monitoring. For instance, weekly jail population 
reVlews are performed by the Cobb County, GA, ,and Salt Lake County, 
~I releaseprograms. Such activity is consistent wi ththe agency's 
lnternal need to track cases and monitor system efficiency, a function 
recomnenoed and described in the NAPSA Standards: 
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The pretrial services agency should maintain a 
case-tracking system which includes information on 
charges I court appearances, failures-to-appear, 
adjudication, and sentencing, as well as time spans 
between arrest, notification of charges, release, 
and case disposition. Without this information, 
the pretrial services agency could not answer 
questions from individual defendants nor could it 
monitor the overall efficiency of the system. 28/ 

In at least one program, collection and dissemination of information 
on the detainee population is statutorily mandated. 29/ Information 
gathered in an agency's case-tracking system may be relevant not only 
to the local criminal justice system but to the oversight court or 
parties in cases where the facili ty is under litigation for 
overcrowding. Pretrial programs should consider whether fulfillment 
of a monitoring function will serve its other objectives. 30/ . 

4.2.7 Central Intake 

Concern about the consequences (in terms of cost and efficiency) of 
inadequate coordination among criminal justice agencies has led to 
proposals of mechanisms to improve case management. Such mechanisms, 
loosely referred to as "central intake" or ,. intake services" systems, 
seek to improve efficiency and fairness in the administration of 
justice. The basic function of most central intake models is the 
gathering of demographic information about the individual defenoant 
for verification and distribution to appropriate criminal justice 
agencies. 

As noted earlier, much of the information-gathering function performed 
by the pretrial program is duplicated at various points during the 
criminal case process by police, defenders, prosecutors r probation 
officers, corrections personnel, and other system actors. Wi th a 
central intake system, this duplication might be replaced with one 
comprehensive interview taking place as soon as possible after arrest 
and distributed among interested agencies, presumably leaving 
individual agencies with more time to devote to their critical 
decision-making responsibilities. 

The NAPSA Standards urge that "in determining whether or not to expand 
its services ••• the agency should examine proposed activities to qssure 
that they will hot detract from its primary objective of facilitating 
non-financial release in the greatest number of instances possible." 
This cautionary note applies to the supplemental services discussed 
above as well as to central intake. 

As discussed in a recent issue of The Pretrial Reporter, central 
in.take services can serve the goals of a release program: 
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For .example, many jurisdictions find that a judge 
who sets bail does not know if the bond amount 
leads to release or detention of the defendant. As 
a result, the judge may continue bail-setting 
practices which virtually guarantee needless and 
unintended detention. A central intake system, by 
tracking defendants from the initial release 
determination until case disposition, can provide 
judicial officers with a "scorecard" that shows the 
outcome of their decisions. 31/ 

Despi te these advantages, not all central intake systems will be 
consistent with the needs and goals of a pretrial release program. 
Issues of confidentiality and credibility may arise if central intake 
screening is performed by the release program. If, on the other hand, 
the release program is served by a central intake un1 t not located 
wi thin the pretrial program, it must have confidence in the intake 
services if it is to base its recommendations. on the information 
provided. 

Further, central intake systems: 

• • • cannot hope to do much more than reduce dupli= 
cation and move cases to prosecution in a more 
methodical manner unless there are pol icy agree
ments and well-defined goals on .the· use of· less 
restrictive options in intake, custody and com
muni ty supervision. Overemphasis on simple 
standards of efficiency may result in a loss of 
system accountability and fairness. 32/ 
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FOOTNOTES 

1/ Handbook on Procedure, Post-Release Services (Washington, DC: 
D.C. Pretrial Services Agency, April, 1979), p. 1. 

y NAPSA Release Standards, X, p. 59. 

3/ At the Washington, DC, Pretrial Services Agency and the New York 
Criminal Justice Agency, computer systems automatically generate 
reminders of all court appearances which are mailed to all defendants. 

~ Vera Institute of Justice, OPe cit., p. 21. 

5/ As previously noted, failure to comply may be a function of 
assigning multiple conditions to individual defendants. 

6/ NAPSA Release Standards, VI, p. 31. 

Y NAPSA Release Standards, IV, p. 32. 

Y Ibid • 

.v NAPSA Release Standards, VI, p. 33. 

10/ NAPSA Release Standards, X, pp. 59-60. 

11/ Program Practices/Release, p. 48 

12/ NAPSA Release Standards, VI, p. 32 

·.13/ Toborg et al •. , op. cit. , p. 6.4. 

14/ NAPSA Release Standards, X, p. 61. Stanc;'iard X(8) states that 
lithe pretrial· services agency should a~so provide other services not 
directly related to the release decision but which are appropriate to 
its role, its access to information, and its relationship to 
defendants. such services, . however, shOUld be limi ted to those which 
do not conflict with the agency's primary responsibility of providing 
neutral aid to facilitate nonfinancial release and which do not 
infringe uporJ. a defendant' sJ:"ights ••• " 

IS/A recent decision by the Uni ted States Court of Appeals for the 
Ninth Circuit. referred to an affidavi toE the county's director of 
pretrial services stating that the priority of the pretrial services 
office has.shifted from arranging for "own. recognhance" releases to 
making sure . that adequate affidayi ts from arresting .officers are 
presented in a timely fashion to the court for probable cause 
determinations., and that because of "finite resources," the former 
program "has suffered.". Bernard v. County of Santa Clara, No. 
81~4462, 2/25/t:i3. 
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15/ NAPSA Release Standards, X, p. 61. 

17/ Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 43~, 86 S.Ct. 1602, 16 L.Ed.2d 694 
(1966). 

18/ For example, the D.C. Pretrial Services Agency' s policies provide 
that defense counsel are entitled to all information maintained by the 
pretrial agency in the defendant/client's fi Ie. . . . 

19/ NAPSA Release Standards, X, p. 61. 

20/ Ibid. 

21/ NAPSA Release Standard X(C) (1) states that "the pretrial services 
agency should cooperate. wi th other agencies providing services to 
defendants to assure that comprehensive services are available. Such 
cooperation may include but not be limited to: ••• [aJ ssistance to other 
programs which may intervene in the case process. at a later point 
(e.g., diversion programs) through the provision of any information 
which is not considered confidential to the pretriql release 
program ••• " 

22/ NAPSA, Performance Standard on Pretrial Release and Diversion: 
Pretrial Diversion, Washington, DC, 1978, Standard 1.2, p. 3n. 

23/ Ibid., Standard 1. 1, p. 27. 

24/ Where screening functions are simultaneous, it is. more likely 
that the defendant will view the likelihood of release increased by 
his or~er willingness to participate in ·a diversion program. 'me 
voluntanness of acceptance· of a diversion agreement may thereby be 
comproI?ised, a possibility which may be more . likely at the releCise 

. screemng stage when assistance of counsel is not generally available. 

25/Somepretrial programs, such as . the San ~.ate6 OR project,· are 
re:,ponsiblefor jail classification as par~ of the book~ng process. 
Jculci tation release, ROR and superviseg release are viewed as forms 
of classification. . 

26/ NAPSA Release Standards, .X,p. 61, states, "Defendant's behavior 
while. on pretrial release may be of substantial aid to the court in . 
determining appropriate sentences after conviction. If a defendant 
.has complied with conditions of release, the court may consider that 
compliance justification for. probation rather than incarceration. In 
keeping with itspo!icy'on confidentiality the pretrial services 
agency should make information on. the degree of compliance available 
~o p€:rs~ns co,:duc~ing. presentence investigations, and may actually aiq 
ln the lnVestlgatlOn 1 tself. II . 
'> " ' " 
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27/ See Walter Busher, .Jail OVercro~ing: Identifying Causes and 
Planning for Solutions (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Justice, 
Office .0fAssistance,·Research and Statistics, February, 1983). 

28/ NAPSA Release Standards~ X, p. 59. 

29/ D.C. Code 23-1303 (h) (6) requires the DC Pretrial Services Agency 
to file monthly pretrial detention reports with the court. 

30/ NAPSA Release Standards, X, p. 61. 

31/ The Pretrial Reporter , Volt.nne VII, No.1, February, 1983, p. 16. 

32/ Ibid. 
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Chapter 5 

PROORAMMANAGEMENT ISSUES 

5.0 Introduction 

In addition to the mechanics of program operations and procedures, 
pretrial release administrators address a number of critical 
management concerns, including staffing, training, fiscal 
responsibilities, public relations, management information system 
development, ,and the use of impact eval uations • This chapter 
discusses these issues. 

5.1 Staffing 

5.1.1 Staff planning 

The planning of staff levels, functions, and allocations is a complex 
process in which program administrators must consider budgetary con
straints, \vorkload, range of services offered, caseload fluctuations, 
court scheduling, and many other characteristics. Susan Weisberg IS 

1978 analysis of pretrial program costs presents a method of arriving 
at staffing requirements for a hypothetical pretrial services agency • .Y ' ' 

Weisberg's hypothetical program assumes a largely urban county of 
300,000 people with an annual arrest rate of some 11,400. Theprogram 
is assumed: 1) to favor maximum use of alternatives to detention 
consistent with a low failure-to-appear rate; 2) to endorse release on 
recognizance, conditional release, and referrals to specialized 
treatment agencies; and 3) to make such referrals ,to services only 
after release has been secured on ROR or conditions. Further, it is 
assuned that surety bail does not exist in the jurisdiction, but that 
percentage deposit bail as well as field and stationhouse (.':i tations 
are used. 

In,the model, caseflowvolLnne from arrest through various points of 
intervention to supervision and follow-UP is projected to arrive at an 
estimated number of line, supervisory, administrative, and clerical 
support staff. Weisberg concludes that the agency would need 13 line 
staff, 3 supervisors, 1 director, 1 deputy director, and 6 support 
staff, fora total of 24 staff persons. 2/ She cautions, that this 
estimate may appear high to some agencies, but that it includt:s labor 
that' could be derived from part-time staff, volunteers, student 
interns, and staff paid by sources other than the agency budget. 11 

One other model estimate of staffing requirements suggests a ratio of 
4 .6 staff persons per I, 000 bookings per , year • This model also 
assumes some consolidation of the functions of pretrial, release, 
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diversion, probation, and counseling services. But it is estimated 
that the release services funct:ion alone would require at least three 
staffers per 1,000 bookings. Y This staffing estimate appears 
roughly comparable to the Weisberg model. ¥ 
5.1.2 Staffing Patterns 

Once staff or9~ization and levels have been determined, the pretrial 
progra'll must fuldthe personnel t,., provide the services within the 
budget. 'The core of the staff will most likely comprise fUll-time 
pers~nnel to cover. peak periods: Permanent clericcH personnel will be 
reqUlred aswell'.ln almost all programs. In addition, some programs 
use para-:-professlonals, consulting staff such a!s psychologists and 
employment sp~cialists, and may also employ ex-offenders in counseling 
roles.. For lnstance, . the Cobb County" GA, program utilizes a psy .... 
chol~~st on a part-tlme basis to, provide counseling to voluntary 
partlclpants. ' 

5.1.3 Temporary Personnel 

Pretrial agencies have also, attempted to supplemen.t their staff with 
temporary personnel ,such as student interns and volunteers • Many 
release programs begin by drawing on volUnteers wi thin their com
munities, followi~ t~e example set by the Marmattan Bail project. 
The gene~al ,practlce lS to, draw students f:r::bm universi ties and law 
sch~ols.ln the area .t~ do the pretrial screening, notification, 
momtonng,and supervlslon. The use of volunteers has decreased as 
program Cidministrat~rs have encountered cUfficUlty in program planning 
on ~,lol"lg-ran5Je haS1S. Howeve~,progr~ms such as the Berkeley,CA,OR 
ProJect ... contlnue to base thelrServlces on volunteer staff. The 
Monroe County, NY , program also uses a large number of corrunuhity 
volunteerswi,th good results. ' , 

While. the use of volunteers appears to have decreased in release 
~gencles across the country , ,the uSe of' student interns seems to be 
lncreasing .. ]/ "~ntern" maybe defined as any student working for at 
least one academlcterm and receiving a grade and/or stipend of some 
~ortfor work .doneat the end ,of the term. Since thf~ stipend amount 
ls.us.ually qUltelow, the administrator is able t:o ,fill a number of 
pos:tl0ns re~ative1y ine;xpensivelywith, students for ,an agreed upon 
pen<;>d oftlme. Federal legislation authorizing the D~C.' Pretrial 
Servlces Agency recognitroothe value, of, studerlt ,input by suggesting 
that agency staff persons. be> drawn from "law school student~,graduate 
studen~s, and.other II avallablesources, as maybe 'approved by the 
Exe::utl ve CO.ITInl ttee.. 'y , Kentucky's ,system of pretrial' release 
offlcersrelles heaVlly on student interns. Officials there claim 
that the .usecii in~erns~ as opposed to fUll-time paid staff, has 
resul~ed 1n substantlal ,pudgetary savings while providing beneficial' 
expenence for participati.ngstudents .. ', , ' 
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The use of temporary personnel has certain drawbacks, however, such as 
high turnover, scheduling problems, and constant training needs. The 
more rapid the staff turnover, the more time that must be spent on 
recruiting and training. This can adversely affect the efficiency of 
any program. 

5.1.4 Permanent Staff 

Pretrial release agencies in most urban areas of the United States 
currently employ predominantly full-time professional staff. 
Full-time staff, with a lower rate of turnover, lend continuity and 
stability to a prog.ram. It is essential that administrative and 
supervisory positions be filled with full-time professional staff. 

, 
Release staff functions generally fall into three categories: 
administrative, investigative, and post-release. The size of the 
administrative staff wi thin a pretrial release agency obviously 
varies, depending on the size of the jurisdiction and defendant 
population. The functions assigned to the administrative staff 
minimally include supervision of a1l the staff, budget preparation, 
research, preparation 6f necessary reports, and ensuring that the 
goals of the agency are clear to the staff and are accomplished. The 
investigative staff's primary duty is to interview all those de
fendants eligible for pretrial release screening, verify the infor
mation obtained, and, in some jurisdict.ions, present that information 
in court. The . functions assigned to J;Xlst-release staff vary, again 
depending upon the Size of the release agency. The functions might 
include moni taring. of cOl1di tional release cases ,notifying those de
fendants on pretrial release, providing social services to defendants 
in·need, case· tracking, and apprehension/arrest. 

Different organizational models are used to achieve these diverse 
functions. Some programs use separate divisions, with each providing 
a particular service or sequence of services within the adminis
trative, investigative, and post-release categories. Others appear to 
use a ·JUorecentralized model which emphasizes the performance of 
siI1lilartaskcategories--for example, administration, screening, and 
post.;..release follow-up--by the· same personnel for the range of 
services offered under the program. Staff size and administrative 
style are major determinants of staff organization along the continuum 
between. the decentrali·zed and centralized approaches • Very small 
programs may employ one or two people to handle all functions within 
one area, and tend to favor more basic functional designs, if only due 
to the. practical impossibility of decentralized structure. 8/ 

Obviously, the range of possibilities is great as pretrial release 
agency staffing patterns . and organizational models demonstrate. In 
urban areas the. most .effective staffing seems to be fu1l-time, 
professional staff complemented by student interns. In rural areas, 
on • the other hand, the pretrial release functions are in many 
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instances carried out by existing system actors such as probation 
officers or court clerks, or by a pretrial officer serving several 
jurisdictions, as in Kentucky. 

However, in determining staffing patterns, agencies must be aware tl1at 
low salary levels may make it difficult to attract and hold quality 
people. Furthermore, long hours, late shifts, difficult working 
conditions, and the routinized nature of much of the work may generate 
dissatisfaction in many employees and may produce a deterioration in 
operational effectiveness. Some programs have tried to address these 
problems of routinization and adverse working factors by instituting 
staff rotation or an individualized case assignment system instead of 
"assembly-line" processing by people petmanently assigned to the same 
task. In Washington, DC, for example, pretrial service officers 
rotate among supervision; failure-to-appear, interview and verifi
cation, and court work units. Rotational staffing allows staff to 
move from one job to another wi thin the agency, thus varying shifts 
and conditions, and provides a less routinized work experience, with 
greater exposure to, and a better understanding of, the entire 
pretrial process. 

5.2 Training 

Since the inception of pretrial release programs as formal entities, 
training in all aspects of pretrial services has been identified as a 
high priority by program administrators. 9/ In the evolution from 
pilot project to formal system entity, in some instances involving 
changes in program goals, programs have needed to assure the avail
abili ty of adequate!:1ducational tools to carry out successful staff 
transi tions. In addition, pretrial program staff turnover is often 
high, and new staff a~:e quite often unfamiliar with the field. In 
response to these needs, N.~SA has sponsored regular conferences and 
training sessions since 1973, designed to respond to specific training 
needs identified by pretrial program administrators. From 1977 to 
1982,the Pretrial Services Resource Center received.federal monies to 
provide national and regional training exercises for staff and admin
istrators of pretrial programs. 10/ Both efforts (usually held 
concurrently) have attempted to proVide three di.stinct training foci: 
line staff "mechanics," such as interviewing techniques, defendant 
supervision procedures, and improved report layouts; basic management 
training; and discussion and/or debate on issues of national concern, 
such as preventive detention. 

The 1975 National Conference included introduction and discussion of 
two training packages covering communication sk.ills and management 
theory for pretrial release personnel which were developed as part of 
a court improvement training grant given to the National Center for 
State Courts. These two packages, available from the Pretrial 
Services Resource Center, are self-contained sets of learning 
materials which include videotape, articles, discussion topics, and 
field exercises. 1~ey are based on the premises that: 
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• Pretrial service programs differ widely with respect to 
fundamental objectives, target population, size, scope of 
effort, level of developuent, organizational context, and 
political support. 

• Every training program must be sensitive to the unique needs 
and expectations of the target audience and therefore s;')me 
modification of the packaged curriculum maY'be necessa;y. 

• Benefits would result from training in a variety of 
substanti ve areas. However, a number of areas such as 
program administration and coordination with othe~ criminal 
ju~ti:::e age~c.ies, have been identified as having high 
prIor1ty tra1nIng needs. 

• F~w prog~ams have the. in-house capability of delivering a 
wIde vanety of extensIve training workshops. Packages such 
as these could assist in filling the gaps. 11/ 

At ~h~ same ti~e, individual agencies have been developing their own 
tr~ln1ng .technIques and prog~ams. '1:hile techniques may be dictated by 
un1que C1 rcumstances! certaIn basic areas have been covered by most 
urban programs. These. include a discussion of the history, philoso
phy, an? lega~ ~uthonty .for the program; agency policy and proce
dures; 1.ntervle~ll1g t~chmques; 12/ verification techniques; report 
preparatIon; orIentatIon to the operation of the local criminal 
justice system; and ~e~ terms, both legal and "jargon," that the new 
employee must be fam1llar with. Some programs have prepared manuals 
~o ~elp ~n. the training, W while others tend to emphasize tlon-the
~ob tra.lmng. Some publIsh newsletters to disseminate developments 
In technIque and program operation. 14/ 

Probably the most formalized training system for pretrial release 
programs is ,the ~me developed b~ the D.C. Pretrial Services Agency 
under the dIrectIon of a full-tIme training officer. The program 
provides an initial two-week orientation for new employees as well as 
formalized continuing education or in-service training f;r' the staff 
on ~ monthly basis.. In-~er,:,ice education is provided using role 
playu 19 (e.g., mock IntervIeWll1g), skits (e.g., mock bail hearings), 
and lectures. . 

Emploree evaluation is also a part of the D.C. training program. In 
carryIng out this function, the training officer makes use of a formal 
system for assessing a staff member's ability to .qualify for a higher 
grade and appropriate salary increase. The training officer and the 
eITII?loyee' s. supervisor determine wh~ther the employee has the appro
pnate wntten, oral, or technical skills required for the new 
posi tiona 15/ . 
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other programs employ a variety of training techniques and 
assessments. The Des Moines Community Corrections Program uses 
rotational orientation. Each new employee is assigned for a short 
time to each component of the program to meet its staff, learn its 
procedures, and understand its problems. The Baltimore City Pretrial 
Services Division requires new staff to complete a six-week training 
course followed by a six-week "apprenticeship" before taking on full 
responsibilities. 

The Philadelphia Pretrial Services Division takes a unique approach to 
orientation. All professional staff are required to begin in the most 
menial position--file clerk. As they demonstrate proficiency they may 
move up to positions of greater responsibility. This procedure, it is 
bel ieved, gives supervisors and middle management staff a better 
grounding in the operations of the whole system and a better under
standing of the problems facing lower-echelon personnel. 

Finally, at least three states have regular training sessions for 
pretrial services staff-Connecticut, Iowa, and Kentucky. In Iowa, 
pretrial services are provided under the auspices of the State 
Conununi ty Corrections Act, and segments of the state correctional 
association conferences are dedicated to improved pretrial services 
delivery. In Connecticut and Kentucky, a small central administrative 
staff is responsible for training of officers or bail commissioners 
throughout the state. This centralized training function ensures that 
effective training occurs for less cost than would be feasible for the 
many individual offices in the state. 

5.3 Fiscal Responsibilities 

Most pretrial agencies currently receive the majority of their funding 
from a single local funding source--usually a county or municipal 
government. 16/ At the same time, these agencies are usually answer
able to the local courts, either directly or throu9h a probation 
department, for their budget. 17/ When this is the case, the pretrial 
program administrator's fiscalresponsibili ties are usually explicit I 
and follow guidelines established for other governmental. agencies 
within the jurisdiction. These responsibili ties often include pre
paring annual budget proposals, detailing justifications for proposed 
increases as they may become necessary, and responding to audi ts by 
the local budget office. 

For programs with multiple funding sources, including grants, 
contracts, and endownents, fiscal responsibilities are often expanded, 
usually including regular (often quarterly) fiscal repOrts to the 
funding sources identifying funds expended and remaining to date, and 
the purpose (s) of the expenditures. . In some instances funding sources 
may also require that the program subnit to an auc'lit by an independent 
auditor selected or approved by the funding source. 
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In short, t.l1e size 18/ and organizational focus of most pretrial 
agencies dictate that most of the time spent on fiscal matters is 
devoted to budget preparation and monthly review of expenditures to 
ensure that current budget allowances are not exceeded. 19/ 

5.4 Public Relations 

An important first step in public relations for pretrial agencies 
involves the identification of potential local supporters, e.g., the 
Bar Association, League of Women Voters, Jaycees, Legal Aid Office, 
and the criminal justice agencies such as the Sheriff's Department. 
20/ 

At the same time, agencies often prepare materials such as brochures 
or pamphlets, which describe program goals and operations and how they 
benefi t the public. These materials are made available to three 
audiences: 1) agencies within the local criminal justice system (e.g., 
police, courts, and corrections); 2) the local communi ty (e.g. , 
schools which have criminal justice departments, League of Women 
Voters, business clubs, community and service organizations); and 3) 
legislators, particularly county officials. 

In addition, programs can provide representatives for panels, 
seminars, speeches, and m.eetings wi th school, church, and ci vi! 
groups. An example of such acti vi ty is found in the. Cobb County, GA, 
Pretrial Court Services Program, which coordinates "Consequences of 
Crime," a project aimed at familiarizing school children in the county 
with the operation of the criminal justice system. 

The manner in which the program administrator deals with the local 
press can be a key element in developing an effective public relations 
effort (and possibly in the survival of the program itself). While 
many administrators suggest that programs should not make contact with 
the press except When absol utel y necessary, 21/ others feel such an 
approach leads· to· serious communication problems in the event of a 
negative incident, such as the rearrest ofa pretrial releasee for a 
heinous .. crime. 22/ Whichever approach is adopted by an agency head, 
he or she should, ata minimum, ensure that positive results of agency 
activity (awards, jail population decreases, judicial recognition) are 
reported in the press, and that a plan . is developed to ensure that, in 
the event of a negative incident resulting from agency actions, the 
press will be handled with courtesy and in a responsible manner by 
Qesignated agency representatives. 

In summary, programs should develop a public relations program that is 
"well planned sufficiently in advance and includes abroad variety of 
actors wi thin the systelUo". 23/ They must: . . 

• explain the cost effectiveness of . release vet:sus detention 
in clear and.simple terms; 
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• seek support at the grassroots level; 

• create a posi ti veworking relationship with the local 
judiciary; 

• contact, and develop relationships with ,local media 
representatives; 

• provide local legislators with sound proposals in advance of 
budget decisions; and 

• understand the local legislative process and begin to work 
wi th the appropriate conmi ttees that will make decisions 
affecting the program. 24/ 

5.S Management Information Systems 

A management information system (MIS) is a data collection system 
designed to furnish pretrial policymakers with information to assess 
the effecti veness of thei r programs arid, in many cases, of the 
pretrial process in general. 25/ . 

An MIS can. be used to collect and organize data and thereby provide 
continual feedback for informed decision-making. It can be used to 
assist the release agency in making decisions about ease flow and 
personnel deployment, . assessing the impact of release practices, and 
detecting strengths, weaknesses, or need for change in the functioning 
of the agency. The following sections describe iss\.1es which should be 
considered in creating an MIS for a pretrial release agency, including 
its valLIe and potential implementation difficulties. 25/ 

5.5.1 Uses of an MIS 

Thoughruclimentary , maintenance of proj ectrecordsmay nonetheless be 
the most important.function of an MIS. project records are the 
starting point of the system, since they are the source of data which 
are used for statistical description and report purposes. The record 
for each defendant must be accurate, easily coded, retrievable,· and 
must provide all necessary information. 

An MIS allows an administrator to identify difficlll ties wi thin an 
organization by examining periodic statistics ar\d reports. For 
example, if release rates ate decreasing, a1-1 MIS should point to the 
reasons . for the change, such as an increased use .of money bail by 
particular judges, or staff recommending a lower percentage of 
defendants for release. . 

AS with the New York City, NY, Washington ,DC,and Rochester, NY, 
systems, progr,amadmin~stratorscan communicate sU!Mlary types of 
information in' report form on a regular or periodic basis to . staff 
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members and outside decision-makers such as criminal justice planners, 
judges, or legislators. An MIS can also be a very important ~id in 
preparing an impact evaluation (see Section 5.6). For example, lt can 
compare the impact of different types of pretrial release on FTA 
rates. 

5.5.2 Planning an MIS 

Careful planning for the implementation of an MIS . is imperative. 
Without first deUning precise information requirements, systems may 
be implemented which compile excessive data at high cost to an agency, 
but which still leave essential questions unanswered. 

In designing an MIS it is very important to first assess theext?nt to 
which inEormation can be accessed in a form and format responslVe to 
the diverse needs of a program. The planning process discussed below 
includes: 1) defining questions to be examined; 2) describing data to 
be collected, and in what format; 3) creating data ~orms; 4) creating 
effective reports; 5) staff involvement; and 6) developing manual or 
automated systems of processing the data. 

5.5.2.1 Questions 

The questions to be examined, often called problem statements, define 
the key topics for which information must be gathered. prob~em 
statements may include a variety of topical areas such as substantIVe 
questions, management questions, background information, housekeeping 
information, and dispositibn information. 

Silbstantive questions refer to key processes of the agency, e.g., 
release, detention, fail ure-to-appea r , and rearrest rates. Many 
agencies prepare a report of the total number of defe,:d~nts in the 
system, number interviewed by the agency, number venhed, number 
reconmended, and type of release. 

Management questions relate to data such as the recommendation rates 
of individual staff members, changes in characteristics of defendants, 
and profiles of defendants who fail to appear for court dates. 

Background information includes defendant ch~racteristics li~e 
communi ty ties, charge, prior record, sex, and polnt scale score, If 
applicable. 

Housekeeping information includes defendant's name, address, . phone 
number, and court dates. Although housekeeping information will not 
be tabulated, it is neeQeQ in contacts with the qefendant( e.g. , 
notification, services, check-in). 

Disposition information is broadly constrlled to. include any decision 
involving the court, such as form of release, 'court appearances, and 
findings of adjudication ahd sentencing. 
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5.5.2.2 Data Collection 

Although an MIS can be designed to include a great deal of 
information, limited staff time for data gathering requires selection 
of the most important issues. The MIS should include only those items 
which have an identifiable purpose and do not exceed the agency's 
fiscal capacity. 

Decisions concerning what data to collect and how those data should be 
described should be made early in the planning process. At a minimum, 
an agency administrator should collect data on defendant characteris
tics, program actions, and process outcomes so that questions concer
ning agency operations and the agency's effect on the criminal justice 
system can be answered. Defendant characteristics might include age, 
sex, race, charge, prior record, and community ties (however defined 
in the local jurisdiction). Process outcomes might include bail 
amount set, whether the defendant was released, the method of release, 
changes in bail amount, failure-to-appear , rearrest, anddisposi tion 
information. 

In addition, more general forms of process information might be 
included--the number of defendants arrested, the number securing 
release before agency intervention (through citation, bail schedules, 
etc.), and the time periods between criminal justice process points 
(arrest f .first appearanoe, release, disposi Hem). Program aetiohdata 
elements might include number of defendants interviewed, number recom
mended, type of recommendations made, interviewer, extent of notifi:
cation, and amount of supervision (if any). It 1s also important for 
an agency to keep information on the reasons. why it does not take 
certain actions, for example, the reasons vlny defendants are not 
interviewed, are not eligible for ROR recommendation, or do not 
receive an agency recommendation for pretrial release. This type of 
information can assist an agency administrator in determining what 
type of agency operational changes can have the most impact on the 
detained population. 

5.5.2.3 Data Forms 

The information must then be transferred onto a data-gathering form. 
The decisions w\1ich guide how the information will be transferred must 
be specified in precise detail before the process begins. For 
example, if information is gathered on current· charge or charges, a 
decision will have to be made on how to summarize the data, since it 
would be too. difficult to tabulate in handwritten form. Charges have 
to be defined (e.g., transcribing only th~ mQst serious charge if 
mul tiple charges are present), along wi th a numerical designation 
(e.g., 1 first degree murder, 5 armed robbery, etc.). 'Ihis is often a 
difficult process, since the information must be exhaustive (every 
possible charge must be included) ,exclusive (every possible charge 
must fit into only one category), and scaled (the charges have to be 
listed from most serious to least serious) • 
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. ed to acccmnodate this information. 
Data-gath~ring form~ mus~~~e~~ accurate information at le~s cost. 
An effec+'1ve form Wl.11 p.. tensive handwritten entries WJ.ll pro
For example, a form requ~r~ng ex. lvi checked itEmS. In short, 
vide less accurate data thd an

be 
°dne . ~gnn~ t~ allow quick canpilation of 

d t forms for MIS shoul es~ ... 
i~f~!Jl1atiO!"l so that answers can be provided to key quest~ons. 

A nUIlber of 
27/ 

ed ,..,.~ used in creating rrore effective fonne : proc ures can ).}C 

Th forms must be simple to understand, easy to fill out, 
o ~ use check marks rather than written ccmnents Wherever 

p:>ssible. 

• The form should be 8-1/2" x 11" in size for economy and ease 
of storage. 

• The case nuniber chosen fran court records should be in a 
readily visiple location. 

.c,.. and the date of issuance should be • The nurriber of the .1.v!Jl1 
indicated in small type at the botton of the form. 

• The title Which defines the purp:>se of the form should be at 
the top of the sheet. 

• The information should be in a logical sequence, such as 
chronological order. 

d either on the back of the form or • Instructions shoul appear 
on a separate sheet. 

• Sufficient space should be allocated to enter the 
. nformation. onto the form. Boxes shOUld be used whenever 
~ ssible and forms should be designed so tIl.at they. can be 
~silY coded . for computer entry, manual report~ng, or 
keypunching. 

. • Information should be entered 
photocopied. 

in a format. that can be 

• Although only a single f?r:n sh<?u~d 
defendant, it shoul~. be .d~v~ded ~nto 
pages for easy ident~bcat~on. 

5.5.2.4 Rep:>rts 

be used for each 
distinct parts and 

. ... . be valuable but are often not effectively 
The. reports fr,an an MIS maYbe l~ded with raw information and 
.used. . A .. typ~cal reP:>rb. m:y o~: following suggestions may make 
seemipgly unrelated stat. ~s ~cs. . . 

f rt forms. : for more effective use 0 rep:> 
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• Reports intended fer external audiences such as judges and 
decision-makers should be cencise, centain a minimum ,cf 
statistics, and be easily assimilated by a lay audience. 

• A standard reporting format sheuld be used during each 
reporting period. 

• A short explanatien should be made ef the key findings. 

• Picterial representations sheuld be used to. supplement ra\", 
numerical scores. Bar graphs, pie charts, and graphic 
techniques are effective ways of communicating key results. 

• The infermation in a report should be in a cemparati ve 
centext so that its meaning is more evident to the casual 
reader. The figures can be compared to. the goals of an 
agency (e.g., keep FTA rate below 10 percent), to. prier 
reporting perieds (earlier quarters) ,er to some ether 
precess (did PTA rates increase when the release rate 
increased?) • The comparison to earlier periods (called 
"trend study") is essential in understanding the data from 
an MIS. 

• OVerly short reporting periods may' cause readers to lose 
interest. Quarterly and annual reports are best for 
decision-makers, while menthly reports are valuable ·for the 
staff. 

• A distinctive format should beempleyed so that the repert 
is a recegnized agency product. The annual, quarterly, er 
monthly repert may be put into. a standard folder that makes 
the agency's product easily identifiable, but is not 
expensive to. create. Variations in color, logo, and size 
may be used to. create distinctive and attractive repert 
covers.' 

• The agency sheuld report both successes and problems by 
referring to ebjective informatien rather than subjective 
impressiens. 

5.5.2.5 Staff Involvement 

Involvement of staff is essential to the creation of an effective MIS. 
Staff participation can inform the administrator of information re
quired for the staff's client activities. program staff. can provide 
effective feedback by reacting to .the utility, reliability,. and 
accuracy of the information. Every effort should be made to. assist 
the staff in understanding both the vallie and mechanics of the MIS 
t.hrough office meetings ,seminars, visits· to. . other 'agencies" and 
reading material. 
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5.5.2.6 Manual and Automated Collection 

An MIS can be used to collect and organize data on pretrial eperations 
either ina manual or an automated form. Manual systems such as the 
Rochester, NY, MIS can be designed to provide data for program 
description and monitoring. The decisien to advance to an automated 
system is generally based on a desire for an increased ability to 
evaluate system performance and to use the automated system in daily 
operations (i.e., generati,ng reports, notification letters, etc.). 

In order to determine whether er not an automated system is 
apprepriate, it is important to understand hew well the current system 
is working, assuming that a manual system is already in place. If the 
current manual system is not previding the pretrial po1icy-maker with 
the information that he or she needs, er if the information is net 
accurate, the current system may only need adjusting, or the problem 
maybe resolved through training. Two other considerations in 
deciding whether to use an automated system are the number of de
fendants processed through the system and the budget necessary to 
maintain an automated system. It is important to remember, however, 
that in many jurisdictions a poer manual system has led to the imple
mentation of a pocr automated system. 

To. conclude these sections on management information systems, a series 
of miscellanecus planning issues that are important in creating an MIS 
sheuld be noted: 

• A consultant may be used for the mere technical aspects like 
developing computer formats, designing forms, and describing 
information. However, determining the utility and function
al aspects ef the system (pre-testing' theferms, designing 
t.he report format) should be done by the agency and its 

, ·staff. 

• In creating the system, the' consequences of every preblem 
statement, ferm, and report mechanismsheuld be thereughly 
discussed by the agency staff. It is costly and disruptive 
to redesign a system. . Hewever, the system sho.uld be flex
ible, so that it can easily respond to changes in the 
ceurts, law, and agency precedures. ' 

• Federal and state confidentiality laws are apt to limit the 
gathering and dissemination of certain types of data. 
Specialized publications provided by the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration describe federal legislation. 28/ 

• There should also be an understanding of how the system will 
be implemented. A formal schedule sheuld be created along 
wi th a milestene chart indicating th,e implementa tien phase 
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and various responsibilities. The system can also be modu
larized so that the less disruptive aspects can be imple
mented first. 

5.6 The Use of Impact Evaluations 

While management information systems are data collection devices Which 
summarize information and present descriptive analyses of a program or 
system, impact evaluations are designed to test certain research 
questions concerning the effect agency operations are having on 
specific aspects of the criminal justice system such as the jail 
!X)pulaticn or the, release rate in a jurisdiction. 

Reliable answers to such questions can cnly be obtained through 
carefully designed research. If proper care is not taken fran the 
earliest design period to assure that accurate data are collected, 
research questions are well thought out, appropriate analyses are 
undertaken, and findings are well documented, the end result may be 
criticize:l for !X)or executioo.. Such problems have been highlighted in 
many reviews of the literature on evalua'tions. 

Accordirg to Kirby, impact evaluations have the followirg useful 
applications: 

• Evaluation is often required When funding decisions are made 
about programs. 

• Research validating innovations and new practices in the 
criminal justice system is a prerequisite to the dissemi
nation of infOrmation on those innovations and the assurance 
of their long-term existence. 

• A pretrial agency can be "crippled" \\.hen a sensational event 
involving one of its clients is publicized. Using research 
Which dem:mstrates a posi ti ve impact on clients and can
moo ty is one way to overcane this problem. 

• If an agency is not operating up to expectations or if the 
quality of operations is limited, then evaluation can be a 
useful diagnostic tool. 

• Research allows the program to make nore soPhisticated and 
informed program decisions • 

.. Specialized research can be used to examine the impact that 
pretrial programs have or can have on more serious 
offenders. 29/ 
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Disadvantages of research evaluations have also been documented, but 
'these can generally be traced to poor design and execution. Kirby 

(1979) ooted these problems to be avoided: allowing the evaluation to 
address the wrong questions, completing an evaluation after a decision 
has been nade, inadequately ccmnunicating evaluation findings, and 
overuse of relatively weak findings. 30/ 

Even though evaluations can sanetimes be expensive (and are sanetimes 
misused), they are a valuable instrument in management and decision
making. Gaining knowledge about the probable effectiveness of a 
program, or specific procedures used by that program, is crucial to 
attaining desired goals and assessing impact. 

Many release program questions lem themselves to evaluation. A 
pretrial release program may want to experiment with different cut-off 
scores, teSt different notification procedures, experiment with and 
assess the effect of interviewing and/or recammending previously 
excluded defendants for release, or experiment with different' levels 
of supervision to determine which may be appropriate for certain types 
of defendants. Such experimental designs can address the goals of the 
agency through the effect on release rates, the effect on failure-to
appear rates and/or pretrial rearrest rates, the impact on judicial 
acceptance of program recamrnendations, the effect on the average daily 
jail !X)pulation, and the effect of rrodifications on the equity of 
release practices in the jurisdiction. 

Tne level 6f eamplexity or sophistication involved in careful research 
evaluations depends on the agency's needs, the research questions B1at 
demand answers, and the budget to carry out the task. 'IOO often, 
evaluators use canplex statistical analyses When other nore easily 
understocd methods will suffice. However, the answers to ccmplex 
questions can sanetimes only be derived through canplex statistical 
techniques. In these instances, the evaluator should be encouraged to 
prepare a report Which simplifies the research results into 9C!.s;i.ly 
understocd lanJuage that the program administrator and other system 
officials can interpret. 

It is important also to stress the usefulness of full administrative 
involvement fran the initial stage of any research project, so that 
administrators can participate in decisions that have to be made 
during the course of the evaluation. 



FOOTNOTES 

Weisberg, OPe cit. , PI'· 59-50. 

Ibid. , p. 62. 

,Ibid. , p. 61. 

4/ John J. Galvin et al., Instead of Jail.: Pre- and Post-Trial 
Alternatives to Jail Incarceration (Sacramento, California: American 
Justice Institute, September, 1976), Vol. V, p. 39. 

5/ Although it is possible' to compare. the' Weisberg model with the 
staffing levels of the 21 agencies surveyed by the Pretrial Services 
Resource Center in early 1983 only in the roughest terms, it is clear 
that virtually all comparable programs fall far below the model's 
ideal ratio of approximately 2.4 staff persons per 1,000 interviews. 
Most would find it necessary to double or even triple their existing 
staff size to attain such levels. 

6/ The 1980/1981 Directory of Pretrial Services and TASC of the 
Pretrial Services Resource Center lists 33 release programs (including 
the statewide system in Kentucky) that use interns. 

21 See D.C. Code 23-130ry (1970). 

8/ See generally Friesen, Ga1las, and Gallas, Managing the Courts 
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merri1l Co., 1971) for an excellent discussion 
of management issues peculiar to . the justice system. ':the National 
".ssoQlation of Pretrial Services Agencies (NAPSA) and the f>retrial 
Services Resource Center have both focused on staff evaluations at 
their conferences and training sessions since 1975. In 1974 NAPSA, 
together with the National Center for state Courts , sponsored a 
Pretrial and Diversion Services Management Training Institute to 
attempt to provide pretrial administrators with some basic management 
information and training, much of which was focused on staff 
interaction and evaluation. 

21 Stover .and Martin, OPe cit. 

10/ See Proceedings publications for 1977-1982 National Conferences 
on Pretrial Services, sponsored by the Pretrial Services Resource 
Center with funding from the Law Enforcement ,Assistance 
Administration. Annual proceedings available from the pretrial 
Services Resource Center. 

11/ NAPSA, NCSC, and ABA National' Pretrial Intervention Service 
Center, Final Report: 1975 National Conference on pretrial Release 
and Diversion, October, 1975, p. 2. 
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12/ Many programs have employed the Interviewing Techniques Packet, 
developed by Murray and Youngs, under contract with NAPSA. The packet 
is currently available from the Pretrial Services Resource Center. 

13/ An excellent example of a training manual for release agencies is 
that prepared for the Des Moines, IAv release program. 

14/ The D.C. Pretrial Services Agency provides procedural information 
in its official newsletter, The Advocate, and holds agency personnel 
responsible for this information in its certification examination. 

15/ D.C. Pretrial Services Agency Policy Statement (Washington, DC: 
D.C. Pretrial Services Agency, January, 1980), p. 111-6. 
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Chapter 6 

FUTURE ISSUES 

6.0 Introduction 

As a result of the survey undertaken in preparation for this document, 
several topics were identified as emerging issues in the pretrial 
field. The widespread problem of jail crowding appears to have 
brought four of these topics to prominence. Specifically, expanded 
agency release authority, early identification ~f arrestees i? need of 
special services, the developnent of central lntake. mechamsms, ar:d 
the establishment of accreditation procedures are Vlewed by practl
tioners as potentially effective measures in dealing with crov~ed jail 
conditions. '11le desire for greater operational efficiency and'reduced 
expenditures also accounts for much .of the int~rest in thes~ prac
tices. Increasing concern for communlty protectlon and t?e pll~ht of 
the crime victim brings victim assistance and the conslderatlOn of 
danger in release decisions into sharper focus a~ importan~ issUE~s ~or 
pretrial administrators in the 1980s. .Also, mte~es~ ln ~chl~Vln? 
greater equity in release outcomes br1ngs the ball gUldellnes 
approach to the forefront, 

6.1 Identification of Special Needs 

For several years, advocates of alternatives to jailing for public 
inebriate and DWI defendants, drug abusers, and the mentally disabled 
have pointed to the critical need for early ~dentification and ser
vices outside the jail setting for arrestees wlth such problems. '11le 
statistics are impressive. Public intoxication is the single most 
corrmon offense for which American adults are arrested each year, ac
counting for approximately 115 percent of all arrests ~ Y lJ.'lI arrests 
run a .c1ose second. 2/ High numbers of those otherwlse arrested. have 
substance abuse problems or were under the. influence of drugs or 
alcohol when the crime was committed. 3/ f>1oreover, several, large 
jurisdictions have. reported percentages of severely mentally disabled 
ranging from 10 to 30 percent of their total jail populations. jf 

Further, the number of those in need of specialized services appears 
to be growing. DWI arrests and jailings are increasing quring the 
current crackdown on intoxicated drivers •. The phenomenon of deinsti
tutionalization of mental hospitals during the 19708, coupled with a 
lack of transitional support and/or . outpatient services, is credited, 
for the influx· of mentally ill and retarded in the jails. 21 

.. Judges are often perplexed in dealing with suchcases, having lit~le 
or no information and no alternatives other than ROR or money ball. 
However ,courts are beginning to recognize the potential of release 
programs in obtaining needed information and developing release 
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options for II special needs" defendants. Recogni zing the problems 
facing the courts, NAPSA Release Standards specifically call for 
consideration of the defendant's physical and mental condition, in
cluding abuse of drugs or alcohol, in the release decision process 6/ 
(NOM Standards al so suggest "tL'1e de Eendant 's mental cond i tion be taken 
into account. 7/) 

In addition, NAPSA Standard X-B(l) recommends that release agencies 
should " ••• provide other services not directly relaten to the release 
decision but which are appropriate to its role, its access to infor
mation, and its relationship to defendants. II 8/. The Association 
r~co~ni zes that such activities as maintaining referral agency 
llSt1ngS for alcohol or drug abuse treatment and psychiatric counse
ling, and establishing relationships with such agencies, can aid 
pretrial programs in enhancing their credibility with judges and other 
system actors. 2! . 

Among programs surveyed by the Pretrial Services Resource Center in 
early 1983, several identify those with special needs and develop 
condi tional release techniques. Multnomah County, OR, uses a 
specially trained staff person to screen mentally ill defendants and 
has obtained limited authority to place mental health holds on persons 
in custody so that a counselor can identify options that may be appro
priate. For those who can be released to the community, the program 
acts to estabiish third-party custody agreements with agencies to 
assist the defendant. In Cobb County, GA, staff screening for mental 
health problems can result in a referral for evaluation by a con
SUlting psychiatrist. The Cobb County program also provides the court 
with specific recommendations on treatment . alternatives for those 
identified as mentally ill. . 

In the area of drug and alcohol abuse, the Delaware. Office of Pretrial 
Services and the Maricopa County, -AZ,programare connected with 
special substance abuse screening and treatment programs for such 
special needs defendants. In Maricopa County, diversion services are 
offered through the well-known Treatment Alternatives to Street Crime 
(TASC) program model. Other al ternativesto jail for public 
inebriates exist throughout the country, including. detoxification 
centers, post-detoxification treatment programs, night shelter 
programs, and halfway houses for rehabilitated alcoholics. 

Although such programs exist in many locales,major obstacles continue 
to stand in the way of effective intervention: 

• LQc~d tre~tmentfaGi1i ties. and . funding sources are often 
lackin,g. 

• Communication. and cooperation between professional service. 
providers and criminal justice agencies is often limited. 
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• Custodial practices may conflict with expanding rights to 
treatment, especially in the area of mental health care. 

• for substance abusers, the problem is difficult to 
recognize if the charge does not involve alcohol or drugs. 

• Poor training poses a serious problem in identifying mental 
disability as well. 10/ 

~e .worseningepidemic of jail cro~ing. may force many criminal 
?Ust1ce systems to .. tackle these and other obstacles to special needs 
mterventlOn. Professionals in alcohol and drug abuse treatment and 
mental health care have recognized that pretrial services programs may 
be key to early ident:i,ficCltion and. appropriate referral. ·11/ More
over, those inside local criminal justice systems mayalsorecognize 
the ?Dtential of rel?ase programs in relieving jail cro\-i1ing through 
~peclal needs screemng. If the view should gain currency that jail 
1S the wrong place for the mentally disabled and chronic substance 
abusers, pretrial programs stand to be called upon with increasing 
urgency as the most appropriate agencies to lead the way toward new 
policies and practices. 

6.2 Delegation of Release Authority 

Efforts to identify and decrease unnecessary Incarceration have led an 
increasing number of jurisdictions to test alternatives to arrest and 
detention. For instance, the practice of citation release by law 
enforcement agencies, begun in the mid-1960s by the Manhattan Summons 
Project, has now spread across the country. As a natural expansion of 
that successful experiment, pretrial release of defendants wi thout 
direct judicial involvement has been tested by a number .ofrelease 
agencies. DE1fendants arrested on. a Friday night must often spend 
three or more nights in detention before being considered for release 
by a first appearance judge. Similarly, mid-dayarrestees often must 
remain incarcerated overnight because,· initial appearances are held 
only in the mornings •.. Tostreamline the process and reduce defendant 
time in custody, courts rilayplace some release decisions in the hands 
of release programs. . . 

Moreover, asli tigation focuses more directly on issues relating to 
jail cro~ing remedies, courts are likely to deUnethe right to 
promptpresentm~nt in terms of a specifieo number of hours. Two 
recent Californiadeclsions, .. one issued by the Ninth Cireui t of the. 
u.S. Court ,of Appeals, dealt directly with this· question. 12/ . Com
pliance with suqhmandates may be <HUicult if.nQt im9QSsiblef:or many 
co~rt systems, prompting more to, turn to the qption of delegating 
release authority or expanding the range of charges dealt with through . 
existing release authori typrocedures. .. .. ... 
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One of the fi rst pretrial· programs to have been delegated release 
authority was Marion County, IN, which began to release qualified 
misdemeanant defendants in 1970. '!hough it would be difficult to 
demonstrate a trend toward the practice, 24.4 percent of programs 
surveyed by Pryor in 1980 reported they could release at least some 
defendants prior to ini.tial court appearance without judicial 
approval. 13/ 

Most courts have limited this practice to less serious offenses, 
primarily misdemeanor charges. However, some degree of felony release 
authority is now delegated to many programs, including those in Marion 
County and Allen County, IN, and King County, WAD (See Appendix A for 
a description of King County's Felony Administrative Recognizance 
Release Program.) In Oregon, the Lane and Marion County court systems 
require that release decisions be made by a judge only in capital 
cases (murder and treason). Release programs in both counties have 
had release authority for several years and report high release rates, 
low failure-to-appear rates, and substantial cost savings in jail and 
court operations. 14/ 

The experience of these and other jurisdictions, coupled wi th 
heightened judicial interest in expediting court processes and 
eliminating or reducing defendant detention time, may lead to an 
increase in the number of jurisdictions adopting delegated release 
policies. 

6.3 fentral Intake 

One mechanism that has been implemented to facilitate the orderly 
management of cases through the criminal justice system is a central 
intake system. Though a variety of central intake mechanisms exist, 
their basic function is to gather socio-demographic information about 
individual defendants, verify that information, and distribute it in 
an orderly manner to actors in the local criminal justice system. The 
purpose is to establish a central reposi tory of information and to 
reduce the redundant collection of information that characterizes most 
local systems. This ensures that system decisions can be made as 
quickly and as efficiently as possible to minimize needless detention 
time and the inefficient expenditure of scarce resources. 

The issue of confidentiality appears to be the major roadblock in the 
development of central intake systems. However, in jurisdictions in 
which a pretrial release agency has evolved into a central intake 
system and expanded its data gathering to include information 
necessary for such functions as indigency screening, jail classifi
cation, and diversion screening, the issue of confidentiality has 
generally been resolved in one of two ways: 1) each criminal justice 
agency has had limited access to the central information bank; or 2) 
information unique to the decision-making requirements of a particular 
criminal justice agency has remained a function of that agency, with 
other case processing data supplied by the central intake system. 
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Pretrial release programs have traditionally established their 
credibility with defendants by confining the information gathered 
through interviews to that necessary for the judicial off~cer setting 
release conditions. However, this left prosecutors, publlC defenders 
and jail administrators to re-interview the defen~ant and compi~e the 
information relevant to their needs. A well deslgned central mtake 
system eliminates this redundant information-g?thering. by reducing 
initial defendant interviews to one comprehenslve reVlew, and then 
providing the relevant information to all criminal justice system 
actors. 

Given the emphasis on and need for efficient case processing in 
jurisdictions with crowded or near-crowded jails, pr.etrial rele~se 
programs are being asked to expand their scope of actlvlty and provlde 
information to all parts of the system. This movement reflects the 
overall shift in program goals and objectives from reducing the impact 
on unconvicted defendants to system goals such as efficient case 
management and jail population reduction. 

~.4 Consideration of Danger 

Concern over "bail crime" and pretrial rearrest rates has grown 
steadily over the last 10 to 15 years, as evidenced by the surge of 
state legislative activity relating to dangerousness and release laws. 
Of the 32 state measures that now allow dangerousness to be considered 
in pretrial release decisions, nearly all have been enacted in the 
past 10 years, with many occurring in the last two to three years. 15/ 

But the movement toward using bail laws to assure community safe~y h~s 
caused considerable debate; traditionally, the purpose of ball lS 
limited to assuring the defendant's appearance in court. Opponen~s of 
the consideration of potential dangerousness argue that there lS no 
way to accurately forecast criminal beh~vior , especially. in the 
pretrial release process, and that even lf ~uch were . po~slb~e t.he 
denial of bail \<lOuld constitute punishment pnor to ad]udlcatlon, a 
contradiction of basic legal precepts. 15/ 

Although research efforts have attempted to identify p:e~i~tors of 
f"uture criminality, the resul ts have attracted heavy cn tlclsm. As 
Foote has stated: 

The only errors which show up--and they are ones of 
which judges and parole boards are made painfully 
aware- (arel where a defendant given probation or 
parole turns out to be dangerous. The errors on 
the other side of the ledger--the cases of those 
sent to prison as bad risks but who in fact \llould 
not have proved to be bad risks--are never iden
tified and therefore cannot be counted. But all 
experience \vi th the scienti fic study of prediction 
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shows that this back side of the moon is where most 
of the errors will in fact occur. 17/ 

More recent statements by researchers in this area point out no 
substantial improvements in the prediction effort. 18/ 

Still, whether or not community safety is a statutorily authorized 
consideration in setting bail, safety concerns do exist in the bail 
decision. Judges regularly use danger criteria in setting bail. 19/ 
Further, the legislative trend and the day-to-day reality of danger
based release criteria have convinced many pretrial professionals that 
the consideration of potential danger to the community must be dealt 
with openly. NAPSA Standards further recommend that safety considera
tions be sep~rated from those of court appearance, 20/ and that non
financial release conditions be considered for defendants who pose a 
threat to safety; 21/ this is in order to eliminate the use of high 
money bonds, which many have labelled sub ~ preventive detention. 

Advocates of this bifurcated appearance/safety bail process believe 
that judges should have the opportunity to set conditions to control 
or change the behavior of defendants determined to constitute a safety 
risk. Open consideration of danger and the fitting of least restric
tive conditions, just as with appearance risks, would ensure the 
defendant's presumptive right to release and provide an alternative to 
detention due to high money bond set under the guise of protecting 
against flight. 

In ,July of 1980 the D.C. Pretrial Services Agency implemented a risk 
assessmen~/ recommendation procedure based on these principles. Under 
this approach: 

• Defendants receive dual risk ratings: one for flight and 
the other for community safety. 

• When a risk problem of either type is identified, a 
"solution" is developed to reduce the risk to an acceptable 
level (under certain conditions, a preventive detention 
hearing is recommended). 22/ 

Risk assessment is carried out through the use of an objective 
screening device. Figure S.l depicts the basic workings of this 
system. Defendants are rated first according to their risk of 
non-appearance, then for safety. Risk levels are identified and 
restrictive conditions are matched to specific risk problems for the 
development of recommendations to the court. Financial release 
conditions are not recommended in any instance. 'Ihis system is now 
being reviewed by an independent evaluator to determine its 
effectiveness. 
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The Washington, OC,program' s bifurcated recommendation, system ,is 
linked directly to a preventive detention statute, conslstent, wlth 
NAPSA Standard VI. Detention before trial is one approach that lS ~ow 
being used by several states for the purpose of reducing pretnal 
rearrest rates. 23/ (Also, see Chapter 3 Section 3.1.6 for listing of 
other approaches-=> Under such a procedure defen::'ants may be or~e~ed 
detained if the court determines that no restrictive release condlt:on 
would reduce the risk of danger to an acceptable level. 24/ Aga1O, 
proponents point to tl1e common use of high money bond to, effect ?ete~
tion without due process safeguards, asserting that thiS practice is 
illegal and that the only constitutionally sanctioned w;;e of money 
bond is in guaranteeing appearance. 25/ Preventive detentlon statu~es 
would, they suggest, actually reduce ove~all use of preventive 
detention while providing due process and falrn~ss to the defend~nt. 
26/ Opponents see such a statutory system a~ llkely ~o operate 111 a 
discriminatory fashion and to result ~n the lncarcerat~on of many who 
would not commit crimes on release 10 order to detain the few who 
would. 27/ 

Consideration of dangerousness and preventiv~ detentio~ i~ per~aps the 
most hotly debated topic in the pretrial fleld and it is ~lkely to 
remain so Eor the foreseeable future. Even though the lmpact of 
"danger" laws and pretrial detention mechanism~ may be mUCh, less , than 
ei ther proponents or opponents expect, 28/ thiS area remalns hlghly 
important for future research, particularly sin,ce i,t appears t~at 
interest in the Washington, DC, model is spread10g 10 the pretnal 
services community. 

6.5 Bail Guidelines 

One of the more recent innovations in bail decision-making is the 
concept of bail guidelines. The idea of usir;g, guidelines for ~e
C1Slons concerning bail and pretrial release, slmllar to those whlCh 
have been in use in sentencing and parole, is an e~f?rt to address t~e 
problem of wide variation in the trea~ment of slmllar cases. Ball 
guidelines are an attempt to structure,judicia~ discretion--t? control 
its abuse, to open it to public scrutlny, to lmprove the fa~rnes~ of 
its impact, and to enhance its effectiveness. De,:,eloped ,ln Phlla
delphia by Drs. John S. Goldkamp and,Michael,R. Go~t~redson ln :ollab
oration with an advisory board of Phlladelphla Munlclpal Court Judg~s, 
bail guidelines are designed to, prov~d~ judge~ wi t~ a tool whlCh 
defines explicit criteria for ball declslon-maklng whlle a,t t?e, same 
time providing the flexibility necessary for lndlvldual 
decision-making. 

The Philadelphia bail guidelines consist of a two-dimensional matrix 
or grid (see Figure 6.2). One dimension lists a 15-categor,Y cha~ge 
severity index, the other a five-category scale of pret71al r~sk 
(based on points associated with responses to a questlonnn~lre 
completed by the local pretrial agency). Defendants are categorlzed 
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on eaCh dimension and the intersection of the two dimensions provides 
a range of ba.il choices to "guide" judges in their decision-making. 
The ba.il decision was conceptualized as a two-stage process: \~ether 
or not to grant ROR; and, if not, What particular arrount of cash ba.il 
to assign. 29/ Thus, the 75 cells in the Ini3.trix are further divided 
into three decision "zones": presumed ROR, either ROR or a range of 
cash tail, and presumed cash reil. The Ini3.trix is not expected to be 
appropriate for every individual ba.il decision. Departures fran the 
guidelines are expected, but judges are asked to provide written 
reasons When their decisions fall outside the guideline range in a 
particular cell. 

The findings concerning the development and implementation of tail 
guidelines in Philadelphia are documented in t~ refOrts. 30/ The 
results danonstrated that, While disparity arrong judges using the 
guidelines was considerably reduced, increasing the equity of ba.il 
decisions, the guideline system did not result jn significant Changes 
in levels of ROR, cash tail, and pretrial detention. Thus, the 
results show that the sUbstantive Change brought about by the guide
lines (i. e . , increased equity in decision-making) was accanplished 
without a worsening of failure-to-appear or pretrial rearrest rates 
arrol'B released defendants. As a result of the researCh experiment, 
the Philadelphia Mmicipal Court decided in April 1982 that all 
Municipal Court judges would use the guidelines for future ba.il 
decision-making. 

6.6 Victim Assistance 

Another area in Which release programs may become increasingly 
invol verl duriOj the 1980s is that of victim assistance. Attention 
continues to be focused on the Ini3.nner in \>hiCh victims are treated by 
the criminal justice system, as evidencerl by the recent refOrt of the 
President's Task Fbrce on Victims of Crime. 31/ As a result of suCh 
efforts, fOlice, prosecutors, and courts in-many jurisdictions are 
working to initiate victim assistance programs, or, Where suCh pro
grams exist, to provide increaserl resources. 

While victim service programs have traditionally been operated by law 
enforcement agencies or prosecutors, ba.ckgrourrl on the circumstances 
of the victim is now a part of the pretrial release program report in 
many jurisdictions. In instances of violent felony charges, program 
reports Ini3.y include information on the victim's Physical condition and 
Whether hospitalization has been necessary. In addition, rrost agen
cies regularly attempt to obtain the address of the victim so that 
release conditions may include specific orders that the defendant stay 
away from that area. 

A question yet to be faced is \>hether the release agency should be the 
foundation for the expansion of victim services that is so desperately 
needed in most systems. It is clear that suCh responsibilities would 
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raise difficult questions concerning confidentiality and the possible 
effect of victim information on release agency recommendation and 
supervision procedures. 

6.7 Accreditation 

Accreditation of pretrial release programs has been widely ~eba~ed ~n 
recent years. The primary concern is whether or not accred7tatlon IS 
needed in the pretrial release field; and, if so, what benefIts can.be 
expected. In general, accreditation is intended to ensu:e regularIty 
and consistency in organizational practices and to establIsh standards 
which represent ideal but presumably attainable goals. Advocates of 
the procedure argue that by establishing agr:ed up?n criteria,.accred
itation would supply the pretrial release fIeld WIth a measurIng tool 
which could be used to begin to standardize practices, and that it 
would create a system of rational policies governing pretrial release 
practices and activities. 

'file question of whether or not accreditation is necessary for the 
pretrial release field is a difficult one. On one har:d, the ~n
creasingly important role of pretrial release prograI?s In r~duclng 
jail population levels means that programs need to contInually Improve 
practices and functions wi thin criminal justice systems in ways that 
promote the safe release of the maximum number o~ defendants. Acc~e~
itation in this sense might be seen as a bluepnnt for these actIVI
ties. 

On the other hand, the question of what would motivate a pretrial 
release program to seek accredited status remains unresolved. The 
recent experience of the American Correctional Association with such a 
program shows that the involvement of local jails has been very 
limited. Only 14 local adult detenti~n facili ti.es ha:re. been awarded 
accreditation status, and, at the tIme of thIS wntlng, only 13 
additional jails are involved in the process. 32/ 

The issue of accreditation for pretrial release pro'3rams is being 
investigated presently by NAPSA. 'file interest that has been shown in 
this issue to date characterizes it as an important one, but much 
remains to be resolved on such questions as who should select and 
refine standards, how accreditation criteria should be developed, and 
who should award accreditation status. 

Of a11 the future issues and programmatic developments being 
considered by the field, it appears that the driving force for the 
1980s will continue to be the question of how release programs can 
help solve the problem of jail crow::1ing. '!he; most re~ent u.s. Bureau 
of Justice Statistics report shows a steady Increase In the nu~er of 
persons held in local jails and a startling increase in the por~lon of 
that population av-lai ting trial. 33/ This phenomenon, coupled Wl th the 
enormous cost of building additional jail facilities, has forced 
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communities to examine their jail populations more and more closely to 
be certain that existing detention levels are necessary. 

Many communities are likely to rely on pretrial services agencies for 
such examinations. By constantly evaluating their internal policies, 
and carrying out revisions where needed, agencies will playa pivotal 
role in local efforts to determine appropriate levels of pretrial 
incarceration While ensuring the safety of the community and the 
integrity of the court process. 
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GLOSSARY 

PRETRIAL RELEASE 

The federal and state gevernments have laws and ceurt rules regulating 
who. may be released pretrial and under what cendi tiens and 
circumstances A Cenditiens ef release may be' financial (bail) or 
nen-financial and have traditienally been tied to. ensuring appearance 
in ceurt. 

The preneuncement by the police, bail cemmissiener, er judicial 
efficer ef the cenditiens precedent to. pretrial release is generally 
referred to. as SETTING BAIL. 'The cellequial term "setting bail" is 
used to. refer to. the pretrial release decisien-making precess, even 
when no financial cenditiens are set. Bail (or ether cenditions) may 
be set at er prier to. the FIRST APPEARANCE in ceurt. When the 
decisien eccurs in ceurt, the precess is nermally referred to. as the 
BAIL HEARING. If financial cenditiens are set and the defendant 
cannet MAKE BAIL (satisfy the cenditiens imposed), he er she may have 
a BAIL REDUCTION HEMIN:} er make a written metien to. lewer the bail 
which has been set. 

Types ef pretrial release and terms used ,in the precedure. ef 
determining release include: 

SUMMONS - An alternative to. an arrest warrant, a summens censtitutes a 
request that the defendant appear in ceurt to. face charges. Summonses 
may be delivered in persen er mailed. While they usually de net have 
specific cenditiens ef release attached, failure to. respond to. a 
summens dees censtitute failure-te-appear. 

FIELD CITATION - Field citatiens are issued by law' enf~rcement 
efficers in lieu efthe actual beeking ef a defendant, thus 
substantially reducing the cests asseciated with arrest. In seme 
jurisdictiens pretrial release agencies ceeperate with law enforcement 
efficers by aiding in a telephene check ef packground informatien 
abeut the defendant. A number ef jurisdictiens new use field 
ci tatiens widely fer misdemeaner charges, and some are using f.ield 
citatiens fer lew-level feleny charges. 

STATIONHOUSE RELEASE, STATIONHOUSE CITATION er DESK APPEARANCf-] TICKET 
- Statienhouse release generally r~fers to. rel~ase on persenal 
recognizance autherized by persennel atth~boekinJ facility befere er 
after an arrestee is boeked. Release is centingent upen .the wri tten 
promise ef the defendant to. appear in ceurt as specified. 

RELE~SE ON FffiCOGNIZANCE - Release en recegnizance er release en 
persenal recognizance (ROR, PR, OR) refers to. releaseef a defendant 
en his premise to. appear. Statienheuse release, field ci tatiens, and 
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summons-to-appear are all forms of release on recogni zance. As the 
term is used here, ROR implies no additional conditions of release 
other than that the defendant appear in court as required. 

UNSECURED BAIL - Release on an unsecured bond is similar in practice 
to release on recognizance, with the exception that a bail amount is 
~et by the court for \'lhich the defendant is liable' should he or she 
fail to appear. Unsecured bonds may be administered through release 
by a judicial officer or as a form of stationhouse release. 

CONDITIONAL RELEASE - Conditional release refers to a form of 
non-financial release in which the defendant is required to meet 
specified conditions during the pretrial period. These conditions may 
include checking in with a pretrial release agency, maintaining a 
specified place of residence, avoiding complaining witnesses, etc. 

SUPERVISED RELEASE - As opposed to conditional release, supervised 
release implies more frequent and intense contact between the 
supervising agency and the defendant. For example, the defendant may 
be required to participate in counseling, attend a drug abuse 
treatment program, or to work with vocational counselors to secure 
employment. 

THIRD-PARTY RELEASE - With third-party release, another person or 
organization shares the responsibility of assuring that the defendant 
v/ill appear in court. '!hi rd-party releases may involve release to the 
custody of a parent, relative, or other individual, or to an 
organization, such as a halfway house ortreatrnent program. 

DEPOSIT BAIL - Deposit bail, also known as 10 percent bail, differs 
from surety bond in that the defendant (or friends or family) posts a 
specified portion of the face value of the bond (often 10 percent) 
with the court. At the disposition of the case, the amount posted is 
returned to the defendant (usually minus a 1 to 3 percent administra
tive fee). In some jurisdictions it is the defendant I s option to 
satisfy money bail in this way; in other jurisdictions the court 
decides whether bail may be satisfied by "10 percent" or whether a 
surety bail is required. 

CASH BAIL - Cash bail requires that the defendant post the full amount 
of the face value of the bail bond to secure release. The money 
posted is returned to the defendant following disposition of the case, 
if the defendant appears as required. 

SURETY BAIL - Still the most commonly used form of financial pretrial 
release, surety bail is necessary when the defendant is unable to post 
the full amount of the bail and does not have the deposit bail option. 
Under this arrangement, a surety agent agrees to pay the full amount 
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of the reil. to the state if the accused fails to appear as required. 
The agent's premise to pay is usually provided in the form of a BAIL 
BOND. \ 

BAIL ~~ - A private businessman or woman Who Charges a fee for 
the service of :pJsting bail 00 behalf of a defendant. . The bail bond 
business can be a cam:pJnent of theinsuranc~ in~ustry--the bondsrnan:s 
fee is essentially an insurance PREMIUM. In the event of. lOSS--ball 
forfeiture due to the defendant's failure-to-appear as required--the 
bondsman is res:pJnsible to the court for the full face value of the 
bond. Ha>'l€!ver, the premium/ fee paid by the defendant is not returned, 
regardless of whether he or she makes all court appearances and 
regardless of the verdict. The premiUm is usually 10 percent of the 
bail arrount, and additional collateral of real or personal property 
may be required, thus minimizing actual . risk to the bonds~. It is 
wi thin the discreticn of the bondsman whether to :pJst ball for an 
individual. As a result a judge may not know after the defendant is 
A.IMITI'ED 'IO BAIL (bail set) whether there has been a TAKIN3 OF BAIL 
(Wherein the court clerk or other official accepts the bail off~red, 
i.-e., whether the surety quaiifies)!or whether the defendant has been 
RELEASED CN BAIL. 

PRIVATELY SECURED BAIL - Pri vatel y secured bail ~rks in much the same 
way as the bail bondsman,· except that the person or organization 
fOsting the funds does not Charge the defendant for the service. 

PROPERlY BAIT., - In sane jurisdictions the defendant may fOst property 
or other assets in the place of cash with the court. 

DEI'ENTICN prior to trial is permi ttErl for one or nore of three 
reasons, depending on the jurisdiction: 

e The defendant poses a serious risk of flightfram prosecution. 

• The release of the defendant would ~ likely to result in the 
disruption of the judicial process ~ such as destruction of 
evidence, threats or harm to witnesses or jurors, etc. 

• The release of the defendant would be likely to result in 
serious hann to another person or in the cx::mnission of a 
criminal offense. Detention on the third basis is usually 
referred to as PREVENTIVE DETENTION. 

The following terms relate to aspects and functions of a pretrial 
release agency: 

COMMUNITY TIES - Recarmendations made to. the court by a pretrial 
release program are usually based on . so~e evaluat~on of the 
defendant's probability of appea;r-ance. ThlS evaluatlon usually 
includes an analysis of the ties the defendant has to the ~unlty. 
Specifically, a::::mnunity ties may include the length of time the 
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defendant has resiqed in the conununity, whether other family members 
or relatives Ii ve in the area, 'Whether the defendant is employed in 
t.~e area, and wt:ether he or she has a home telephone. 

~OINT SCALE ~ T~e first ROR pr~gra~, the Manhattan Bail Project, based 
Its reconunelJdatlons on an obJectIve system of assigning a certain 
number of points for different defendant background characteristics. 
F~r instance::, if a d:fendant li~ed in the ,Jurisdiction for a long 
tlme, he mlght recelve 2 "resldence" poInts a~ opposed to the 
defendant. who lived outside the jurisdiction, who would receive no 
"residence" points. The total nUmber' of points earned by the 
defenda~t ~n all scales (community ties, criminal history, etc.) would 
be, tallIed, and tho~e def.endants with more than a certain number of 
polnts ,would rece~ve a recohinendation for release on recogniz'ance. 
The polnt scale lS based on factors thought to be indicators of appearance. 

RECOMP1ENDATION SCHEME - Some programs base their recol£mendations on 
point scales, but others rely on the intuition of their interviewers. 
Some use a combination of "objective" points and "subjective" 
criteria. The particular modifications which form the basis of an 
agency's method are known as its recommendation scheme . . . 
NOTIFICATION - The process of communicating to a defendant where and 
\v!1:n he .or she is to appear in court. Notification may be aqcom
pllshed In a number of ~a¥s:-ei ther by the pretrial release agency, by 
the court, or by a comblnatlon of efforts, by letter, by telephone or 
by notice given the defendant at the end of a court appearance. ' 

VERIFICATION - Before finishing an assessment of a defendant's 
apparent probability of appearance in court, pretrial release programs 
usually attempt to check the accuracy of the information gathered in 
the ~nterview. Verification is generally accomplished through 
ch:c~lng t~e recor:ds of o;-her information sources (such as ver.ifying 
crlmlnal hIstory lnformation by checking police records) and through 
cross-checking with personal references (for example, verifying that 
the, defendant lives at a certain address by telephoning other 
reSIdents at that address) • 

Other Terms Used Commonly in the Pretrial Release/supervision Area: 

ADJU?ICA'rrON - The final detennination by a judicial authori ty of 
acquIttal or conviction of a defendant is called adjudication. 

~~GNMENT - The ~eariz:g be.fore the court having jUrisdiction in a 
crlmlnal,case, and 'In whICh the defendant is required to enter a plea. 
Informatlon,of charges and rights cmd bail setting may also take place 
at the arraIgnment. See also INITIAL APPEARANCE. .. 
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BENCH WARRANT or CAPIAS (£rem latin: you should seize) - This type of 
order is issuErl fran the "bench" of a court in session. In the 
pretrial context, a bench warrant may Pe iSSUed When a defendant fails 
to appear in court at the app::>intErl tine or when the supervising 
pretrial agency detennines that seme other serious violation of the 
release agreement has occurrErl and is cause far revocation of release 
status. 

BOOKING - When an arrested person is brought to a detention facility, 
the process is generally referred to as llbooking". Booking is eften 
considered the final Sb3P in making an arrest. At this p::>int, basic 

. infonnatim m the facts of the arrest and. the identity of the arres
tee is gathered. Fingerprinting may also occur. Pretrial release 
interviewin:J may be carriErl out as part of the' bookin:J process or 
immediately thereafter. The practice of statiorihouse or jail citation 
release may obviate the need for booking. 

CAPITAL OFFENSE - An offense which may be punishable by life 
imprisonment ar by death. 

CENTRAL INTAKE - A system developed by local juriSdictions to organize 
the process of infonnatim gathering and. decision-rnaking among the 
various criminal justice operating agencies as cases move through the 
system. The central intake system may also facilitate rep::>rts on 
system operations and measurements of the effectiveness of a juris
diction I s procedures. The scop:l and. quality of infonnation gathered 
by the pretrial services agency can provide the basis of a central 
intake system. 

FAIIURE-'IO-APPFAR (FI'A) - The act of not appearing for a ,required 
court proceeding. Measures of fail ure-to-appear are usually either 
defendant-based (e.g., the number of defendants v..iho ITd.s8 a OJurt 
appearance) or appearance-based (e. g ., the number of court appearances 
Which are missed). 

FELONY - A criminal offense, including capital crimes, punishable by 
incarceratim or by death. The 10'vVer limit of punishment is usually 
one year. In differentiating between felonies and MISDEMEANDPS, the 
length of punishment may not 'be the only consideration, but the most 
serious crimes in a jurisdiction are felonies, the most minor are 
miSdemeanors. Most jurisdictions operate a bifurcated judicial 
system, in Which misdemeanors are tried in lower courts and felonies 
in higher courts, although both felony and. misdemeanor defendants are 
usually brought 'before the lower court in t11e initial appearance; 
felony cases may then 'be "1::ound over" to the higher court. 

HOLD (ar DErAINER) - A notice fran a local, state or federal agency 
that a person being held by a detention facili ty not 'be released 
without notifying the requesting agency and giving t11e agency time to 
resp::>nd. Sane jails have significant numbers of "holds" t persons held 
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pending trial or to serve a sentence in other jurisdictions, such as 
neighboring counti~s, the state probation agency, the state prison 
system,· or federal law enforcement agencies. 

INITIAL APPEARANCE - The first appearance of an accused person before 
the court having jurisdiction in his or her case. Tn minor misde
meanor cases the initial appearance may be the only appearance. At 
this point the defendant. is generally informed of his or her rights, 
informed of the charges, arid has bail set. Determination of legal 
representation will generally. also take place. The timing of the 
initial ap~arance is determined by t~e juri~~igtion's lawS governing 
the maximum time a per;;on can be h~ld without.. court appearance. In 
many jurisdictions the term ARRr..IGNM~ may be used instead to refer 
to the first appearance in court. The entering of an initial plea of 
guilty or not guilty constitutes the completion of the arraignment. A 
defendant may not have ~~e opportunity to enter a plea at the initial 
appearance. 

MISDEMEANOR - A criminal offense punishable by incarceration, but 
generally for a period ?f a year or less, and in a local jail. 

MIR.~NDA RIGHTS - The set of righ}=.s which a person has during police 
interrogation, first stated by the U.S. Supreme Court in the case of 
Miranda v. Arizona (1960), and of which the accUSed must be informed 
before interrOgation. The basic Glements of .the ".Miranda warning" 
include information (1) that the accused has a right to remain silent, 
(2) that any statement may be used in court against the accused, (3) 
that he or she has the right to have an attorney present during 
interrogation, (4) that an attorn~y will be provided at no charge if 
the accuSed cannot afford one, and (5) that if the accused chooses to 
give information, he/she has the right to refuse further information 
at any time. 

PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION - An investigation into the circumstances, 
personality, and past behavior of a person convicted of a crime, which 
is conQucted at the request of the court to assist in determining the 
most appropriate sentence. Such investigations are usually undertaken 
by the local probation agency, but may inyolve pretrial services 
agencies which may submit non-confidential information, particularly 
that relating to the individual's compliance with release conditions, 
to the probat~on agency or directly to the court. 
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Pretrial Services Unit Procedures 
Felony Administrative Recognizance Release 

King Co\IDty, Washington 
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Pretrial Services Unit Pt'c-cedures 

04.03.00 -,--- FELONY P,or,lINISTMTIVE RECOGNIZJlJlCE RELEASE 

04.03.01 Definition and Authority 

Felony Administrative Recognizance Release 
differs from 04.01.00 "Felony Recognizance Release ll in 
that the Recognizance Screeners are authorizeo to release 
qualifying persons held for investigation of charge(s) 
of the less serious offenses without judicial approval 
on their promise to appear a~ the Initial Hearing and 
Plea calendar. 

The Recognizance Screenets shall review persons 
being held on investigation of more serious felonies. 
Qualifying persons in this category shall be presented 
to the "duty judge" for consideration of a Judicial 
Recognizance Release. 

Felony Administrative Recognizance Release is 
governed by the criteria and procedures spelled out 
be 1 O~/: 

04.03.02 Crime Categories Excluded from Felony Adminis
tratfve Recognizance Release . " 

No Class A felonies shall be eligible for ~ 
~ of release prior to a preliminary appearance. The 
duty judge may hold such a preliminary hearing, but ade
quate notice must be provided to the Prosecuting Attorney's 
Offi CE' and the arresting asency. 

Persons held for investigation of crimes listed 
below will be automatically excluded froc consideraticn of 
Felony Administrative Recognizance Release. The procedure 
,for release of persons being held on investigation of these 
crimes includes the review by the Recognizance Screene~ and 
a recommendation to the duty judge. The duty judge can grant 
a Recognizance Release or set bail on persons held on inves
tigation of these (non-Class A) crimes (the name, date and 
time of the authorization should be indicated in the release 
document). See 04.03.06 fot procedures. . . 

(1) Any homicide, including manslaughter or negligent 
homicide. 

(2) Any felony assault. 

(3) Any rape. 

(4) 

( 5) 

(6 ) 

Any statutory rape. 

Any robbery in the first or second degree. 

Any kidnapping. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9 ) 

(10) 

(11 ) 

(12 ) 

(13 ) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) , 

Any burglary in the first degree and any residential 
burglary invQlving in excess of $5,000 loss or multiple 
residential burglary (more than one). 

A commercial 9urg1ary involving more than $5,000. 

Any arson. 

Theft in the first degree, Possession of Stolen 
Prop~rty in the first degree, or Forgery involving 
the loss of property in excess,?f $5,000. 

Possession or sale of narcotics or dangerous drugs 
of a value over $5,OOO~ 

Bribery. 

Intimidating a witness or juror. 

Extortion in the first degree. 

Fugitive warrants. 

'Escape in the fi rst and second degrees. 

Malicious mischief in the first degree (in excess 
of $5,000). 

(18) All other violent felony offenses. 

(19) Jl.ttempts, sol icitation or conspiracy to commit any' 
nonreleasable offense. 

04.03.03 EXCLUSION: 

.n. Recognizance Release shall not be made for any of the fo11oI'Jing: 

1. where ~here is concern for the safety of the victim. 
2. where in the evaluation of the Recognizance Screener there appears to be 

sufficient threat of fl ight, or strong eno,ugh 1 ikel ihood ofre-offense, to 
offset corrvnunity ties. . . . 

3. where there is suffi ci ent concern for the detainees mental state to cause 
the Recognizance Screener to .recommend that unstructured release would be a 
danger to the community and/or the detainee him/her self. 

4. where'there is reason to believe that the ~etainee is part of an organized 
group (shoplifting ring, etc.) and has the mobility to quickly,mov,e from 
ar.ea to area. 

04.03.04 Additional Situations for Excluding Felony Administrative 
Recognizance Release 

The fo11o\'l1ng situations will preclude authorization of Felony 
Administrative Recognizance Release for persons who do not fall into the above 
high-impact crime categories: 

(1 ) The 1awenfor~ement agency's objection to release has not been 
resolved. The reasons for such objection must be stated and should 
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be related to probability of flight, re-offense or victim safety. 
Verified community ties and lack of a previous failure to appear 
history should be viewe'd as neces.s.ary to resolVe a law enfOrcement 
general concern that the detainee might not appear if released. 

(2) The person is currently involved in the adjudication process for 
another alleged felony offense. 

(3) The person is on active parole or probation for a felony offense 
in another state. 

(4) The person in on active parole or probation for a felony offense and 
Adult Probation and Parole has not concurred in the release. 

(5) Felony Administrative Recognizance Release will not be effected if 
th~re are other matters \'1hich \',i11 prevent the detainee from actually 
belng released (e.g. t out of county hold, no bail misdemeanant ~/arrant, etc.). 

04.03.05 Felony Administrative Recognizance Release Eligibility 

A person ... ,ho is qual ified for Felony Administrative Recognizance 
Release (hereafter, FARR) must have charges not falling into any of the 
nineteen categories as specified in 04.03.02aiiCi/or the five (5) situa
tions as specified in 04.03.04, or exclusions as specified in 04.03.03. 

It is the policy of the King County judicial system that persons' 
held for investiGation ofa misdemeanor or gross misdemeanor offenses are 
a1 so inc1 uded \'iithin FARR.· 

Persons Whose eligibility to FARR is not precluded by 04.03.02 and 
04.03.03 or 04.03.04 Would be eligible for such release without judicial 
approval if that person has a verified address and a total of four (4) 
points on the "Felony Recognizance Point Scale: (see Appendix~ 

. **EXCEPTION: The only exception to the reouirement for four 
poi~ts would be investi\Jative hol ds for dangerous drugs in which t'he 
estlmated value of the dangerous drugs ;s under $500.00. 'In such cases 
a verified address and/or the cooperation of a third party who will ah:~ys 
know how to reach the detainee will be sufficient to authoriz~ release. 
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Non-Hearing 'JudicialRecognizance Release 

The following instances apply to this type of Recognizance 
Release: ' 

.(l ) 

(2) 

Persons whose offense orci rcurnstances make them ineltgi bl e 
for FARR re1ea~e. 

Persons who would be affected by FARR guidelines 

04.03.03 Exclysion relating to the individual. 

04.03.04 5jtuations relating to other legal proceedings 
and conditions. 

Class A Felony offenses are not eligible for ,review or release 
by this procedure. 

Th; s procedure shall serve as the process for a Recogni zance Screener 
or attorney to appeal the results of a negative FARR evaluation. 

The principal f~nction of this release option shall ~e to ~rovide persons 
being held on investigation of any of the offenses 11sted ln 04.03.02 
(with the exception of Class A felonies) an opportunity to be considered 
for c1 pre-charge release. 

If thearrestil'lg a'gency has o.bjected tp the release .the Recognizance 
Screener shall: . 

or Attempt to communicate with the ,arrestinQ, agency to review 
their reasons for objection. 

(2) Att~pt to seek the input of the victim(s). 

(-3) Communicate \'Jith tbe<;iesighated deputy prosecuting attorney. 

Thi s infQrm~tiQn, pl uS telephone numbers should be made avajl abl e to the 
"duty judge fl

• 

04.03.0,[ 

( 1 ) 

( ,., ) 
\ '- . 

04.03.('8 

(1) 

(2) 

Locate New Bookings and Detennine Inverview Priority 

Consult D4.0l.02. 

Consult 04.03.02, 04.03.03, 04.03.04,.04.03.05. 

, ' 

Verifying Infomat,ion 

Consult 04~01.04. 

Attempts \'1i11 be made to verif~1 as much information as possible. 
The minimum for any verification VJill be a confirmation of 
residence. Effor.ts\'!i 11 ,be made to ve'ri fy the detainee I s crimi
nal history. Depending on the ci rcumstanc:s , ~erification could 
include inquiries to lavi el1fo\~cerr.ent?g~n~les ln other states. 
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(3) 

04.03.();} 

04.03.1.0 

In arder to.' accurately assess el i gibi,lity for rel ease, ~Jh~ther 
it be initially by Recogriizance S6'reeners or later by a judge, 
the arre~ting officers will be requi~ed to complete a "Suspect 
Infonnatlon Report ll Cot "Superfotm ll

) 'or the "Arre~ting Agency 
Detainee Information Sheet lI(ar ADDIS)at the time of booking 
of any p~rson. 0.11 a felony inve~tigation. The jail must be pre
sented Wl th the compl eted fonn' prior ,to. accepting the perso.n 
bei n g boo ked. Th i s fo nn can be ob'tai ned fro.m the deta i nee's 
packet to. aid the screener to. verify infonnation obtained from 
the intervie\'l. ' " . .'< . 

Detainee's Criminal History Inguiri: 

Detainees with not more than six (6} months in at le~st one af 
the following \",11 require a criminal history teletype check 
with the Washington State Identification Center:, . . 

(1) Employment (one emplqyer); cr' 

(2) Residence '(oneresidence) 

The purpase of such a check is to. detenni.ne w,hether:, 

(1) The detainee is being truthful. 

(2) 

(3) 

To obtain a semi-accurate record Of the detainee's 
crimina 1 history ..,' , 

To detennine if the person is'currentl.:y on probation or 
. parol e. 

Reviewing Infot~ation 

When m~king a review regarding to Felony Admin1strative 
Recognnance Release eligibility, the following faCtors 
will be deliberated s€riously: 

(1) Is the alleged offense within theguidel ines for 
an administrative or a judicial consultation release? 

(2) Does the d~tainee's rating on the felony Recognizance 
Release POlnt Sca,le meet proQram s1~aridards: ' 

**Offensecategori,es el igible for FARR ..... 4 points 
," 

EXCEPTION: 04.03.05 regarding inVestigative 
dangerous drugs ; .. . 

(3) Does the copy of the "Superform" or th~ "AADIS" 
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(4) 

( 5) 

(6) 

-

indicate any re~~on ~h~i the d~ta~nee should not 
be released? Has that objection been removed or 
resolved? 

Has the arresting'agen~y expres~e~ object~on to the 
release of the detainee? Has the objectian been 
removed or resolved? 

Is there any question as to the detainee'S identity? 

Are there any speci&l conditions (e.g., no contact 
with a person or place) which are warranted to be 
placed on a .release? 

Court Appearance·and Referral to Judge 

(1) Persons \tlhoare to bere1 eased under FARR sha 11 agree 
t~ appear at the Initial Hearing and Plea Calendar on 
the second regul ar Court di'\te foll owi n9 arrest. The 
person will appear in courtroom #1049 at 1500 (3 :00 Pt,l) 
hours.. The arrest date. shal] be detenni ned by the actual 
calendar dat~(thus midnight cut off rather than the jail 
recap cut off). . , 

EXCEPTION: Persons releas.edas an exception, VUCSA under $500 
will not be required toappea,r until they have rece; ved 
a summons or warrant. No court date will be set for some 
held sol ely on thi scharge. . 

(2) For those persons Whose charge fits within the FARR 
(see 04.03.04"Feloni Administrative Recognizance Release 
El igibiJityU) but whose' interview indicates that they do 
not meet the minimum four (4) points on the "Felony Recog
nizance Point Scale", or that they are noted as "exceptionsli 
by the Recogn i zance Screener, these cases \',i 11 be referred 
to the appropriate judge \vho'will'evaluate fora bail' 
rel ease. See 04.03. 06. . 

(3) Persons held on investigation bookings dutside FA.r.R 
guidelines who are being released as a result of phone 
contact with duty judgedurin9 non-judici'al hours shall 
be required to execute ,a condition of release form and 
be giv~n a~ourt date in the same manner as a person re
leased as part of .this program. The name of the judge 
sha 11,. beinqjcatedanddocume,nts atta.chedand distributed 
in the samernanner as, 04. 0'5.00. 

(4 ) Any attempted release by other than duty judge shall be 
reported immediately to, the Pretrial Services Unit Super
visor. The ~retrial Services Unit Supervisor shall report 
the incident to the presiding or acting duty ,judge, ,!nd 
the Chief· or an Assi stant Chi ef Deputy Prosecutor. 
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04.04.00 DISTRIBUTION OF RECOGNIZANCE SCREENING DOCUMENTS 

The Pretrial Services Unit staff hqs the responsibility to provide 
the following documents to the indicated no later' than 0900 hours of each court 
<lay ('i. e., r·londay to Fri day) : 

04~05.00 

04.04.01 For Release 

(1 ) 

( 2) 

(3) 

Seattle District Court: 

a. Release Agreement (original) 
b. Felony Administrative Recognizance Release Point 

Scale (original) 
c. Interview Form (copy) 
d. Copy of Superform and/or AADIS 

Office of the Prosecuting Attornel: 

a. Re 1 ~,ase Agreement (Xerox c:opy) 
b. Interview· Form -( Xerox copy) 
c. Copy of Superfonn and/orAP.DIS 
d. Felony Administrative Recognizance Release Point 

Scale (Xerox copy) 

Pretrial Services Unit Office: 

a. Release Agreement (copy) . . 
b. Felony Administrative Recognizance Release Point 

Scale (Xerox) 
c •. ' Interview FOrll! (original plus two copies) 
d. Copy of Superform and/or AADIS 
e. Felony Administrative Recognizance Rel ease Checkl i st 

CLERICAL PROCEDURES 

The following clerical procedures are to be perfonned by the 
Pretr'ial Services Office ASs.istant III.: 

, 04.05.01 General Office Duties 

(1) The Pretrial .Services Office Assistant III is responsible 
for maintaining attendance.record of all staff members of 
the, Un i t dil; 1)' in the"Atteodal1ce Report Form : (Form A-107) 

.~ndsObmittii'lg such.form to the D;Yision's.Payrol1Clerk on 
the appropriate bi-monthly transmittal days. 

She/h~will. 
supplie~are 

" . 
office 

!" -

\ 
\' 

INT 

3 
2 
1 

3 
2 
1 

4 
3 
2 
1 

2 
1 
o 

-1 
-2 
-3 

DIVISION OF CORRECTIONS 
PRETRIAL SERVICES UNIT 

Name ________________ . ______ __ 

VER 

3 
2 
1 

3 
2 
1 

4 
3 
2 
1 

2 
.1 
o 

-1 
-2 
-3 

B/A'-_________ _ 

FELONY RECOGNIZANCE RELEASE POINT SCALE 

RESIDENCE (Puget Sound Area) (Must have at least one point in this area, 

Present residence one year or more 
Present res'idence 6 months OR one year at present and prior address 
Resided in King County area-ror at least last 5 years OR present 
residence 3 months OR six months at present "and prior address 

Note - Add 2 points if buying house or condominiums 

. FAMI LY TIES 

Lives with spouse/cohapitant and has contact with other family 
lives with spouse/cohabitant or parents 
lives with adult family person whom he/she gives as reference 

Note - Add 1 point if has \telephone 

EMPLOYNENT (Puget Sound Area) 

Present job or in school one year or more 
Present job 6 months OR six months at present and prior job 
Present job 3 months OR six months at present and prior job 
Has present job which is still available OR unemployed 3 months or 
less with 0 months or more on prior job OR receiving unemployment 
compensation OR welfare OR supported by family OR on disability 
payments. -- -- -

CRIMINAL RECORD WITHIN LAST TEN YEARS 

No convictions 
Serious or simple misdemeanor co~victions 
Aggravated misdemeanor convictions 
One felony convictions OR two misdemeanor convictions in last year 
Two felony convicti ons -. . 
Three or more felony convictions 

Note - Deduct one point from above categories if defendant has. been 
convicted of a,forciblefe,lony:Mu.rder 1&11, Sexual Abuse, 
Kidnapping, RobberY. Arson I, Burglary J or Felonious Assault. 

" . . - " ! 

NI SCELLANEOUS, 
,-

Currently participating in a drug or~lcoholprogra~ 
Present drug or a 1 coholabus:~L' .. ' , ' ..... , 

, Prior failure to appear onPR,qr SUpervisep Release 
Prioi"will fulconvi cti on faj11 iur.e to CiPpear 

' . , . , - ,. ',-, - ~! ."-"" . 
'-\ \ 
i i 
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National Institute of Justice 
James K. Stewart 

Director 

National Institute of Justice 
Advisory Board 

Dean Wm. Roach, Chairman 
Commissioner 
Pennsylvania 

Crime Commission 
St. Davids, Pa. 

Donald Baldwin, Vice Chairman 
Executive Director 
National Law Enforcement 

Council 
Washington, D.C. 

James Duke Cameron 
Justice 
Arizona Supreme Court 
Phoenix, Ariz. 

Frank Carrington 
Executive Director 
Victims' Assistance 

Legal Organization 
Virginia Beach, Va. 

Don~lcf 1,.. Collins 
Attorney 
Collins and Alexander 
Birmingham, Ala. 

Harold Dajtch 
Attorney, partner 
Leon, Weill and Mahony 
New York City 

Gavin de Becker 
Public Figl)re Protection 

Consultant 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

Priscilla H. Douglas 
Manager, Quality Systems 
Pontiac Motor Division 
General Motors Corporation 

. Pontiac, Mich. 

John Duffy 
Sheriff 
San Diego, Calif. . 

George D. Haimbaugh, Jr. 
Robinson Professor of LaW 
University of South Carolina 

Law School 
Columbia, S.C. 

Richard L. Jorandby 
Public Defender 
Fifteenth Judicial Circuit 

of Florida 
West Palm Beach, Fla. 

Kenneth L. Khachigian 
Public Affairs Consultant 
formerly Special Consultant 

to the President 
San Clemente, Calif. 

Mitch McConnell 
County Judge/Executive 
Jefferson County 
Louisville, Ky. 

Guadalupe Quintanilla 
'Assistant Provost 
University of Houston 
Houston, Texas 

Frank K. Richardson 
Associate Justice 
California Supreme Court 
San Francisco, Calif. 

Bishop L. Robinson 
Deputy Commissioner 
Baltimore Police Department 
Baltimore, Md. 

James B. Roche 
U.S. Marshal 
Boston, Mass. 

Judy Baar Topinka 
Member 
Illinois State Legislature 

H. Robert Wientzen 
Manager .. ' '. 
Field Advertising Department 
Procter and Gamble 
Cincinnati, Ohio 
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